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Design of Surface Acoustic Wave Sensors with Nanomaterial Sensing Layers: 
Application to Chemical and Biosensing 

 
Subramanian K.R.S. Sankaranarayanan 

 
ABSTRACT 

 
Surface acoustic wave (SAW) sensors detect chemical and biological species by monitoring the shifts in 

frequency of surface acoustic waves generated on piezoelectric substrates. Incorporation of nanomaterials 

having increased surface area as sensing layer have been effective in improving the sensitivity as well as 

miniaturization of SAW sensors. Selectivity, sensitivity and speed of response are the three primary aspects 

for any type of sensor. This dissertation focuses on design and development of SAW devices with novel 

transducer configurations employing nanomaterial sensing layers for enhanced sensing, improved 

selectivity, and speed of response. The sensing mechanism in these SAW sensors is a complex 

phenomenon involving interactions across several different length and time scales. Surface acoustic wave 

propagation at the macro-scale is influenced by several kinetic phenomena occurring at the molecular scale 

such as adsorption, diffusion, reaction, and desorption which in turn depend on the properties of 

nanomaterials. This suggests the requirement of a multi-scale model to effectively understand and 

manipulate the interactions occurring at different length scales, thereby improving sensor design. Sensor 

response modeling at multiple time and length scales forms part of this research, which includes 

perturbation theories, and simulation techniques from finite element methods to molecular-level 

simulations for interpreting the response of these surface acoustic wave chemical and biosensors utilizing 

alloy nanostructures as sensing layers. Molecular modeling of sensing layers such as transition metal alloy 

nanoclusters and nanowires is carried out to gain insights into their thermodynamic, structural, mechanical 

and dynamic properties. Finite element technique is used to understand the acoustic wave propagation at 

the macroscale for sensing devices operating at MHz frequencies and with novel transducer designs. The 

findings of this research provide insights into the design of efficient surface acoustic wave sensors. It is 
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expected that this work will lead to a better understanding of surface acoustic wave devices with novel 

transducer configurations and employing nanomaterial sensing layers. 
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Chapter One 

Introduction 

Surface acoustic wave (SAW) sensors detect chemical and biological species by monitoring the shifts in 

frequency of surface acoustic waves generated on piezoelectric substrates. The frequency shifts and 

therefore the sensor response depend on material properties of the sensing layer. Incorporation of 

nanomaterials as the sensing layer has been effective in improving the sensitivity as well as miniaturization 

of SAW sensors. These devices are conveniently small, relatively inexpensive and highly sensitive.  

 

1.1 Motivation and objectives 

Selectivity, sensitivity and speed of response are the three primary aspects for any type of sensor. This 

thesis focuses on design and development of SAW devices with novel transducer configurations employing 

nanomaterial sensing layers for enhanced sensing, improved selectivity, and speed of response. The sensing 

mechanism in these SAW sensors is a complex phenomenon involving interactions across several different 

length and time scales. Acoustic wave propagation at the macro-scale is influenced by several kinetic 

phenomena occurring at the molecular scale such as adsorption, diffusion, reaction, and desorption which 

in turn depend on the properties of nanomaterials. This suggests the requirement of a multi-scale model to 

effectively understand and manipulate the interactions occurring at different length scales, thereby 

improving sensor design. This research has manifold aims: 1) Investigate the thermodynamic, structural 

and mechanical properties of the bimetallic nanomaterial sensing layers, 2) Understand the surface acoustic 

wave generation and propagation characteristics at the macro-scale for various novel transducer 

configurations in devices operating in gas and liquid media and, 3) Investigate the fluid-substrate 

interactions to eliminate biofouling in typical biosensing applications. 
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Although it is well known that bimetallic nanowires and nanoclusters are better suited for sensing and 

catalytic applications, the sensing mechanism involved with the use of nanoalloys in acoustic sensors is 

quite complicated and relatively less explored. The acoustic wave propagation is strongly dependent on the 

material properties of nanostructure sensing layers which in turn can be altered by the wave propagation 

itself. Therefore, a through understanding of both the wave propagation and nanomaterial properties is 

required to unravel the sensing mechanism and improve the performance of acoustic sensors.  

 

Computational modeling is an important tool that allows one to gain insights into the material behavior at 

the nanoscale and acoustic wave propagation at the macro-scale. Molecular dynamics simulation is a 

technique in which Newton's laws are applied at the atomic level to propagate the system's motion through 

time. The thermodynamic and transport properties were obtained as time average over the particle positions 

and velocities. In this thesis, this technique is utilized to derive the material properties of finite sized 

structures such as alloy nanostructures. At the macro-scale, the finite element method is used to study the 

wave generation and propagation characteristics in SAW sensors. The finite element technique involves 

solving the systems equation of motion typically expressed as partial differential equations. The domain to 

be solved is discretized into elements connected by nodes and the equations of motion are solved at the 

nodes. The nodes are represented by spatially varying but temporally constant shape functions. In the 

present work, the coupled wave equations that relate the electrical and mechanical quantities in a 

piezoelectric media are solved using the finite element techniques to gain insights into the wave generation 

and propagation. Optimization of various design parameters is achieved by evaluating the transient 

response of the SAW device to various applied electrical input. 

 

1.2 Organization of thesis 

This dissertation is organized in the following manner: 

1)  Chapter two describes the various types of acoustic sensing devices with specific emphasis on surface 

acoustic wave sensor. The use of nanomaterial sensing layers is also discussed. 
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2)  Chapter three discusses the molecular dynamics simulation study of thermal characteristics of 

bimetallic Pd-Pt nanoclusters of different sizes and compositions. The melting mechanism and the 

influence of temperature on the nanocluster microstructure are discussed in detail. 

 

3)  Chapter four discusses the thermal characteristics of bimetallic Pd-Pt nanowires of different sizes and 

compositions. The nanoscale phase diagram of alloy nanowires and nanoclusters is explored in 

detail.   

 

4)  Chapter five gives insights into the influence of substrate/support interaction on the structure and 

morphology of the bimetallic transition metal nanoclusters. The melting and evolution of graphite 

supported clusters are discussed. 

 

5)  Chapter six discusses the mechanical properties of bimetallic nanowires under the influence of high 

and low strain rates. The mechanism of deformation and rupture as well as the differences in the 

mechanical properties of single component and alloy nanowires is discussed. 

 

6)  Chapter seven involves development of coupled field 3-D finite element (FE) model to understand the 

sensor response of a typical SAW gas sensor. 

 

7)  Chapter eight focuses on the development of fluid-solid interaction model to investigate the acoustic 

streaming phenomenon induced by Rayleigh wave interaction with liquid medium. Optimization of 

design parameters leading to enhanced acoustic streaming to eliminate biofouling in SAW 

biosensors is discussed. 

 

8)  Chapter nine involves development of coupled field 3-D FE model of a novel hexagonal SAW device, 

which finds applications in materials characterization as well as chemical and biological sensing. 

The use of hexagonal SAW device based on LiNbO3 for rapid and simultaneous extraction of 
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multiple film parameters (film material density, Lamé and shear modulii, sheet conductivity) of a 

thin film material is demonstrated.  

 

9)  Chapter ten investigates the acoustic wave propagation and generation in focused SAW devices with 

transducers shaped as concentric circular arc. Optimization of design parameters leading to enhanced 

amplitude fields & lower propagation losses, thereby increased device sensitivity are discussed. 

 

10) Chapter eleven summarizes the main contributions of this thesis and provides suggestion for possible 

future studies. 
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Chapter Two 

Surface Acoustic Wave Sensors and Nanomaterial Sensing Layers 

2.1 Acoustic wave sensors 

A sensor allows the transduction of chemical and/or physical properties at an interface into usable 

information (Fig. 2-1). A chemical sensor generates an output signal which is a function of the chemical 

entity and/or concentration. The transduction methods are usually classified as electrochemical, acoustic, 

optical, and thermal.   

 

Figure 2-1. Schematic diagram of a sensor producing electrical output in response to analyte 
presence. 

 
Acoustic wave sensors are devices which allow transduction between electrical and acoustical energies and 

are so named because they utilize a mechanical or acoustic wave as sensing mechanism1. As the acoustic 

wave propagates through or on the surface of a material, changes in the propagation path affect the 

amplitude and/or velocity of the wave. By monitoring the changes in wave velocity and amplitude, the 

frequency or phase characteristics of a sensor can be correlated to the corresponding physical quantity 

being measured. Virtually all acoustic wave devices and sensors use a piezoelectric material to generate the 

acoustic wave. Piezoelectricity refers to production of electrical charges on imposition of mechanical stress 

and occurs in crystals which lack center of symmetry2. The converse is also true which means that 

application of electrical field results in mechanical displacement.  
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Piezoelectric acoustic wave sensors apply an oscillating electric field to create a mechanical wave, which 

propagates through the substrate and is then converted back to an electric field for measurement. There are 

several piezoelectric substrates that can be used for acoustic wave generation. The most common are quartz 

(SiO2), lithium niobate (LiNbO3) and lithium tantalate (LiTaO3). Other materials that have commercial 

applications include gallium arsenide (GaAs), silicon carbide (SiC), langasite (LGS), zinc oxide (ZnO), 

aluminum nitride (AlN), lead zirconium titanate (PZT), and polyvinylidene fluoride (PVF). Each of these 

materials has its own advantages and disadvantages, which include cost, temperature dependence, 

attenuation, and propagation velocity. The properties of these materials are influenced by the crystal cut 

and orientation3,4. 

 

The devices commonly used for sensor applications and materials characterization include thickness shear 

mode (TSM) resonator5, the surface acoustic wave (SAW) device6, the acoustic plate mode device (APM)7 

and the flexural plate wave (FPW)8 device. In one port acoustic devices such as TSM, a single port serves 

as both the input and the output port whereas in two-port devices such as SAW, APM and FPW, one port is 

used for input and the other serves as an output port. The input signal generates an acoustic wave that 

propagates to a receiving transducer which regenerates a signal at the output port. The sensor response is 

determined based on the relative signal levels and phase delay between the input and the output ports.  

 

Chemical sensitivity is imparted to the device by attaching a thin film to the acoustically active region9,10. 

The film serves as a chemical-to-physical transducer wherein one or more of its properties change in 

response to the presence of the species to be detected. Sensor response commonly relies on increased mass 

density of the film arising from the species accumulation. However, changes in other film parameters such 

as elastic and electrical properties also contribute to the response. Acoustic devices such as SAW with 

substantial surface normal displacement components are suitable for gas sensing applications11. On the 

other hand, acoustic devices generating shear motion in the liquid, e.g. TSM and shear horizontal SH-APM 

can operate with excessive damping when in contact with liquid and hence find applications in liquid 
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sensing 12-15. The interaction mechanism of SAW (Rayleigh) and SH-SAW devices16 with their immediate 

environment (thin film, liquid or both) as well as the resulting response forms the focus of this chapter. 

 

2.2 Surface acoustic waves: (SAW and SH-SAW) 

Surface acoustic waves (SAW) are elastic waves which propagate along the surface of an elastic body, with 

most of the energy density confined to a depth of about one wavelength below the surface. There exist two 

main categories of surface waves, each with varying propagation characteristics: 

 

2.2.1 Rayleigh wave (Gas sensing) 

In 1885, Lord Rayleigh discovered the SAW mode of propagation and predicted the properties of these 

waves17. The Rayleigh waves have a longitudinal component and a vertical component that can couple with 

the medium placed in contact with the device’s surface (Fig. 2-2). The Rayleigh mode surface acoustic 

wave has predominantly two particle displacement components in the sagittal plane18-20. The surface 

particles move in elliptical paths characterized by a surface normal and a surface parallel component. The 

surface parallel component is parallel to the wave propagation direction. The generated electromechanical 

field travels in the same direction. The velocity of the wave depends on the substrate material and the cut of 

the crystal. Typically, the energies of the SAW are confined to a zone close to the surface a few 

wavelengths thick. An example piezoelectric substrate is lithium niobate (LiNbO3), where the dominant 

acoustic mode propagating on a Y-cut Z propagating LiNbO3 is the Rayleigh mode. The use of Rayleigh 

SAW sensors is applicable only to gas media as the Rayleigh wave is severely attenuated in liquid media.  

 
Figure 2-2. Rayleigh wave propagation in Y-Z LiNbO3. 
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2.2.2 Shear horizontal wave (Bio-sensing) 

The shear horizontal (SH) SAW devices shown in Fig. 2-3 are very similar to the SAW devices described 

above21,22. However, the selection of a different piezoelectric material and appropriate crystal cut yields 

shear horizontal waves instead of Rayleigh waves. An example piezoelectric substrate is lithium tantalate 

(LiTaO3), where the dominant acoustic mode propagating on a 36o-rotated Y-cut X propagating LiTaO3 is 

the SH mode23. The particle displacements in this type of wave are transverse to the wave propagation 

direction and parallel to the plane of the surface. This makes SH-SAW devices suitable for operation in 

liquid media, where propagation at the solid-liquid media can be attained with minimal energy losses14. The 

appearances of these devices are very similar to that of Rayleigh mode devices, but a thin solid film or 

grating is added to prevent wave diffraction into the bulk.  

 

Figure 2-3. Shear Horizontal wave propagation in 36o-rotated Y-X LiTaO3. Adapted from Ref. (1). 

2.3 Sensor response 

Acoustic wave devices use piezoelectric materials for excitation and detection of acoustic waves. The 

nature of all of the parameters involved with sensor applications concerns either mechanical or electrical 

perturbations24,25. An acoustic device is sensitive mainly to the physical parameters which may interact 

with the mechanical properties of the wave and/or its associated electrical field. For chemical or bio-

sensing applications, a transduction (sensing) layer is used to convert the value of desired parameter (for 

example: analyte concentration) into mechanical and electrical perturbation that can disturb the acoustic 

wave properties. One such surface acoustic wave sensor device is shown in Fig. 2-4. 
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Figure 2-4. Surface acoustic wave device used in sensing applications. 

The surface acoustic wave velocity is affected by several factors, each of which possesses a potential sensor 

response11,26-28.  
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  (2.1) 

 

Eq. (2.1) illustrates the perturbation of acoustic velocity due to various factors. A sensor response may be 

due to a combination of these factors. Understanding the acoustic wave perturbation due to each of the 

above factors would help gain insights into the sensing mechanism as well as design efficient sensors. 

 

2.4 Materials characterization 

The recent progress in the area of materials science has resulted in newer materials being synthesized and 

used/developed for applications such as paints and coatings, corrosion protection, lubrication, electronics, 

chemical separations etc29-31. The properties of these materials are often complex. The ability of the 

material to meet the stringent specifications required for a specific application depends on its chemical and 

physical properties. Thus, characterizing the material properties plays a vital role in materials science. 

 

Thin films form an important category of materials which find applications in a wide variety of industrial 

applications32. Optimization of thin film properties requires techniques which can directly characterize the 

same. SAW devices are ideally suited to thin film characterization due to their extreme sensitivity to thin 

film properties (Eq. (2.1)). The sensitivity of SAW devices to a variety of film properties such as mass 

density, viscoelasticity, and conductivity makes them versatile characterization tools. The ability of SAW 

devices to rapidly respond to changes in thin film properties allows for monitoring dynamic processes such 
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as film deposition, chemical modification and diffusion of species in and out of the film. The thin film 

focus should not be viewed as a limitation of SAW devices. Bulk material properties can be derived from 

thin film data although such extrapolations should be performed with care1. In this thesis, a novel 

hexagonal surface acoustic wave device for nondestructive characterization of thin films is designed using 

3-D coupled field finite element models. 

 

2.5 Modeling of surface acoustic wave devices 

Many models have been proposed for the analysis of SAW sensor response to the various mechanical and 

electrical perturbations14,15,33-35. The simplest of these rely on perturbation theory, or use analytical 

solutions based on approximations such as isotropic media with negligible piezoelectricity36-38. These 

techniques provide valuable insight into the effects of changes in parameters such as layer height, liquid 

viscosity or mass loading, but are limited by the assumptions made39. The response of SAW sensors have 

also been studied by Green’s function methods using the quasi-static approximation40. This is appropriate 

for delay line devices where reflection, regeneration and bulk wave effects are negligible. Most existing 

studies assume that electrodes are located on the upper surface of the SAW, whereas in actual sensing 

applications they are often placed between the substrate and the guiding layer. Periodic Green’s function 

yields a great deal of information for SAW signal processing components (e.g. Plessky and Thorvaldsson 

(1992) 41). The models described above as well other simple models (Mason’s model 42, equivalent circuit 

models43) either introduce simplifying assumptions or else handle only small segments of the SAW 

devices. For an accurate calculation of piezoelectric devices operating in the sonic and ultrasonic range, 

numerical methods such as finite element and/or boundary element methods are the preferred choice34,44,45. 

This thesis involves development of 3-D coupled field finite element structural models as well as 2-D fluid-

solid interaction models to understand wave propagation characteristics in typical SAW gas and biosensor. 

 

2.6 Nanomaterial sensing layers 

The sensor type and sensing purpose dictate the choice of sensing material. Biosensors involve use of 

enzymes, antibodies or antigen, while gas sensors typically involve the use of transition metals and their 
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oxides or polymers as sensing layers46-49. Chemical and biosensing applications mainly involve surface and 

interface interactions between the analyte molecules and the sensing materials. Therefore, nanomaterials 

such as nanoclusters and nanowires, with their large surface to bulk atom ratio are potentially very efficient 

sensing material. It is well known that bimetallic nanomaterials are better suited for sensing and catalytic 

applications than their single metal counterparts50. Therefore, in this thesis, we have focused on the use of 

bimetallic transition metal nanowires and nanoclusters such as those shown in Fig. 2-5. 

 
 

 
   (a)      (b) 

 

Figure 2-5. Bimetallic nanomaterials for enhanced sensing (a) Pd-Pt nanocluster (b) Pd-Pt nanowire. 

 

As brought out earlier, the acoustic wave propagation is strongly influenced by the material properties of 

the sensing layer as well as the piezoelectric substrate. While the properties of the piezoelectric substrates 

are fairly well established, those of nanomaterials particularly alloy nanoclusters and nanowires are 

relatively less explored. Owing to the finite size effect, the nanomaterial properties are expected to be very 

different from the bulk. In particular, the microstructure and morphological characteristics, which play a 

vital role in sensing applications, can be significantly different and are expected to vary with the size and 

composition of the alloy nanostructure. Knowledge of the influence of temperature, support interactions as 
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well as mechanical stresses on the microstructure of the alloy nanomaterials is required before designing 

efficient sensors. 

 

2.7 Modeling the properties of nanomaterial sensing layers 

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation is a technique which allows for calculation of equilibrium and 

transport properties of a classical many body system. The atomic positions and velocities are allowed to 

evolve according to Newton’s laws of motion. It takes advantage of the fact that statistical ensemble 

averages are equal to the time averages of the system. This is known as ergodic hypothesis. Therefore, the 

basic thermodynamic properties can be calculated as the time averages of atomic trajectories obtained from 

the MD simulations, after the system has equilibrated. 

 

The thermal, structural and mechanical characteristics of bimetallic Pt-Pd nanoclusters and nanowires of 

different sizes and compositions were investigated through MD simulations using the Quantum Sutton-

Chen (QSC) many-body potentials. Monte-Carlo (MC) simulations employing the bond order simulation 

model were used to generate minimum energy configurations, which were utilized as the starting point for 

molecular dynamics simulations. It is expected that the propagation of SAW as well as the presence of 

piezoelectric substrate would significantly alter the nanomaterial microstructure and properties. Similarly, 

the annealed structure obtained upon thermal processing also undergoes significant morphological changes. 

Insights into the influence of temperature, substrate/support interaction as well as mechanical stretching at 

various strain-rates on the properties of nanomaterial sensing layers are obtained by analyzing the atomic 

trajectories generated using MD simulations. The details are discussed in the subsequent chapters.
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Chapter Three 

Molecular Dynamics Simulation Study of Melting of Pd-Pt Nanoclusters 

3.1 Abstract for chapter three 

Bimetallic nanoclusters are of interest because of their utility in catalysis and sensors. The thermal 

characteristics of bimetallic Pt-Pd nanoclusters of different sizes and compositions were investigated 

through molecular dynamics simulations using the Quantum Sutton-Chen (QSC) many-body potentials. 

Monte-Carlo simulations employing the bond order simulation model were used to generate minimum 

energy configurations, which were utilized as the starting point for molecular dynamics simulations. The 

calculated initial configurations of Pt-Pd system consisted of surface segregated Pd atoms and a Pt rich 

core. Melting characteristics were studied by following the changes in potential energy and heat capacity as 

functions of temperature. Structural changes accompanying the thermal evolution were studied by the bond 

order parameter method (BOP). The Pt-Pd clusters exhibited a two-stage melting: surface melting of the 

external Pd atoms followed by homogeneous melting of the Pt core. These transitions were found to depend 

on the composition and size of the nanocluster. Melting temperatures of the nanoclusters were found to be 

much lower than those of bulk Pt and Pd. Bulk melting of Pd and Pt simulated using periodic boundary 

conditions compare well with experimental values, thus providing justification for the use of QSC 

potentials in these simulations. Deformation parameters were calculated to characterize the structural 

evolution resulting from diffusion of Pd and Pt atoms. The results indicate that in Pd-Pt clusters, Pd atoms 

prefer to remain at the surface even after melting. In addition, Pt also tends to diffuse to the surface after 

melting due to reduction of its surface energy with temperature. This mixing pattern is different from those 

reported in some of the earlier studies on melting of bimetallics. 
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3.2 Melting of Pd-Pt nanoclusters 

Metal nanoparticles exhibit physical, chemical, and electronic properties different from those of bulk atoms 

and single molecules due to the large fraction of surface atoms. The large number of surface atoms, which 

depend on the size, shape, and composition of nanoparticles, leads to unique properties which make these 

nanoparticles suitable for applications in heterogeneous catalysis, sensors, as well as microelectronic 

devices. In catalysis and sensing applications, nanoclusters provide improved selectivity and sensitivity due 

to the high surface area offered. One such example is the palladium and palladium alloy nanostructure, 

which find use in hydrogen sensing.51,52 Literature suggests that bimetallic nanoclusters of palladium 

exhibit superior activity, selectivity, stability, and resistance to poisoning when compared to their single 

metal counterparts.50 Since the key to all applications of nanoclusters is their small size and structure, 

knowledge and control of their size and shape distribution, surface composition, and crystal structure is 

critical to improved designs of the same.  

 

Considerable experimental and theoretical research has been dedicated to understanding the 

thermodynamics53 and kinetics of nanoparticle growth and stabilization when subjected to thermal and 

other stresses.54-57 Melting properties of the metal nanoclusters and their associated effect on shape and 

composition would have a bearing on the method of synthesis, processing and the performance of these 

nanoclusters in various areas of application. The melting points of nanoclusters decrease with decreasing 

cluster sizes and their values are much below the bulk melting temperatures.58-62 This lowering effect is 

mainly attributed to the large percentage of weakly bound surface atoms which are less constrained in their 

thermal motions. However, there is very little quantitative data on the structure and energetics of bulk and 

surface regions governing the properties of such systems, and a comprehensive understanding of the same 

is needed. Computer simulations offer an effective tool to study properties of nanoclusters and complement 

ongoing experimental efforts.63-65 

 

A molecular dynamics simulation study of melting, freezing, and coalescence of gold nanoclusters, in the 

size range of 135-3995 atoms, indicated that melting begins at the surface and proceeds inwards toward the 
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core66. Several structural transformations are found to be precursors to cluster melting.60 MD studies on 

melting of Ni nanoclusters up to 8007 atoms indicated a transition from molecular behavior below 500 

atoms to a mesoscale regime above 750 atoms with well defined bulk and surface properties.67 The final 

atomic arrangements in Au nanoclusters have been found to be strongly influenced by thermodynamic 

factors and growth kinetics68. Potential energy distribution of transition metal clusters showed the 

coexistence of a surface-melted phase with solid core for clusters larger than 200 atoms.69 The phase 

change was mainly attributed to isomerization transitions, as no pre-melting peak was detected in the heat 

capacity curves. A non-monotonic variation of melting temperature with cluster size is found for very small 

sized clusters.61 Experimental studies on tin nanoclusters having 10-30 atoms corroborate this finding70.  

 

While single component metal clusters have been extensively investigated, much less attention has been 

devoted to the study of bimetallic nanoclusters. In addition to the inter-atomic interactions, the properties of 

bimetallics are influenced by relative concentrations. Additional complexity in these systems results from 

the surface segregation phenomenon and micro-mixing at the surface. Earlier work on MD simulations of 

bimetallic Cu-Ni nanocluster indicated a two staged melting process in which surface melting of Cu was 

followed by homogeneous melting of the Ni core71. A Cu-Au cluster does not experience a smooth 

transition from a pure Cu like behavior to a pure Au cluster with a decrease in the concentration of Cu.72  

Also, the thermal behavior of Cu-Au is mainly influenced by presence of Cu atoms in the bimetallic. 

Cluster melting of Al coated Pb suggested dependence of the two-stage melting process on the relative 

orientation of crystal core to that of coating73. MD studies on melting and freezing of Ni-Al clusters of 

various compositions indicated surface segregated Al to inhibit nucleation in Al-rich and equi-atomic 

bimetallic clusters leading to formation of amorphous aggregates74. However, in all previous studies, the 

size and composition effects on the melting behavior of bimetallic nanoclusters have not been addressed. In 

the present paper, we explore the melting behavior of Pd-Pt clusters of different compositions ranging from 

Pd rich system to a cluster rich in Pt employing MD simulations using the Quantum Sutton Chen (QSC) 

potential75. 
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3.3 Initial configuration set-up 

3.3.1 Nanocluster size and shape 

Both palladium and platinum are metals having an FCC structure. An FCC block was first constructed from 

an FCC unit cell by replication in the ABC direction with centre located at (0, 0, 0). Nanoclusters were 

constructed from this large FCC block of Pd-Pt, using various spherical cut-off radii, leading to smooth but 

facetted surface structures.  The cluster cut off radius is defined as 

 

5

3c g iR R R= +           (3.1) 

where the inter atomic radius for the Pd-Pt system, R i =1.37 A and radius of gyration Rg  is given by, 
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where, (Rj - Rcm) is the distance of atom j from the cluster center of mass. 

This structure was then subjected to a Monte-Carlo simulation employing a bond order simulation (BOS) 

model76, to generate the minimum energy initial configuration which was subsequently used for studying 

the melting phenomena. The BOS model has been tested rigorously over a range of bimetallics and 

comparisons with experimental data reveal close agreements with the microstructure predicted by the BOS 

model.76-79 Although Monte-Carlo simulations employing Sutton-Chen potential have also been used to 

predict the global minima of transition clusters76, our calculations indicate that the equilibrium structures 

obtained using BOS model are more stable compared to those obtained using Sutton-Chen potential model.  

 

Molecular and mesoscale regimes were reported for Ni nanoclusters with atoms less than 500 and greater 

than 750, respectively. Hence, we consider clusters ranging from 456 atoms to 1088 atoms to take into 

account a variety of size ranges in both the molecular and mesoscale region.67 
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3.3.2 Bond order simulation model 

The BOS theory developed by Strohl81,82 (1989) forms the basis for this model. The theory, also known as 

surface modified pair potential method, uses the fact that the site energy of any atom depends upon the co-

ordination (number of neighbors) and the type of neighbor. The original model did not give the change in 

interaction energy with the type and number of neighbors. It was modified to incorporate the same and 

predict the interaction energy change with co-ordination number.76 

 

The total interaction energy ∆E, for a system of N atoms is given by 
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where Ai is either A or B type atom and ε is the site energy for an A-type atom surrounded by M of B type 

and total of Z neighbors given by  
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Similarly, for a B type atom, the site energy ε is given by 
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MA and MB are the number of unlike neighbors for atom type B and A, respectively. The parameters in the 

system are A
Zε , B

Zε , ,
A
Z A BE −∆ , ,

B
Z A BE −∆ , ,

A
Z A Bλ − , and ,

B
Z A Bλ − . The latter four are known as mixing parameters, and 

are evaluated from mixing energies for the bulk system. In the above Eq. (3.4), and (3.5), A
Zε  is the 
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interaction energy of an A type atom surrounded by Z neighbors of A type and varies linearly with co-

ordination number Z as given below 

1 9 1

9 12 9

1
( )                  1  Z  9

8
9

( )                 9  Z  12
3

A A A

A
Z

A A A

Z

Z

ε ε ε
ε

ε ε ε

− + − ≤ ≤
=  − + − ≤ ≤


      (3.6) 

01when Z=1, / 2A Dε = −          (3.7) 

where, D0 is the dimer dissociation energy.  

1/ 2
2

9 0when Z=9 (111)(3 / 4), A
cohE aε σ= − +        (3.8) 

where, σ (111) is the (111) surface energy at 0 K, a0 is lattice constant. 

12For Z=12, A
cohEε = −          (3.9) 

The site energies of monometallic systems have been evaluated using density functional theory83 and are 

listed in Table 3-1. The Pd-Pt mixing parameters were taken from Zhu78 (1997), who calculated these using 

the LDA approximation in the density functional theory. Eq. (3.3) through (3.9) are used simultaneously, in 

conjunction with Monte-Carlo simulations, to evaluate the system energies for various configurations and 

arrive at the minimum energy configuration. 

Table 3-1. Parameters for BOS model used in MC simulations84. 

Component ε1 (eV) ε9 (eV) ε12 (eV) ∆E12 (eV) λ(eV) 

Pd -0.52 -2.999 -3.89 -0.08751 0 

Pt -1.55 -4.8 -5.84 0.0751 0 

 

3.3.3 Monte Carlo simulation technique 

Monte-Carlo (MC) simulations, combined with the BOS model, were used to predict the structure of 

clusters containing two different kinds of atoms for various cluster compositions. The state of the system 

was characterized by the energy of the system as given by Eq. (3.3). The system energy change was 

computed by switching pairs of atoms of different types in the lattice and the standard Metropolis MC 

method was used to generate the minimum energy configuration at 300K. 
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Convergence was obtained when the minimum energy obtained during the simulation steps becomes 

constant (∆E < 0.00001), and the state of the system corresponding to that minimum energy was retained. 

Large number of simulations (100), with random initial configurations, each having (1000 times the total 

number of atoms) steps were performed to ensure convergence. 

 

The BOS model predicts 75% of surface sites to be occupied by Pd atoms at 300 K. This result is 

comparable to the one reported for a 201 atom cuboctahedran which showed 79 % segregation of Pd.76 This 

small difference may be due to greater number of edge and corner sites in cuboctahedran as compared to a 

sphere or the different cluster sizes (456 and 1088 atoms) under consideration or both. The preference of 

edges and corners by lower surface energy atoms enhances segregation in structures having greater 

numbers of such sites.76,79 

 

3.4 Computational details for the melting study 

3.4.1 Potential function 

Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations using DLPOLY were used to gain insights into the melting process 

at the atomistic level. All the thermodynamic and transport properties were obtained as time average over 

the particle positions and velocities. The embedded atom potential85 and other long range potentials like the 

Sutton-Chen potential86 based on Finnis-Sinclair type of potentials have been used in the literature 

successfully to predict the properties of FCC based metals such as Pd and Pt. The local electronic density is 

included to account for the many body terms. Based on the Sutton-Chen potential, the potential energy of 

the finite system is given by, 

1/ 21
( )

2
tot i ij iU U V r c

i i j i
ε ρ
 
 = = −∑ ∑ ∑
 ≠ 

        (3.10) 

Here, V (rij) is a pair potential to account for the repulsion resulting from Pauli’s exclusion principle. 

( )
n

ij

ij

a
V r

r

 =  
 

          (3.11) 
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The local density accounting for cohesion associated with any atom i is given by, 

( )
i

m

ij
j i j i ij

a
r

r
ρ φ

≠ ≠

 
= =   

 
∑ ∑          (3.12) 

Sutton and Chen restricted values of m to be greater than 6 and fitted it to give close agreements with bulk 

modulus and the elastic constants. The Sutton-Chen potential predicts properties involving defects, surfaces 

and interfaces poorly. The Quantum Sutton-Chen potential87 (hereafter referred to as QSC), includes 

quantum corrections and takes into account the zero point energy allowing better prediction of temperature 

dependent properties. The QSC potential function was found to be better suited to melting and phase 

transformation studies of bulk Cu-Ni, Cu-Au, and Pd-Ni alloys75,88,89. Both the Sutton-Chen90 and the QSC 

parameters for the Pd and Pt are listed in Table 3-2. The geometric mean was used to obtain the energy 

parameter ε and the arithmetic mean was used for the remaining parameters, to predict the nature of 

interaction between Pd and Pt. 

  

Studies on Pd-Pt system, using Sutton-Chen potential, indicated an appreciable movement of atoms even at 

300K for Pd-Pt system, which is physically unlikely.  However, as shown in the subsequent sections, the 

QSC gives better temperature behavior for the Pd-Pt bimetallic. Bulk properties of Pd, Pt as well as the 

bimetallic were also predicted in good agreement with experiment. Therefore we have used QSC potential 

function in all our nanocluster studies presented here. 

 

3.4.2 MD simulation details 

The MD simulations were carried out in an ensemble approximating the canonical with a constant number 

of atoms N and volume V (much larger than the cluster size) without any periodic boundary conditions. A 

constant temperature Berendson thermostat91 with a relaxation time of 0.4 ps was used. The equations of 

motion were integrated using Verlet leapfrog algorithm63 with time step of 0.001 ps. The spherical cluster 

was initially subjected to mild annealing in the 0-300 K interval. This was followed by heating to 1800 K in 

increments of 100 K. Near the melting point, the temperature increments were reduced to 10 K to account 
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for the large temperature fluctuations.  The simulations were carried out for 400 ps of equilibration 

followed by production time of 200 ps for generating time averaged properties. 

 

Table 3-2. Potential parameters used in MD simulations for Pd-Pt clusters. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.5 Results and discussion 

3.5.1 Melting point identification 

The transition temperature from solid to liquid phase and vice versa is usually identified by studying the 

variation in either the thermodynamic properties such as potential energy and specific heat capacity or 

some structural properties such as Bond Order Parameter and Wigner values. The present study employs 

both these methods to identify melting points for different cluster sizes and compositions. The details are 

discussed in subsequent sections.  

 

3.5.1.1 Thermodynamic properties 

Fig. 3-1 (a) shows the temperature dependence of potential energy for a (Pd0 5-Pt0 5)456 atom cluster. The 

phase transition from a solid to a liquid phase and vice-versa can be identified by a simple jump in the total 

potential energy curve. Consistent with literature, we define the melting point as the transition temperature 

corresponding to the temperature of observed phase change in the heating run, and the freezing point as the 

temperature of observed phase change in the cooling run. 

 

Sutton-Chen n m ε (eV) c a(Ǻ) 

QSC (Pd) 12 6 3.2864e-3 148.205 3.8813 

SC(Pd) 12 7 4.126e-3 108.526 3.2900 

QSC(Pt) 11 7 9.7894e-3 71.336 3.9163 

SC(Pt) 10 8 1.9768e-3 34.428 3.9200 
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          (b)  

Figure 3-1. Variation of potential energy with temperature for (a) (Pd0.5-Pt0.5)456 (b) (Pd0.5-Pt0.5)1088 
cluster. 
 

This corresponds to a melting temperature of 1290 ±10K for (Pd0 5-Pt0 5)456 and 1460 ±10K for (Pd0 5-

Pt0 5)1088, as seen in Fig. 3-1 (b). Upon cooling, the system undergoes a sharp liquid-solid transition and 

shows a rather strong hysteresis. The potential energy of the new solid phase is not very different from the 
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initial one though structural differences prevail. The presence of hysteresis in melting/freezing transition is 

not unusual and is expected both theoretically66,92 and experimentally as reported in the cases of Pb93 and 

Na56. The structural changes resulting from cooling and melting also influence the phase transition and 

result in hysteresis as reported by Chausak and Bartell in their study on freezing of Ni-Al bimetallics74. The 

variation of potential energy with temperature for clusters with different compositions is discussed in 

subsequent sections. 

 

The specific heat capacity in a weak coupling ensemble such as achieved with the Berendson thermostat 

can be written as a function of fluctuations in the potential energy <(δEp)
2>.94 

 

2

2 2

( )

( ) 2 ( ) /3
p

v
p

k E
C

kT E N

δ
α δ
< >

=
− < >

        (3.13) 

 

Where, 2 2 2( )p p pE E Eδ< >=< > − < >  and α is the ratio of the standard deviations of kinetic and potential 

energies. 

 

2 2( ) / ( )KE Epα δ δ= < > < >          (3.14) 

 

Morishita has proved that a weak coupling ensemble approaches a canonical ensemble for very short 

relaxation times (α ≈ 0) and to a microcanonical ensemble for longer relaxation times (α ≈ 1). In the present 

case, the Berendson thermostat with a coupling parameter of 0.4 ps leads to α ≈10-4, making the 

calculations for specific heat capacity similar to that of a canonical ensemble as given in Eq. (3.16). 
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k E
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δ
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To identify the melting/freezing temperature, the specific heat capacity at constant volume is plotted in Fig. 

3-2.  In case of (Pd0 5-Pt0 5)456 cluster, the maximum in the specific heat capacity corresponds to the 

temperature where a jump in potential energy is observed i.e. 1280-1290 K while heating and 1090-1100 K 

for cooling. This leads to a melting temperature Tm=1290 ± 10 K and freezing temperature of 1090 ± 10 K. 

Similarly, we find that for (Pd0 5-Pt0 5)1088 melting and freezing temperature correspond to Tm=1460 ± 10 K 

and 1170 ± 10 K respectively. As expected for the larger sized cluster, the peak in the case of (Pd0 5-

Pt0 5)1088 is sharper compared to that for (Pd0 5-Pt0 5)456. 
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Figure 3-2. Variation of specific heat capacity at constant volume for (a) (Pd0.5-Pt0.5)456 and (b) (Pd0.5-
Pt0.5)1088 cluster. 
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     (b) 

Figure 3-2: Continued  
 

3.5.1.2 Bond orientational order parameters 

There are several criteria used to identify local and extended orientational symmetries. One such method is 

the Bond Order Parameter method95, which is used to analyze cluster structure as well as to distinguish 

between atoms in solid (closed pack) and liquid environment generated at the onset of melting. To 

determine the orientational order, spherical harmonic basis functions 
ijlm ijY (θ ,φ )  are associated with every 

bond joining an atom to its near neighbors. Here, Θ and Φ refer to polar and azimuthal angles of vector rij 

in a given reference frame. The term “bond” refers to the unit vector rij joining a reference atom i to any 

neighboring atom j within a cutoff radius rcut. The cutoff radius is generally taken to be 1.2 times the first 

minimum in a in the radial distribution function. Fig. 3-3 shows one such function for a (Pd0 5-Pt0 5)456 

cluster at 300 K,  The function is calculated as an average over all atoms, surface and interior, and ensures 

all atoms in the first coordination shells are counted as near neighbors. To make the bonds independent of 

direction, only even l shaped harmonics are considered which are invariant under inversion. The local order 

around any atom i is an average over all its bonds with the neighboring Nnb atoms and given by 
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A second order invariant can be constructed to give a local order parameter independent of the choice of 

reference system. 
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An average of qlm over all N atoms in a cluster gives the global bond order parameter. 
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The value of the global bond order parameter Ql in a solid cluster depends on the relative bond orientations 

and has a unique value for each crystal structure. Based on local solid symmetry, it was found that cubic 

and decahedral clusters have nonzero values of ql(i) for l ≥ 4 and at l = 6 for those with icosahedral 

symmetry. All global order parameters vanish in isotropic liquids for l > 0. The global bond order values 

for different types of symmetry are reported in Table 3-3. The atoms in a solid undergo vibrations about 

their equilibrium positions leading to distortion of the crystal structure which is characterized by Q4 and Q6 

values. The magnitude of the nonzero {Ql} values depends on the definition of nearest neighbors and can 

be changed by including surface bonds in the average. The cutoff distance (rcut) for identifying the nearest 

neighbors was taken to be 3.6 A at 300 K. This corresponds to the position of the first minimum in the pair 

correlation function for FCC Pd-Pt. Similarly, rcut at other temperatures were identified. 
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Figure 3-3. Radial distribution function for a (Pd0.5-Pt0.5)456 FCC cluster at 300 K. 

A third order invariant which is less sensitive to the definition of the nearest neighbors can also be defined, 
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Table 3-3. Bond Order Parameter and Wigner values for various geometries. 

 

 

 

 

 

Geometry Q4 Q6 W4 W6 

FCC 0.19094 0.57452 -0.159317 -0.013161 

HCP 0.09722 0.48476 0.134097 -0.012442 

Sc 0.76376 0.35355 0.159317 0.013161 

Liquid 0 0 0 0 
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The Q6 and W6 values show transition from a FCC based cluster to a somewhat HCP symmetry near the 

melting point in the temperature range 1200-1290 K for both (Pd0 5-Pt0 5)456 and (Pd0 5-Pt0 5)1088 clusters. The 

melting point can be estimated from the variation in the bond order parameter values as shown in Fig. 3-4 

(a). At the melting point, all the order parameters and Wigner values (Fig. 3-4 (b)) change rapidly to zero 

indicating a transition to isotropic liquid phase. Similar behavior is observed for the (Pd0 5-Pt0 5)1088 cluster. 

We find the melting point to be 1290 ± 10 K and 1460 ± 10 K for (Pd0 5-Pt0 5)456 and (Pd0 5-Pt0 5)1088 which is 

consistent with those obtained from the thermodynamic properties. 
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    (a) 

Figure 3-4. Temperature dependence of  (a) global order parameter Q4 (circles) and Q6 (squares) and 
(b) global Wigner values W4 (circles) and W6 (squares) for (Pd0 5-Pt0 5)456  cluster. 
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Figure 3-4: Continued 
 

3.5.2 Understanding the melting phenomenon 

3.5.2.1 Analysis of density profiles 

Fig. 3-5 (a) shows the atomic distribution of Pd and Pt atoms, respectively, during the melting process for 

the (Pd0 5-Pt0 5)456 cluster along the z-axis. At lower temperatures, we find that the solid-like features are 

preserved as is indicated by the distinct peaks shown in Fig. 3-5 (b). As the temperature increases, the 

peaks merge and become broader, till the melting point when atomic distribution becomes smooth 

indicative of the liquid phase. 
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Figure 3-5. Z-density profiles for (Pd0.5-Pt0.5)456 (a) Pd atomic distribution at various temperatures 
indicating melting transition (b) Pt atomic distribution at temperatures above and below melting 
transition. 
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To understand the melting characteristics of the bimetallics better, we analyzed the radial density profile of 

Pd and Pt, which are shown in Fig. 3-6. The surface segregation of Pd atoms is clearly visible from the 

initial density profile of Pd and Pt at 300 K (Fig. 3-6 (a)). As the temperature increases (900 K -1100 K), 

we find that the outer most peaks in the radial density profile of Pd merge and become broader suggesting 

surface melting (Fig. 3-6 (b)).  However, the inner core consisting mostly of Pt is still crystalline which is 

evident from the well defined inner peaks in the Pt radial density profile in Fig. 3-6 (c). But above 1290 K 

we find liquid like behavior for Pt atoms which corresponds to the homogeneous melting temperature 

predicted for (Pd0 5-Pt0 5)456 (Fig. 3-6 (b) and (c)). Similar results were obtained for cluster melting at 

compositions other than 50% for both the cluster sizes under study. 
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Figure 3-6. Radial density profile for (Pd0.5-Pt0.5)456 cluster. (a) Initial atomic distribution after 
annealing at 300 K. (b) Atomic distribution of Pd in radial direction before and after melting 
transition. (c)  Atomic distribution of Pt in radial direction showing melting transition. 
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Figure 3-6: Continued  
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3.5.2.2 Deformation parameters 

To explore the surface melting behavior and the associated shape changes, we use deformation parameters 

and shell based self diffusion coefficients. The melting phenomenon is associated with changes in 

nanocluster size and shape resulting from the diffusion of Pd and Pt atoms. The diffusion process in turn 

changes the number of Pd/Pt atoms on the surface and in the bulk. The bulk atoms in an FCC are identified 

as atoms having coordination number of 12, and the lesser coordinated atoms termed as surface atoms. 

However, this definition of bulk and surface atoms doesn’t hold strictly near and after the melting transition 

when the nanoclusters undergo shape and structural transformation. Therefore, in order to characterize 

these transformations, we use deformation parameters96 given by, 
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q q
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−
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          (3.22) 

 

where, qi refers to either the position coordinates of ith atom in an N atom cluster along one of the three (x, 

y, z) directions, or the position vector r(x, y, z) and qcen is the cluster center of mass. Eq. (4.9) can be used 

to track the structural changes accompanying melting of the cluster as a whole. However, the melting of 

nanoclusters proceeds in two stages, surface melting followed by the melting of the homogeneous core. In 

the first stage, most of the contribution to the deformation is from the surface atoms (mostly Pd), whereas 

in the second stage, there are contributions mostly from the bulk Pt atoms. To gain better insights into the 

structural changes in each of the two stages, partial deformation parameters for each of the element in the 

bimetallic (X=Pd, Pt) are defined as, 
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          (3.23) 

The initial nanocluster shape is spherical at 300K. The atomic distribution of Pd is such that Pd
xε ≈ Pd

yε  

≈ Pd
zε . The deformation parameters of Pt are lower than that of Pd indicating a preferential location of Pt at 

the cluster core. 
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Fig. 3-7 (a) depicts the evolution of the radial deformation parameters for (Pd0 5-Pt0 5)456. εr increases with 

temperature indicating an outward diffusion of both Pd and Pt up to 1100 K. However, near the melting 

point there is a sharp change in deformation parameters of both Pd and Pt. The deformation parameter for 

Pd ( Pd
rε ) shows a slight decrease, indicating diffusion into the nanoclusters core, whereas that for Pt atoms 

shows a rapid increase, indicating outward movement of Pt atoms. The overall deformation parameter 

increases rapidly because of the net outward diffusion of Pt atoms. This fact is further corroborated by Fig. 

3-7 (b) and (c) which show the variation in partial deformation parameters (q=x, y, and z) for Pd and Pt.  
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Figure 3-7. Variation of deformation parameters with temperature for (Pd0.5-Pt0.5)456. (a) Radial 
deformation parameters εr, εr

Pd, εr
Pt. (b) Pd atomic partial deformation parameter in x, y, and z. (c) 

Pt atomic partial deformation parameter in x, y, and z. 
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Figure 3-7: Continued  
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During the initial heating stage, the variation in Pd
qε is small. From 800 K to the melting temperature, there 

is lot of fluctuation in the deformation parameter of Pd in all the three directions. This atomic motion 

before the actual melting point signifies surface melting of the Pd atoms. The atomic motion starts first in z 

direction where a sharp increase is noticed in Pd
zε  from 800 to 1000 K. At the melting point Pd

zε  drops 

abruptly and becomes equal to Pd
xε  and Pd

yε . This suggests that most of the Pd atoms still reside on the 

surface after cluster melting. The overall change in Pd
qε  is small, again indicating the preference of Pd 

atoms to be located at the surface even after phase change.  

 

On the other hand, Pt
qε  shows a slight increase initially between 300 K and 1100 K. Between 1100 K and 

1200 K, slightly larger changes are observed, followed by a rapid one near the melting point, which 

continues into the liquid phase. This indicates the tendency of the Pt atoms to move to the surface with 

increasing temperature. However, the decrease in Pd
qε  is not the same as the increase in Pt

qε . The overall 

cluster shape has to change to accommodate the increased number of surface atoms. The shape of the 

cluster now changes from a spherical to a somewhat oval shape. This behavior is somewhat different from 

melting of Cu-Ni bimetallic clusters96, where outward movement of Ni was countered by the inward 

movement of Cu maintaining an overall spherical shape. This difference in behavior is explained below on 

the basis of relative surface energy change with temperature for the two bimetallics.  

 

3.5.2.3 Concept of surface energy 

The surface energy is defined76 as the difference between the site energy of surface and bulk sites (εz – ε12), 

where εz is the site energy and Z (coordination number) 9, 8, 7, and 6 for (111), (110), edge and corner 

sites. ε12 is the site energy of bulk sites. Table 3-4 shows the surface energy difference at 0 K for a Pd-Pt 

system, when entropic factors are zero. The typical surface energy differences are between 15-45 KJ/mol 

depending on the coordination numbers.97  
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The mixing energy76 (∆Emix) is the heat of formation for a bimetallic alloy formed in the reaction  

1(1 ) x xxA x B A B −+ − →  given by mix x 1-xE  = E (A B ) - xE(A) - (1-x) E(B)∆ . The mixing energy values listed 

in Table 3-4 for Pd and Pt are -8.44 and 7.24 KJ/mol. A positive value of mixing energy indicates the 

tendency of an atom to be surrounded by its own kind, whereas negative valued atoms prefer neighbors of 

different type. The cluster microstructure at any temperature depends on the interplay among these three 

factors. At low temperatures, we find the segregation to be dependent primarily on the surface energy 

difference. For an ideal bimetallic alloy, with 50% composition, the entropy of mixing increases from 2 

KJ/mol at 298 K to 7.4 KJ/mol near the melting point (1290 K for (Pd0 5-Pt0 5)456 cluster). The surface 

energy difference97 between the two, however, increases with increasing temperature as shown in Fig. 3-8. 
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Figure 3-8. Variation of surface energy difference with temperature for Pd-Pt (squares) and Cu-Ni 
(circles) systems. 
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Table 3-4. Surface energy of Pd and Pt at various coordination sites. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The surface energies of both Pd and Pt decrease with temperature. Hence both Pd and Pt atoms would tend 

to locate themselves at the surface. However, an increase in the surface energy difference would mean that 

the decrease in surface energy of Pd atoms is much more than that of Pt. Hence Pd would continue to 

remain at the surface. Also, owing to the decrease in the absolute surface energy, Pt too prefers to move to 

the surface. The combined effect results in a net movement of atoms to the surface. This is clearly evident 

from the deformation parameter plot where εPt
r increases sharply indicating the outward movement of Pt 

atoms. On the other hand, εPd
r remains almost constant suggesting little movement of Pd atoms to the core. 

This behavior is different from a Cu-Ni bimetallic where the surface energy difference decreases with an 

increase in temperature showing that the decrease in surface energy of Ni overcomes that of Cu, resulting 

in migration of Ni atoms to the outside and that of Cu atoms to the inside. 

 

3.5.2.4 Self diffusion coefficient and MSD 

The self diffusion coefficients can be obtained from either the positions or velocities of molecules. MSD is 

proportional to the observation time in the limit as time tends to infinity. The proportionality constant 

relating the MSD to observation time is known as self diffusivity D which is given by, 

2
0 0[ ( ) ( )]1

lim
2

r t t r t
D

d tt

+ −
≡

→ ∞
        (3.24)  

Coordination 

Number 

γPd(KJ/mol) γPt(KJ/mol) 

6 (corner) 175.6 218.1 

7(edge) 145.7 178.5 

8(fcc(100)) 115.8 139.9 

9(fcc(111)) 85.9 100.3  
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where d-dimensionality of the system and r(t) refers to the vector position of molecule at time t. The 

ensemble average is taken over all molecules in the system and over several time origins.98 A linear least 

squares regression is performed on the MSD curve to give a slope (2dD) from which diffusivity at any 

temperature can be found.  

 

 Fig. 3-9 shows the variation of self diffusion coefficients of Pd and Pt. The diffusivity of Pd atoms shows 

an upward trend in the temperature range 800-1200 which corresponds to the surface melting stage. In this 

range, Pt which is mostly present in the bulk has diffusivity much smaller than that of Pd. At the melting 

point however, both Pd and Pt diffusivities show a sharp increase indicating a first order transition from 

solid to liquid phase. In the liquid phase, both the diffusion coefficients show a tendency to increase with 

temperature. 
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Figure 3-9. Variation of self diffusion coefficient with temperature for Pd (circles) and Pt (squares) in 
(Pd0.5-Pt0.5)456. 
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3.5.2.5 Surface melting and Lindemann criterion 

Surface melting refers to the formation and propagation of a quasi-liquid film, which thickens with 

increasing temperature and ends with the melting of the solid core. The temperature at which the film 

thickness diverges to infinity corresponds to the bulk melting point.  Although the surface melting behavior 

is somewhat captured in the atomic self diffusion coefficient variation of Pd and Pt, better insights into the 

same phenomenon could be obtained by partitioning the cluster into five radial shells of equal width dR. 

Mean square displacement calculated within each shell was used to calculate the self diffusion coefficients 

for atoms in that shell. The inter-atomic distance between atoms in the Pd-Pt bimetallic (2.75 Ǻ) was used 

as dR. The atoms were assigned to the bins based on their initial positions at the end of the equilibration 

period. The mean square displacements for each shell were then generated by averaging over a 25 ps 

trajectory with sampling done every 0.1 ps.  Averages taken over 25ps trajectory with different origins gave 

the same result which is indicative of a system that is truly in equilibrium.  
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Figure 3-10. Diffusion coefficients calculated for atoms in various shells for (Pd0.5-Pt0.5)456 as a 
function of distance from the center of cluster. 
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The self diffusion coefficients calculated based on MSD was assigned to each shell and its dependence on 

distance from the center of cluster was carried out (Fig. 3-10). In all the cases, we find the diffusivities of 

outer shells to be higher than those of the inner ones. In accordance with the Lindemann criterion which 

predicts phase transition to occur when atomic motion exceeds 10-15% of inter-atomic distance (2.75 Ǻ), 

there exists a critical diffusivity (3e-10 m2/s) corresponding to root mean square (RMS) displacement ~ 

0.6, which indicates transformation to a liquid phase. Based on this, we find that in the temperature range 

900-1100, only the fifth bin is molten. As temperature increases (1200 K), atoms in the fourth and fifth bins 

reach the critical value, while those in the first three remain crystalline. At the melting point (1290 K), the 

diffusivity of the entire cluster exceeds the critical value. We can estimate the Rcrystal or the solid core 

remaining based on the shell diffusivity plot. 
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Figure 3-11. Surface melting characterized by deviation of potential energy curve from linearity for 
(Pd0.5-Pt0.5)456. 
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Figure 3-12. Radius of solid core in (Pd0.5-Pt0.5)456 cluster as a function of temperature during the 
melting process calculated from two procedures: The diamonds indicate values obtained by assuming 
a critical diffusivity of 3e-10 (m2/s) similar to Lindemann criterion. The line is based on crystal radius 
obtained by calculated deviations from linearity in the potential energy curve (Figure 3-11). 

 
The surface melting phenomenon is clearly evident from the snapshots taken at various temperatures (Fig. 

3-13).  The change in shape of the cluster is also observed. This behavior is also true for a (Pd0 5-Pt0 5)1088 

cluster. 

 

 

       (a)    (b)    (c) 

Figure 3-13. Snapshots of (Pd0.5-Pt0.5)456 cluster taken at various temperatures indicating surface 
melting of Pd (dark circles) followed by homogeneous melting of Pt (light circles) core. (a) 300 K (b) 
700 K (c) 900 K (d) 1100 K (e) 1200 K (f) 1280 K (g) 1290 K (h) 1600 K. 
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       (d)    (e)    (f) 

 

      (g)    (h) 

Figure 3-13: Continued 

 

Rcrystal can also be estimated from the heat of fusion.67 The deviation from linearity in the potential energy 

curve (∆PE) gives an extent of surface melting (Fig. 3-11). Radius of the solid core remaining at any point 

during the melting process can be given by, 

 

1/ 3

1crystal

total

R PE

R L

∆ = − 
 

         (3.25) 

Fig. 3-12 shows the radius of the remaining solid for (Pd0 5-Pt0 5)456 calculated using Eq. (3.25) and 

diffusion coefficients in Fig. 3-10. Similar investigations carried out for cluster compositions other than 

50% reveal that surface melting is dictated by the composition of Pd in the bimetallic. This is clear from the 

greater deviations in the potential energy curve for clusters with higher Pd compositions (Fig. 3-16). The 

composition effect on the surface melting is studied in the subsequent sections. 
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3.5.3 Shape transformation during melting 

Moment of inertia tensor (MI)99 is a second rank tensor and has nine components as given in Eq. (3.26), 

 

2( )( )jk jk j k

V

I r r x x dVρ δ= −∫          (3.26) 

In order to better characterize the shape transformations associated with melting, a modified moment of 

inertia (Î), similar to that given by Eq. (3.26) can be defined in which all the atoms are assumed to be of 

unit mass. The atomic distribution could then be related to the nanocluster shape by comparing the 

principal components of Î. The change in Î depends only on the relative distance of the atoms from the 

cluster centre of mass. The tensor components calculated at different temperatures are summarized in Table 

3-5. These can be used to gain insights into the changes in cluster shape. 

 

Table 3-5. Tensor components of modified moment of inertia at different temperatures for (Pd0.5-
Pt0.5)456. 

 
Temperature 

(K) 

 

Î xx (Ǻ2) 

 

Î yy (Ǻ2) 

 

Î zz (Ǻ2) 

 

-Îxy=-Îyx 

(Ǻ2) 

 

-Îyz=-Îzy 

(Ǻ2) 

 

-Îzx=-Îxz 

(Ǻ2) 

300  24964.5312   24934.3347   24957.0824 -46.011 -55.205   41.815 

900  25136.8223   25774.9342   26054.078   64.2382 -192.62 -199.69 

1280 25803.8743   27379.5274   25844.8724  272.523736   264.252   1338.07 

1290 26281.8507   27312.6066   27304.8483 -485.17 -1166.93   611.128 

1800 28488.7811   28606.8318   26983.5971 -752.832   1861.20771 -1505.03 

 

As shown in Table 3-5, the initial cluster shape is spherical with diagonal elements Ixx=Iyy=Izz and the off 

diagonal elements having much lower values. Î increases with temperature indicating that the atoms have a 

tendency to move away from the centre of mass. Near the melting point (1290K), the cluster has a shape 

closer to that of an ellipsoid (Îxx=Îzz) with the off-diagonal elements having higher values than before. At 

higher temperatures after phase transition occurs, the cluster remains more or less an ellipsoidal shape 
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(Îxx= Îyy). The same is indicated by principal moment of inertia as shown in Table 3-6, Fig. 3-14, and the 

snapshots in Fig. 3-13. It is difficult to predict the long term behavior of the shape changes. However, it is 

clear from Fig. 3-13 and Fig. 3-14 that the cluster is deformed from its initial spherical shape. Similar shape 

changes were obtained for (Pd0 5-Pt0 5)1088 cluster. However, we find that clusters with higher Pt 

compositions (75 and 95%) maintain their spherical shape even after the phase transition. This is attributed 

to lesser surface melting at higher Pt compositions.  

 
Table 3-6. Principal components of modified moment of inertia at different temperatures for (Pd0.5-
Pt0.5)456. 
 

Temperature(K) I1 (1x104 Ǻ2) I2 (1x104 Ǻ2) I3 (1x104 Ǻ2) 

300 2.4854 2.4998 2.5004 

1280 2.4455 2.7183 2.7428 

1290 2.5432 2.6988 2.8478 

1800 2.4969 2.9231 2.9879 

 

 

 

Figure 3-14. Variation of principal components of moment of inertia with temperature for (Pd0.5-
Pt0.5)456. 
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3.5.4 Effect of composition on melting 

The melting characteristics were investigated for different compositions of the bimetallic, namely, 5%, 

25%, 75% and 95% Pt. The potential energy variation with temperature for the same was studied. Fig. 3-15 

shows that the melting point progressively increases with an increase in the concentration of Pt in the 

bimetallic. The melting temperatures based on potential energy jump (Fig. 3-16) for various compositions 

are summarized in Table 3-7. 

Table 3-7. Variation of melting point with composition for the 456 and 1088 atom clusters 
respectively. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The melting point could be related to the composition for 456 atom cluster by, 

3.4 1100mT X= +           (3.27) 

where, X is the percentage composition of Pt. 

 

    
 Melting point (K) 
 

 
 
 
Composition  

1088  
atoms 
 

 
456  
atoms 
 

 

5% Pt 

 

1250±10 

 

1120±10 

 

25%Pt 

 

1340±10 

 

1200±10 

 

50%Pt 

 

1460±10 

 

1280±10 

 

75%Pt 

 

1540±10 

 

1370±10 

 

95%Pt 

 

1600±10 

 

1430±10 
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Figure 3-15. Melting point variations with composition for (Pdx-Pt (1-x))456 (circles) and (Pdx-Pt(1-x))1088 
(squares). 
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     (a) 

Figure 3-16. Potential energy variation with temperature for different compositions (x) for (a) (Pdx-
Pt(1-x))456  and (b) (Pdx-Pt(1-x))1088 cluster. 
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     (b) 

Figure 3-16: Continued 

 

This nearly linear behavior is seen even for larger cluster sizes (1088 atoms) as seen in Fig. 3-15.  In 

calculating the melting points for different compositions, we used the jump in potential energy 

corresponding to the melting of the Pt rich cluster core. The linear variation of melting point can be 

attributed to the proportional change in the radius of the solid Pt core with composition. In addition, we 

find that clusters which are rich in Pd show surface melting to a greater extent. This feature is characterized 

by increasing deviations of the potential energy curve from linearity with increasing Pd composition. 

 

Metal nanoclusters used to carry out chemical reactions at high turnover and selectivity often operate in 

400-1000 K range100. In sensor applications, the gas adsorption mechanism is primarily dependent on the 

surface morphology. DFT studies as well as experiments indicate certain sites such as Pd (111) are more 

preferred for O2 adsorption than Pd (110)101. The selectivity, sensitivity and the speed of sensor response is 

then influenced by the relative densities of such sites. As temperature increases, the movement of surface 

atoms as a result of surface melting can have an important effect on the catalytic and sensing activity. 
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Understanding the variation of surface melting characteristics with compositions could help optimize the 

operating conditions required for catalysis and sensing. 

 

3.5.5 Comparison with experiments 

To justify the choice of the QSC potential with the listed parameters used in the MD simulations, bulk 

melting of Pd and Pt was carried out using the same models with periodic boundary conditions in a 

constant NPT system and the results are summarized in Table 3-8. The calculated melting points from the 

simulations agree well with the bulk experimental values of Pd and Pt. The slight differences could be 

attributed to the empirical nature of the potential function. The enthalpy of melting also compares well with 

the experimental values. 

 

The heating process in our simulations is homogeneous. Experimentally however, it is difficult to maintain 

such homogeneity and the thermal conductivity of the material under study plays a role in determining the 

extent of homogeneity attained in the heating process. Available literature data point to a heterogeneous 

melting process in which temperature gradients exist between the outer surface and inner core102. The 

energy transfer mechanism as well as transfer of a part of thermal energy to latent heat of melting leads to 

temperature gradients or non-homogeneity in the heating process. Thus, the kinetics of the melting process 

is also important in understanding the melting mechanism. 

Table 3-8. Comparison of bulk simulation results with experimental values. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In recent experiments, homogeneous heating has been achieved by using pico-second and femto-second 

pulse laser irradiation thereby, attaining extremely high heating rates of 1014 K/s (ultrafast thermal 

 Melting Point 

(Pd)  

Melting Point 

(Pt)  

∆H(Pd) KJ/mol ∆H(Pt) KJ/mol 

Experiments 1840 K 2040 K 16.7 20 

Bulk 

Simulation 

1760 K 2090 K 15.8 18.74 
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melting)103. Additionally, homogeneous heating process can be carried out through proper choice of 

experimental parameters like large penetration depth of optical heating pulse, proper pulse duration as well 

as a detection technique with a sufficient probing depth. The numerical values of transition temperatures 

will likely differ from experimental measurement, if a heterogeneous process is approximated in the 

physical experiment.  It is also likely that the transition will appear not as sharp as in the simulations. 

 

3.6 Conclusions 

The melting behavior of Pd-Pt nanoclusters having 456 and 1088 atoms is characterized by pre-melting of 

surface segregated Pd atoms followed by homogeneous melting of Pt core. The melting point of the 

nanoclusters is clearly identified by studying the variation in potential energy and specific heat capacity. 

The melting point of nanoclusters calculated from our simulations is much lower than the corresponding 

bulk Pd and Pt crystals. The bond order parameters indicate a change from an FCC type structure to an 

HCP one before transformation to a liquid phase. As melting proceeds, the Pd atoms tend to diffuse inside 

while the Pt atoms diffuse outside. The extent of diffusion is not the same, leading to a net increase in the 

number of surface atoms characterized by shape change from spherical to somewhat oval. This melting 

behavior is different from some of the bimetallics (for example, Cu-Ni) studied earlier. The difference in 

behavior can be explained on the basis of variation of surface energy difference with temperature. The 

surface melting phenomenon is indicated by the deviation of potential energy curve from linearity. Shell 

based self diffusion coefficients give better insights into the surface melting phenomenon. The melting 

phenomenon was studied for different compositions and a linear trend was observed for both 456 and 1088 

atom cluster. The homogeneous heating process carried out in the present study is difficult to carry out 

experimentally. However, proper manipulation of the experimental variables can lead to conditions close to 

those used in simulations. On the whole, the description of the melting transition agrees qualitatively with 

previous simulation and experimental studies on nanoclusters. 
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Chapter Four 

Molecular Dynamics Simulation Study of the Melting and Structural Evolution of 
Bimetallic Pd-Pt Nanowires 

 
4.1 Abstract for chapter four 

Thermal characteristics of Pd-Pt metal nanowires with diameters ranging from 2.3 to 3.5 nm and of several 

compositions were studied by molecular dynamics simulations utilizing the Quantum Sutton-Chen potential 

function. Monte-Carlo simulations employing bond order simulation model were used to generate the 

initial wire configurations that consisted of surface segregated structures. Melting temperatures were 

estimated based on variations in thermodynamic properties such as potential energy and specific heat 

capacity. We find that the melting transition temperatures for the nanowires are much lower than those of 

bulk alloys of the same composition and at least 100-200 K higher than those of nanoclusters of the same 

diameter. Density distributions along the nanowire cross-section and axis as well as components of shell-

based diffusion coefficients and velocity auto-correlation functions were used to investigate the melting 

mechanism in these nanowires. Our findings indicate a surface-initiated melting process characterized by 

predominantly larger cross-sectional movement. This two-dimensional surface melting mechanism in 

nanowires differs from that in nanoclusters in which atomic movement is more isotropic in all three 

dimensions. Differences in the surface melting mechanism result in structural transformations from fcc- 

hcp type and lead to simulated phase boundaries for nanowires that are different from bulk alloys as well as 

from same-diameter nanoclusters. A composition and temperature dependent fcc-hcp transformation occurs 

prior to the melting transition in both nanowires and nanoclusters. Hcp phase occurs over a wider 

temperature range at Pd-rich compositions and a narrower range at low Pd compositions with the fcc-hcp 

and hcp-liquid transition temperatures showing a minimum at 25% Pt composition. 
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 In contrast, the nanoclusters exhibit a near-linear dependence of melting temperature on Pd composition 

with the hcp phase existing over a much narrower range of temperatures, closer to the melting transition.  

Thermal stability of the solid phases of these nanowires was investigated by simulating two alternative 

starting configurations such as a hypothetical hcp and an annealed-solid structure for two compositions. 

The size and composition dependence of nanowire melting temperatures are consistent with those predicted 

by available melting theories. 

  

4.2 Melting of Pd-Pt nanowires 

Metal nanowires have attracted much attention in recent years due to their potential applications in 

nanoscale materials and devices104. These nanowires exhibit physical, chemical and electronic properties 

which are different from both bulk materials as well as single molecules105-113. One such structure is 

nanowires of Pd and its alloys which find extensive use in hydrogen sensing and in catalysis. The key to all 

potential applications of nanowires lies in their small size and structure. This makes knowledge and control 

over their size and shape distributions, surface compositions as well as crystal structure, critical to 

improved device designs.  With increasing miniaturization of devices, it becomes important to develop a 

quantitative understanding of the thermodynamic and structural properties of these nanowires.   

 

The numerous applications of metallic nanowires have prompted a lot of experimental effort being focused 

on the synthesis and preparation of single component as well as bimetallic nanowires. Recent experimental 

studies have revealed the formation of stable ultra-thin nanowires of gold having length to diameter ratios 

of over ten114,115. Nanowires of Ag-Pt with lengths up to 3.5 µm and diameters between 3 and 20 nm have 

been produced by irradiation of aqueous solutions of Ag-Pt ions with gamma rays116. In addition to the well 

known template synthesis, other electro-deposition methods, such as a combination of “slow growth” and 

“nanowire growth” to produce beaded bimetallic nanowires with high aspect ratios are also gaining 

interest117. One of the most challenging issues is the control over the size and morphology of these 

nanostructures. Knowledge of the thermal properties of these metallic nanowires and their associated 
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effects on the size, shape, and composition would have a bearing on the method of synthesis, processing, 

and the performance of these nanowires in their various areas of applications. 

The melting points of nanowires decrease with decreasing diameter and their values are much below the 

bulk melting points118-125. The large ratio of surface to bulk atoms is primarily responsible for this lowering 

effect. Experimentally, it is difficult to observe the microscopic processes associated with melting. 

Computer simulations offer an effective tool to study the properties of nanowires and complement 

experimental efforts63.  

Considerable experimental and theoretical research has been dedicated to understanding the 

thermodynamics and kinetics of nanowire growth and stabilization when subjected to thermal and other 

stresses126-133. For example, experimental investigations have revealed the growth of InAs to be limited by 

the melting temperature of As-In alloy134.  A molecular dynamics study of the melting of one dimensional 

zirconium wire indicated melting of nanowires to initiate from the inner core shell atoms.121 Similarly, 

diffusion of the central atoms along the nanowire axis in palladium nanowires (diameter < 2 nm) resulted in 

the onset of melting.120 On the other hand, surface melting in Pd nanowires with 2.3 nm diameter results 

from predominantly cross-sectional movement of Pd atoms.135 Studies on the melting of gold nanowires 

indicated that surface melting temperature is representative of the overall wire melting temperature124. This 

behavior is very much different from that of nanoclusters where the onset of melting results from enhanced 

movement of the less restrained surface atoms60. A coexistence of liquid and solid phases was also 

observed in the melting process of titanium nanowires119. Similarly, a study of ultra-thin titanium 

nanowires, with diameters less than 1.2 nm, indicated no clear characteristic first-order transition during the 

melting process123. Structural transformations from a helical multi-walled to a bulk-like rectangular 

structure have also been observed for 1.7 nm titanium wires119.  

Bimetallic nanomaterials are better suited for catalytic and sensing applications than their monometallic 

counterparts50. Complex phenomena such as surface segregation and micro-mixing occur in alloys of finite-

sized structures such as nanowires. For a given composition of the bimetallics, the microstructure is 

dictated by surface energies and mixing energies of the constituent atoms76,78. Atoms with lower surface 
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energies tend to segregate to low coordination number sites, the extent of which is determined by the 

interplay between surface energies, mixing energies and entropy. There is enough experimental evidence to 

indicate the occurrence of this phenomenon in nanowires of Pd-Ag and Pt-Ag136.  In the present work, we 

study thermal characteristics, low temperature solid phases and melting transitions of Pd-Pt nanowires of 

different diameters and compositions using molecular dynamics (MD) simulations employing the quantum 

Sutton-Chen potential function.  

 

4.3 Initial nanowires size, structure, and composition 

All the transition elements including Pd and Pt exhibit an fcc structure in the bulk solid phase. A large 

block of fcc was formed from a fcc unit cell by replicating in ABC directions. Using various cutoff radii, 

cylindrical structures representing nanowires of different diameters (D) ranging approximately from 2.3 nm 

to 3.5 nm were created. By choosing different length/diameter ratios, it was ensured that the results were 

not influenced by the periodic boundary conditions for the simulated infinitely long nanowires. The range 

of nanowire diameters was selected to facilitate comparisons with nanoclusters of similar diameters used in 

our previous studies137,138.  Alternative starting configurations comprising of hcp nanowires were also 

generated and utilized in simulations. 

 

To identify the initial atomic distribution of the constituent atoms for a given composition of the bimetallic, 

these structures were subjected to a Metropolis Monte-Carlo simulation employing a bond order simulation 

(BOS) model77,83, to generate the minimum energy initial configurations which were subsequently used for 

studying the melting phenomena. The BOS model was modified to include periodic boundary condition 

along the nanowire axis. The stable configurations generated in the above simulations consisted of surface 

segregated structures with lower surface energy atoms preferentially located at the surface. The extent of 

segregation depends on factors such as surface energy, mixing energy and entropy. For Pd-Pt 

nanostructures, lower surface energy Pd atoms occupy most of the surface sites, whereas the core is mainly 

composed of Pt atoms.  
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4.4 Computational details 

4.4.1 Potential function 

Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations using DLPOLY139 were performed to gain insights into the melting 

process and thermal properties at the atomistic level. All the thermodynamic and transport properties were 

obtained as time averages over the particle positions and velocities. The embedded atom potential85 and 

other long range potentials like the Sutton-Chen potential86 based on Finnis-Sinclair type of potentials have 

been used in the literature successfully to predict the properties of fcc based metals such as Pd and Pt. The 

local electronic density is included to account for the many body terms.  

 

Based on the Sutton-Chen potential, the potential energy of the finite system having N atoms is given by, 
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Quantum Sutton-Chen potential87 (hereafter referred to as QSC), includes quantum corrections and takes 

into account the zero point energy allowing better prediction of temperature dependent properties for both 

single component and alloy systems67,75,88. The QSC parameters for the Pd and Pt are listed in Table 4-1. 

The geometric mean was used to obtain the energy parameter ε and the arithmetic mean was used for the 

remaining parameters, to predict the nature of interaction between Pd and Pt.  

 

4.4.2 MD simulation details 

The MD simulations were carried out with a constant number of atoms N and temperature T with periodic 

boundary condition applied along the nanowire axis. A constant temperature Berendson thermostat91 with a 

relaxation time of 0.4 ps was used. The equations of motion were integrated using Verlet leapfrog 

algorithm63 with time step of 0.001 ps. The nanowires were initially subjected to mild annealing in the 0-
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300 K interval which was followed by heating to 1800 K in increments of 100 K. Near the melting point, 

the temperature increments were reduced to 10 K to account for the large temperature fluctuations.  The 

simulations were carried out for 400 ps of equilibration followed by production time of 200 ps for 

generating time-averaged properties.  These simulations are essentially at zero pressure as the nanowire is 

able to expand freely in the radial direction. 

Table 4-1.  Potential parameters used in MD simulations for Pd-Pt nanowires. 

Quantum Sutton-Chen n m ε (eV) c a(Ǻ) 

Pd 12 6 3.2864e-3 148.205 3.8813 

Pt 11 7 9.7894e-3 71.336 3.9163 

 

4.5 Results and discussion 

Structural and dynamic properties at different temperatures leading up to the phase transition and higher 

were calculated and analyzed to gain insights into the mechanism of nanowire melting. Simulated phase 

boundaries representing composition dependency of various transitions were generated and compared to 

those for nanoclusters of the same diameter, and the bulk alloy. The size dependency of melting point is 

also discussed for a nanowire of representative 50% Pd composition.  

 

4.5.1 Melting and freezing point identification 

The phase transition from solid to liquid and vice versa is usually identified by studying the variation in 

either the thermodynamic properties such as potential energy and specific heat capacity or some structural 

properties such as Bond Order Parameters95 and Wigner values. The present study employs both these 

methods to identify melting points for different nanowire sizes and compositions.  

 

4.5.1.1 Potential energy 

The phase transition from solid to a liquid phase and vice versa can be identified by a jump in the total 

potential energy vs. temperature curve shown in Fig. 4-1 (a) and (b). This corresponds to a melting 
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temperature of 1230 ±20K for (Pd0 75-Pt0 25)2 34nm and 1470 ±10K for (Pd0 5-Pt0 5)2 34nm nanowires. There is a 

greater deviation from linearity in the potential energy curve in case of (Pd0 75-Pt0 25)2 34nm as compared to 

(Pd0 5-Pt0 5)2 34nm nanowire. This might be attributed to the increased surface melting at higher Pd 

compositions.  
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Figure 4-1. Variation of potential energy with temperature for 2.34 nm diameter nanowires (a) 
(Pd0.75-Pt0.25) and (b) (Pd0.5-Pt0.5) alloy having 672 atoms. The solid lines with solid squares 
correspond to the heating, and solid lines with diamonds represent cooling of 2.34 nm Pd-Pt alloy 
nanowires with an initial fcc structure.   
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Figure 4-1: Continued 

 

Upon cooling, the nanowires undergo a sharp liquid-solid transition and show a strong hysteresis which is a 

consequence of the need for super cooling in the transition from liquid to solid. The freezing points for 

(Pd0 5-Pt0 5)2 34nm and (Pd0 75-Pt0 25)2 34nm nanowires are 1150 ±10 and 930 ±10 K, respectively. Although the 

potential energy of the new solid phase is not very different from the initial one (fcc), structural differences 

prevail. It is interesting to note that the energy of the new solid phase (referred to as annealed-solid 

hereafter) in case of (Pd0 5-Pt0 5)2 34nm nanowires is slightly higher than its initial fcc phase whereas it is 

lower than the initial fcc phase for (Pd0 75-Pt0 25)2 34nm nanowires. This indicates that the annealed-solid 

structure is closer to the global minima for (Pd0 75-Pt0 25)2 34nm whereas the fcc phase is a more suitable 

starting configuration for (Pd0 5-Pt0 5)2 34nm nanowires. The thermal stability of different starting 

configurations is discussed in detail in subsequent sections.  

 

4.5.1.2 Specific heat capacity 

The specific heat capacity at constant pressure in a weak coupling ensemble such as that achieved with the 

Berendson thermostat can be written as a function of fluctuations in the instantaneous enthalpy <δH2>.94 
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To identify the melting temperature, the specific heat capacity at constant pressure is plotted in Fig. 4-2.  

For (Pd0 75-Pt0 25)2 34nm and (Pd0 5-Pt0 5)2 34nm wires, the maximum in the specific heat capacity corresponds to 

the melting temperatures i.e. Tm=1230 K and 1470 K, respectively.  
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Figure 4-2. Variation of specific heat capacity with temperature during heating of 2.34 nm diameter 
nanowires (a) (Pd0.75-Pt0.25) and (b) (Pd0.5-Pt0.5) alloy with an initial fcc structure.   
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Figure 4-2: Continued 

 

It is also observed that there is a sharp peak at 400 K for (Pd0 75-Pt0 25)2 34nm  This could be attributed to some 

isomerization or structural changes in the nanowire96. Although wires having Pt compositions lower than 

15% and higher than 40% also exhibit such a transition, the onset in these composition ranges occurs at 

temperatures closer to the wire melting point. Similar solid-solid transition was also found in same-sized 

spherical bimetallic nanoclusters of Pd-Pt near the melting temperatures140, however the early onset 

experienced over a limited composition range (approx. 15-40% Pt in this case) is unique to bimetallic 

nanowires. To gain insights into the nature of this solid-solid transition occurring in different composition 

ranges, we utilize bond orientational order parameters.  

 

4.5.1.3 Bond orientational order parameters 

Bond orientational order parameter method95 can be used to analyze cluster structure as well as to 

distinguish between atoms in solid (close-packed) and liquid environments generated at the onset of 

melting. The value of the global bond orientational order parameter Ql in a solid cluster depends on the 

relative bond orientations and has a unique value for each crystal structure as shown in Table 4-2. 
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Table  4-2.  Bond orientational order parameter values for various geometries. 

 

 

 

The temperature dependence of bond orientational order parameters Q4 and Q6 for (Pd0 75-Pt0 25)2 34nm and 

(Pd0 5-Pt0 5)2 34nm wires is shown in Fig. 4-3. Both the nanowires were started with an initial, annealed fcc 

structure at 300 K. As temperature increases, the atoms undergo vibrations about their equilibrium 

positions leading to a distortion of the crystal structure, characterized by Q4 and Q6 values. It can be seen 

from Fig. 4-3 (a), that there is a sharp transition in the nature of close-packing at 400 K for (Pd0 75-

Pt0 25)2 34nm wire. 
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    (a)    

Figure 4-3. Temperature dependence of bond orientational order parameters (Q4 (circles) and Q6 

(squares)) during heating of 2.34 nm diameter alloy nanowires (a) (Pd0.75-Pt0.25) and (b) (Pd0.5-Pt0.5). 

 

Geometry Q4 Q6 

Fcc 0.19094 0.57452 

Hcp 0.09722 0.48476 

Liquid 0 0 
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Figure 4-3: Continued 

 

Comparison of the Q4 and Q6 values in Fig. 4-3 (a) with those in Table 4-3 reveals a rearrangement from an 

fcc to a metastable hcp structure in the temperature range (400-1200 K) for the (Pd0 75-Pt0 5)2 34nm wires . 

Such an early transition does not occur for (Pd0 5-Pt0 5)2 34nm wire, where the stable structure remains as fcc 

over the temperature range (300-1350 K) which then transforms to a near hcp type crystal structure (1350-

1460 K). The onset of such solid-solid transition has been observed in theoretical investigations on gold 

nanoclusters74 as well as experimental investigations on bimetallic Pt-Ru nanoclusters141. At the melting 

point, all the order parameters rapidly decrease to zero indicating a phase change to liquid. This happens at 

1230±20 K and 1470±10 K, respectively, for (Pd0 75-Pt0 25)2 34nm and (Pd0 5-Pt0 5)2 34nm wires. 

 

4.5.2 Understanding nanowire melting phenomenon 

Insights into the nanowire melting phenomenon can be obtained by analyzing the density profiles, shell-

based diffusion coefficients and velocity autocorrelation functions.  Such results are presented in this 

section. 
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4.5.2.1 Density profiles 

The nanowire melting process is associated with the redistribution of atoms owing to their increased 

motion, especially at high temperatures. Fig. 4-4 shows the atomic distribution of Pd atoms in (Pd0 5-

Pt0 5)2 34nm along the nanowire axis during the melting process. At lower temperatures, we find that the 

solid-like features are preserved as is indicated by the distinct peaks. In the temperature range 300-1300 K, 

the peaks remain distinct and the shift in the peak is less than 0.2 Ǻ. This suggests relatively lesser 

movement of the atoms along the nanowire axis in the specified temperature range. With an increase in 

temperature, the peaks become broader, suggestive of the relatively larger movement of metal atoms. At 

the melting point, the atomic distribution becomes smooth indicative of the liquid phase. Similar 

conclusions can be drawn from Pt atomic density profile along the nanowire axis. 
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Figure 4-4. Atomic density profiles along the nanowire axis for Pd atoms in (Pd0.5-Pt0.5)2.34nm at 
temperatures leading up to melting.. 

To understand the melting characteristics of the bimetallic nanowire further, we analyzed the radial density 

profiles of Pd (Fig. 4-5) and Pt (not shown) at different temperatures. Surface segregation of Pd atoms was 

evident from the initial radial density profiles at 300 K. With an increase in temperature from 300 to 1300 

K, the peaks merge for both Pd and Pt profiles (radius>7.5 Ǻ) and become broader, indicative of the much 
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larger movement of these atoms along the nanowire cross-section (x-y plane). Although the peaks in the 

inner core (radius < 7.5 Ǻ) of the nanowire (composed mainly of Pt) also become broader at 1300 K, they 

remain distinct and well defined suggestive of the solid phase. Above 1480 K, we find liquid like behavior 

for both atoms which correspond to the homogeneous melting temperature predicted for (Pd0 5-Pt0 5)2 34nm 

nanowire.  
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Figure 4-5. Atomic density profiles for Pd atoms along wire cross-section in (Pd0.5-Pt0.5)2.34nm at 
temperatures leading up to melting. 

 
It therefore appears from the atomic density profiles along the nanowire axis and radius that the onset of the 

melting process results from the radial movement of surface Pd atoms, with melting then proceeding 

inwards towards the Pt core. However, better insights into the diffusional movement of the constituent 

atoms in the bimetallic can be obtained by analyzing shell-based diffusion coefficients and velocity 

autocorrelation functions. 

 

4.5.2.2 Shell-based diffusion coefficients 

Our previous investigations of nanoclusters140 revealed that better insights into surface melting behavior are 

obtained by calculating diffusion coefficients for the nanowire cross-section partitioned into radial shells of 
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equal width, dR. The mean square displacement (MSD) calculated within each shell was used to calculate 

the self diffusion coefficients for atoms in that shell. The inter-atomic distance between atoms in the Pd-Pt 

bimetallic (2.75Ǻ) was used as dR. The atoms were assigned to the bins based on their initial positions at 

the end of the equilibration period and MSD for each shell were then generated by averaging over a 200 ps 

trajectory with sampling done every 0.1 ps. In this work, the radial diffusion coefficient for each shell was 

obtained from the two dimensional (d=2) square displacement98, for the five different shells cut across the 

wire cross-section: 

2
)()(
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1
srstr

td
D iii −+

∆
=           (4.3) 

where ri(t+s) is the vector position of the ith atom on the x-y plane (cross-section), the average is over atoms 

of type i and over choices of time origin s. The diffusion coefficient calculated above reflects the mobility 

of the atoms along the wire cross-section and characterizes the in-plane or radial movement. Similarly, the 

axial or out-of-plane movement refers to mobility of the atoms in the radial shells along the wire axis (z 

direction) and is the one dimensional (d=1) diffusion coefficient calculated based on the axial position 

vector of atoms. To facilitate comparisons between the axial and radial diffusion coefficients for the same 

shells, their dependence on radial distance of the wire was plotted. 

Fig. 4-6 shows components of the shell-based diffusion coefficients calculated in the radial and z-directions 

to depict the in-plane (radial) and out-of-plane (axial) movement of Pd atoms in (Pd0 5-Pt0 5)2 34nm wire. In 

all the cases, we find the diffusivities of outer shells (shell 4 and 5) to be higher than those of the inner ones 

(shells 1-3) indicating a surface initiated melting process. Surface melting starts at ~900 K predominantly 

from the radial movement, as seen from the in-plane radial and axial diffusion coefficients of Pd for shells 

4 and 5 (Fig 4-6 (a)). As the temperature increases to 1460 K, the atoms in shell 3 also begin to show 

higher diffusivities. At temperatures above the melting transition, atoms in all the shells have much higher 

diffusivities, which is indicative of a phase transition from solid to liquid. Similar behavior is also exhibited 

by Pt atoms. 
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(b) 

Figure 4-6. Shell based diffusion coefficients characterizing (a) radial (x-y plane) (b) axial (z 
direction) movement of Pd atoms in (Pd0.5-Pt0.5)2.34nm nanowire. 
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Comparisons of Fig. 4-6 (a) with 4-6 (b) reveal that all the shells have higher radial diffusion coefficients as 

compared to axial below the melting point (1460 K). In the 300-600 K range, the atoms are mostly solid-

like and only vibrate about their equilibrium positions. Hence, both the radial and axial components of the 

diffusion coefficients for Pd (Fig. 4-6) and Pt atoms (not shown) are very small. In the 700-900 K range, 

the radial components of the diffusion coefficients for both Pd and Pt are much larger than the 

corresponding axial components, especially for shells 4 and 5. Around 1300 K, shell 3 also begins to 

exhibit a similar characteristic. This indicates the increased tendency of the atoms to move in the wire 

cross-sectional directions (radial and/or tangential) than along the axis before the phase transition.  At 

temperatures near and above the melting point, the atomic movements along both the radial and axial 

directions become comparable.  Snapshots at different temperatures (Fig. 4-7 and 4-8) corroborate the 

arguments presented above and reveal the surface melting characteristics in nanowires. 

Our analysis of normalized radial (Ψr=<Vr (tk).Vr (tk+t)>, tangential (Ψθ=<Vθ (tk).Vθ (tk+t)>) and axial (Ψz 

=<Vz (tk).Vz (tk+t)>) components of the velocity autocorrelation functions (Ψ) calculated for Pd and Pt 

atoms in  (Pd0 5-Pt0 5)2 34nm wire  for different cylindrical shells cut along wire radius at 900 K further 

confirm the above findings. Examination of Ψr and Ψθ with Ψz for both Pd and Pt atoms indicate shorter 

correlation time and much larger depth of minima for Ψθ signifying larger movement in the tangential and 

radial (to a lesser extent) directions than along the wire axis.  

 

   (a)    (b)            (c)      (d) 

Figure 4-7. Snapshots showing cross-sectional view of  (Pd0.5-Pt0.5)2.34nm nanowires at (a) 300 K (b) 900 
K (c) 1400 K (d) 1470 K.  Pd atoms are represented by light spheres (orange color), whereas dark 
spheres represent Pt atoms (blue color). 
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   (a)    (b)            (c)      (d) 

Figure 4-8. Snapshots showing side (along the axis) view of  (Pd0.5-Pt0.5)2.34nm nanowires at (a) 300 K 
(b) 900 K (c) 1400 K (d) 1470 K. Pd atoms are represented by light spheres (orange color), whereas 
dark spheres represent Pt atoms (blue color). 

 

4.5.3 Thermal stability of alternative starting configurations 

Our simulation results indicate that the nanowires undergo structural transformation from fcc to hcp, with 

the transition temperature depending on the nanowire composition and diameter. To identify the most 

stable low-temperature solid-phase configurations for the bimetallic nanowires, alternative starting 

configurations have been utilized for (Pd0 75-Pt0 25)2 34nm and (Pd0 5-Pt0 5)2 34nm nanowires. These were hcp and 

fcp structures, and the annealed-solid structure obtained at the end of one heating-cooling cycle shown in 

Fig. 4-1.  It is expected that a thermally stable starting configuration would yield a higher melting point for 

a given nanowire size and composition, when taken through the annealing and heating/cooling schedule 

described in an earlier section. 
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    (b) 

Figure 4-9. Variation of potential energy with temperature for different starting configurations of 
(Pd0.5-Pt0.5)2.34nm nanowires (a) hcp having 712 atoms and (b) annealed-solid having 672 atoms. The 
solid lines with squares and diamonds represent heating and cooling of hcp wires, respectively. Solid 
line with triangles represents the heating of annealed-solid nanowire. The melting points for the two 
configurations are 1250 K and 1510 K, respectively. 
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Figure 4-10. Variation of potential energy with temperature for different starting configurations of 
(Pd0.75-Pt0.25)2.34nm nanowires (a) hcp having 712 atoms and (b) annealed-solid having 672 atoms. The 
solid lines with squares and diamonds represent heating and cooling of hcp wires, respectively. Solid 
line with triangles represents the heating of annealed-solid nanowire. The melting points for the two 
configurations are 1220 K and 1270 K, respectively. 
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Fig. 4-9 and 4-10 show the potential energy variation with temperature of the two alternative (hcp and 

annealed-solid) low temperature starting configurations for (Pd0 5-Pt0 5)2 34nm and (Pd0 75-Pt0 25)2 34nm 

nanowires. It is interesting to note the increased surface melting in case of hcp structures (Fig. 4-9 (a)) than 

in fcc (Fig. 4-1 (b)). For (Pd0 5-Pt0 5)2 34nm nanowire, the melting point of hcp configuration (1250 K) is 

much lower than that of fcc (1470 K) and that  of the annealed-solid (1510 K). This indicates that the fcc 

starting configuration is more stable than the hcp for (Pd0 5-Pt0 5)2 34nm nanowire in the low temperature solid 

phase. As expected, the annealed-solid structure is closer to the global minimum, although the difference 

from the fcc melting point is not very large. Bond orientational order parameters of the annealed-solid 

structure indicate that it is closer to fcc than hcp thereby corroborating the fact that an fcc low-temperature 

configuration is more stable for this particular composition of nanowire. 

On the other hand for the (Pd0 75-Pt0 25)2 34nm nanowire, there is not much difference between the melting 

points obtained using fcc (1230 K) and hcp (1220 K) starting configurations. The annealed-solid structure 

(1270 K) is only slightly more stable than the other two. Considering that the magnitude of the difference 

between the melting points for different configurations is less than 50 K and also the fact that the 

temperature fluctuations around the melting point are of the order of 20 K, it might appear that the starting 

configuration has no effect on the actual melting point for this nanowire composition. However, in case of 

fcc starting configuration, a solid-solid transition (fcc to hcp) takes place at 400 K. Bond orientational order 

parameters for the annealed-solid structure formed after the first round of heating-cooling cycle in Fig. 4-1 

also indicate that the structure is closer to hcp type. These seem to suggest that a hcp starting configuration 

is more stable for (Pd0 75-Pt0 25)2 34nm nanowire. The low temperature fcc-started nanowire undergoes a 

structural transformation to hcp within the finite simulation time, indicating the possibility of a fcc-hcp 

phase transition at low temperatures at this composition.  Combined, within the limitations of the MD 

techniques employed here, we conclude that the possibility of hcp structure formation in the higher Pd 

content alloy nanowire is higher.  At least, such structures may exist over larger temperature ranges for 

these Pd-rich alloys.  On the other hand, it is likely that the fcc structure is stable over larger temperature 

ranges for the Pt-rich alloys. 
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The cooling curves for the hcp starting configurations (Fig. 4-9 (a) and 4-10 (a)) further strengthen the 

arguments presented above. The energy of the cooled solid phase for (Pd0 75-Pt0 25)2 34nm nanowire (Fig. 4-10 

(a)) is very close to the initial hcp phase whereas the same in case of (Pd0 5-Pt0 5)2 34nm nanowire is much 

lower. Analysis of the crystal structure using bond orientational order parameters for the cooled solid phase 

indicate a near hcp packing for (Pd0 75-Pt0 25)2 34nm and a near fcc structure for (Pd0 75-Pt0 25)2 34nm nanowires. 

Therefore, the possibility of hcp structure for the (Pd0 75-Pt0 25)2 34nm and fcc structure for the (Pd0 5-

Pt0 5)2 34nm nanowires is indicated by these simulations. The existence of such composition dependent 

stability of fcc and hcp structures in nanostructures is not unusual and has been found in experimental 

investigations of bimetallic transition metal (Pt-Ru) alloys141. 

 

4.5.4  Compositional dependence of simulated phase transitions 

The thermal stability of different starting configurations can be surmised from the data presented in Table 

4-3. For 50% Pt composition, fcc clearly appears to be a better starting point than hcp, whereas for 25% Pt 

both fcc and hcp starting configurations result in approximately the same final melting temperatures. It is 

possible that the fcc configuration might indeed be more stable than hcp for 25% Pt at 300 K and that the 

limitations imposed by the finite simulation time might not have allowed the system to overcome the 

energy barrier for the hcp-fcc transition. Considering the fact that Pd-Pt alloys have an fcc structure in their 

bulk form, it is expected that an fcc starting configuration might provide reasonable insights into the 

simulated phase transitions in nanophase alloys. In this section, simulated phase diagram for nanowires and 

same-diameter nanoclusters are constructed and compared with each other as well as that of bulk Pd-Pt 

alloy. The starting configuration at the lowest temperature was taken as fcc for all these simulations.  

 

Phase transitions in nanophase alloys are known to differ from those of bulk141,142. As discussed in the 

previous sections, the mechanism of surface melting in nanowires differs from that of nanoclusters and of 

bulk alloys140. The Pd-Pt nanowires of this work exhibit a two-dimensional surface melting mechanism 

characterized by greater cross-sectional atomic diffusion compared to that along the axis. Pd-Pt 

nanoclusters on the other hand, were found to undergo a three-dimensional surface melting mechanism 
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characterized by atomic movement which is more isotropic. These differences in the thermal behavior of 

nanowires (Section 4.2) from nanoclusters and bulk, along with existence of fcc and hcp structures for a 

given composition in different low-temperature ranges (Section 4.3) might result in a simulated phase 

diagram which presents some features unique to nanowires.  

 

Table 4-3. Stability of alternative starting configurations. 

 

 

Starting configuration 

 

Tm (K) 

 

Crystal type of annealed structures at 300 

K. 

 25% Pt 50% Pt 25 % Pt 50% Pt 

Fcc 1230 1470 Hcp Fcc 

Hcp 1220 1250 Hcp Fcc 

Annealed-solid  1270 1510 - - 

 

Fig. 4-11 and 4-12 show the simulated composition dependence of transitions in 2.34 nm diameter Pd-Pt 

nanowires and nanoclusters, as well as in bulk Pd-Pt alloy obtained from FSnobl database143. An interesting 

feature in both the nanocluster and nanowire simulated phase transition diagrams is the existence of hcp 

structure at Pt compositions lower than 42% and 45%, respectively. At these compositions, the nanowires 

and nanoclusters undergo a solid-solid transformation from an initial fcc to a metastable hcp phase. The 

melting (liquidus) and the simulated fcc-hcp phase transition temperatures go through minima at a 

composition of 25% Pt for the nanowires. This behavior is different from that observed in same-diameter 

nanoclusters (Fig. 4-11 (b)) of these metals140 as well as in bulk alloys (Fig. 4-12) which show a monotonic 

variation of melting (liquidus) temperature with Pt composition.  
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                          (b) 

Figure 4-11. Simulated phase transition diagram for Pd-Pt alloy (a) nanowire and (b) nanocluster of 
2.34 nm diameter.  Squares represent simulated phase boundary for fcc-hcp transition in both wires 
and clusters. Triangles represent the simulated liquidus temperatures in wires and clusters, 
respectively. Simulations at all compositions for wires and clusters were started from an fcc 
structure. 
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Figure 4-12. Phase diagram of bulk Pd-Pt alloy obtained from FSNOBL database.  The region 
enclosed between the solidus (solid line) and the liquidus (dotted line) curve represents the two phase 
region. 

 

Our simulation results (Fig. 4-11) indicate the absence of a sharp fcc-hcp transition for compositions 

greater than 45% Pt in nanowires and 42% Pt in nanoclusters. In this composition range, the fcc-hcp 

transformations are more continuous and hence produce no observable (sharp) change in the 

thermodynamic or structural properties. The nanocluster and nanowire melting process is associated with 

two competing processes i.e. solid-liquid (surface melting) and solid-solid transformation.  The continuous 

transition from fcc-hcp is associated with a competing solid-liquid transition. For a given alloy 

composition, if the solid-liquid transition temperature is below that of fcc-hcp transition, then the melting 

point is reached before a complete transformation to an hcp structure might occur. The sharp fcc-hcp 

transition point for compositions greater than 45% Pt in nanowires and 42% Pt in nanoclusters might lie 

above the melting point and is therefore not seen in the simulated phase transition diagram.  

 

There is sufficient experimental and theoretical evidence showing the existence of hcp structures in 

nanostructures of transition metals (Au68, Pd144) as well as alloys136,141  which otherwise have an fcc 

structure in bulk form. The atomic rearrangement associated with melting in finite-sized structures leads to 
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changes in the nature of close-packing (fcc to hcp) resulting in the existence of hcp structures over 

temperature ranges whose widths vary with composition.  

 

The differences in the temperature ranges over which hcp phases exist in the nanocluster and nanowire 

phase diagram might be attributed to the differences in the segregation characteristics arising from the 

different geometries (cylinder vs. sphere) as well as the differences in melting mechanisms. The proportion 

of surface to core sites in case of nanoclusters is greater than in same diameter nanowires. Therefore, for a 

given alloy composition, the extent of surface segregation of Pd atoms in case of clusters would be greater 

than in wires. Surface melting, which depends on the segregation profiles, would thus be affected. 

Additionally, the Pd-Pt nanowires exhibit a two-dimensional surface melting mechanism characterized by 

greater cross-sectional atomic diffusion as compared to that along the wire axis. Pd-Pt nanoclusters on the 

other hand, experience a three-dimensional surface melting mechanism characterized by atomic movement 

which is more isotropic. The differences in the segregation characteristics coupled with the differences in 

the surface melting mechanism appear to result in hcp phase being distributed over temperature ranges of 

varying widths in nanoclusters and nanowires. 

 

We find that hcp structures for all compositions surface melt more in comparison to fcc. Therefore, the 

earlier the onset of the solid-solid transformation from fcc to hcp, the higher are the chances of surface 

melted structures being hcp and therefore, greater would be the extent of surface melting. This implies that 

compositions over which hcp phase exists over a broader temperature range are expected to surface melt 

more and have lower melting temperatures. At compositions higher and lower than 25% Pt, the wires show 

hcp existence over a narrower temperature range and therefore, experience reduced surface melting leading 

to higher melting temperatures. As a result, a non-monotonic variation of melting transition temperatures 

with minimum located at 25% Pt is observed in the nanowire simulated phase diagram. 
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4.5.5 Melting model for nanowires and nanoclusters 

For nanoclusters of radius R, a melting temperature (Tm(R)) can be obtained phenomenologically by 

equating the Gibbs free energy of solid and liquid spherical clusters with the assumption of constant 

pressure conditions (Eq. 14 from Ref. (58)): 
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where Tm refers to the melting temperatures for bulk (superscript b) and nanostructures (as a function of 

radius R), L is the molar latent heat of fusion, ρs and ρl are densities of solid and liquid phase, respectively, 

and γs and γl are the solid and liquid phase interfacial tensions, respectively. The melting theory developed 

for nanoclusters can be extended to nanowires and the depression in melting point from bulk value can be 

calculated using the following expression: 
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The factor of two difference between the melting point depressions of cluster and wire arises because of the 

change in curvature and consequently Laplace pressure when going from a spherical cluster to a wire. 

Similarly geometrical considerations result in a change in the ratios of densities (2/3rd power in sphere vs 

1/2 in wires). For small density changes between solid and liquid such as in Pd-Pt alloy, we get 

(∆T)nc/(∆T)nw=2 (subscript nc and nw refer to nanocluster and nanowire, respectively). For 50% Pt 

composition, the ratio of melting point depression of nanowires to nanoclusters from our simulations is 

approx. 1.4. Values for the other compositions are listed in Table 4-4. The differences between this 

phenomenological model and the simulated values can be attributed to the approximations made in deriving 

the model. The surface energy anisotropy of the solid is not taken into account and the possibility of the 

existence of inhomogeneous phases (liquid skin wetting the solid wire and cluster) is also neglected. Also, 

the segregation profiles of wires and clusters are different and may lead to varying interfacial tension 
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values. Inclusion of the above in the phenomenological model might lead to closer agreements with the 

simulated values.  

Table 4-4.  Ratio of simulated melting point depression of wire and cluster. 

Composition (% Pt) 5 % 25% 50% 75% 95% 

Bulk m.p (K) 1860  1925 1970 2003 2030 

Simulated (∆T)nc/(∆T)nw 1.3 1.2 1.4 1.4 1.4 

 

4.5.6 Size dependence of melting point 

The melting point of the bimetallic nanowires is known to increase with diameter. To explore the diameter-

dependence of the nanowire melting temperature, simulated values are plotted against the reciprocal of 

diameter (1/D) for the (Pd0 5-Pt0 5) wires in Fig. 4-13. 

The melting temperatures fit well to the linear dependence obtained by rearranging Eq. (4.4), 

DTDT b
mm /)( β−=          (4.6) 

where b
mT = 2100 K represents the extrapolated melting temperature at infinite limit. The melting points 

calculated in the above expression correspond with the melting of the  core composed mainly of Pt atoms 

and the extrapolated value agrees well with the bulk melting point (2090 K) of Pt calculated using Sutton-

Chen potential145. The constant β = 1400 K nm characterizes the linear dependence of Tm on diameter (D).  
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Figure 4-13. Diameter-dependence of melting temperature (Tm) for (Pd0.5-Pt0.5) nanowires. Solid 
diamonds represent the melting points of different sized (Pd0.5-Pt0.5) nanowires.  The solid-line is a 
linear fit to the data showing size dependence of melting temperature in nanowires. 

 

4.6 Conclusions 

The thermal characteristics of Pd-Pt nanowires of different diameters and compositions have been 

investigated in the present study. The melting point is clearly identified by studying the variations in 

potential energy and specific heat capacity as well as structural parameter such as bond orientational order 

parameter. The melting points of nanowires are higher than those for nanoclusters of same diameter and 

composition and much lower than the bulk values. The melting behavior in nanowires is characterized by 

pre-melting of surface segregated Pd atoms followed by homogeneous melting of the mostly Pt core.  

 
The melting mechanism in nanowires differs from that in same-diameter nanoclusters. Investigations into 

the diffusional characteristics of the constituent atoms in the bimetallic using atomic density profiles along 

nanowire axis and cross-section as well as shell-based diffusion coefficients and velocity autocorrelation 

functions suggest  that the onset of surface melting of nanowires is characterized by higher in-plane or 

cross-sectional movement than along the axis. At higher temperatures close to the nanowire melting 

transition, both these movements become significant. This two dimensional melting mechanism is very 
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different from the three dimensional one observed in same-diameter nanoclusters in which the atomic 

movement is more isotropic. 

 
The simulated phase diagram of bimetallic nanowires is quite different from that of same-diameter 

nanoclusters as well as that of bulk Pd-Pt alloy. Nanowires undergo solid-solid transition from fcc to hcp 

resulting in the existence of metastable hcp phase over temperature ranges which vary with the wire 

composition. The observed differences in the surface melting mechanism of wires and clusters as well as 

the strength of the metal-metal interactions for a given segregation profile dictate the onset of solid-solid 

transition from fcc-hcp for a particular nanowire composition. Our simulation results indicate that phase 

boundaries (fcc-hcp and solid-liquid) dictated by two competing processes i.e. surface melting and solid-

solid transformation are present in nanophase alloys. Although longer simulations times are necessary to 

establish the accuracy of the phase boundaries of various transitions, the existence of hcp structures is 

clearly established. The hcp phase acts as a precursor to nanowire melting. The variation of melting point 

with composition for alloy nanowires is non-monotonic. The extent of surface segregation as well as the 

type of crystal structure associated with the initiation and propagation of surface melting dictates the degree 

to which the surface melting occurs for a particular composition, which in turn affects the final phase 

transition temperature. This manifests itself in the form of non-monotonic variation of melting point with 

the alloy composition. The alloy phase diagram goes through a minimum at 25% Pt composition which also 

experiences the earliest onset of fcc-hcp transition.  

 
On cooling, nanowires undergo a sharp liquid-solid transition and show a rather strong hysteresis leading to 

an annealed-solid structure. Our findings with detailed simulations of two compositions indicate that both 

hcp and fcc structure are suitable starting points for 25% Pt whereas fcc is a better starting configuration for 

50% Pt.  In both the cases, the annealed-solid structure was found to be more thermally stable than a pure 

fcc or hcp structure.  

 
A melting theory developed for nanoclusters was extended to nanowires to facilitate comparisons with the 

same. The simulated nanowire and nanocluster melting temperatures over a range of alloy composition are 

in moderate agreement with the predictions of the phenomenological models. Sources of discrepancies 
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have been discussed. A linear variation of melting point with reciprocal nanowire diameter was found. The 

size and composition dependence of nanowire melting temperatures are thus consistent with the available 

melting theories.  
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Chapter Five 

Molecular Dynamics Simulations of the Structural and Dynamic Properties of 
Graphite Supported Bimetallic Transition Metal Clusters 

 
5.1 Abstract for chapter five 

Molecular dynamics simulations were carried out for Pd-Pt, Pd-Rh and Pd-Cu nanoclusters supported on a 

static graphite substrate using the Quantum Sutton-Chen potential for the metal-metal interactions. The 

graphite substrate was represented as layers of fixed carbons sites and modeled with the Lennard-Jones (LJ) 

potential model. Metal-graphite interaction potentials obtained by fitting experimental cohesive energies 

were utilized.  Monte-Carlo simulations employing the bond order simulation model were used to generate 

initial configurations. The melting temperatures for bimetallic nanoclusters of varying composition were 

estimated based on variations in thermodynamic properties such as potential energy and heat capacity. 

Melting transition temperatures were found to decrease with increasing Cu (for Pd-Cu) and Pd (for Pd-Pt 

and Pd-Rh) concentrations and are at-least 100 to 200 K higher than those of the same-sized free clusters. 

Density distributions perpendicular to the surface and components of the velocity auto-correlation functions 

in the plane of the surface indicate that one of the metals in the bimetallic nanoclusters wets the graphite 

surface more, and that this weak graphite substrate is able to structure the melted fluid in the first few 

monolayers. The wetting characteristics are dictated by the delicate balance between metal-metal and 

metal-graphite interactions. Components of velocity-autocorrelation functions characterizing diffusion of 

constituent atoms in these bimetallics suggest greater out-of-plane movement, which increases with Cu (for 

Pd-Cu) and Pd (for Pd-Rh and Pd-Pt) concentrations. Deformation parameters showed that the core (Pd in 

Pd-Cu, Rh in Pd-Rh and Pt in Pd-Pt) atoms diffuse out and the surface-segregated (Cu in Pd-Cu, Pd in Pd-

Rh and Pd-Pt) atoms diffuse into the nanoclusters upon melting. Near linear dependence of melting 

temperature on composition was found for unsupported clusters in our recent work, which results from the 

balance between the extent of surface melting and the radius of remaining solid core.
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Non-linear dependence was found in these supported clusters, as a result of reduced surface melting at 

higher Pd concentrations, due to the substrate effect. Shell-based diffusion coefficients for layers 

perpendicular to the graphite substrate suggest surface melting to start from cluster-surface experiencing 

least influence of the graphite field. Surface melting was seen in all three nanoclusters with calculated bond 

orientational order parameters revealing the order of Pd-Cu>Pd-Pt>Pd-Rh, for onset of melting. Cluster 

snapshots on graphite substrate and calculated cluster diffusion coefficients indicate these nanoclusters to 

diffuse as single entities with very high diffusivities consistent with experimental observations.  

 

5.2 Melting of supported nanoclusters 

Metal nanoparticles exhibit physical, chemical and electrical properties that are different from those of bulk 

materials or single molecules.146 The unique properties imparted to nanoparticles by the large fraction of 

surface atoms help them find applications in areas such as heterogeneous catalysis, sensors, and micro-

electronics. The size, shape and composition of these nanoparticles are known to affect their physical and 

chemical properties. In sensing applications for instance, the increased surface area leads to improved 

sensitivity, selectivity and speed of response. As an example, Pd and its alloy nanoparticles have found use 

in hydrogen sensing51,52. Literature suggests that bimetallics exhibit superior properties in comparison to 

their single metal counterparts50. In catalysis and sensing applications, bimetallic nanoparticles supported 

on substrates such as alumina, ceria, carbon, quartz or lithium niobate are commonly used. The behavior of 

nanoclusters under the influence of a substrate is different from that of isolated nanoclusters147-150. The 

properties in these cases are not only dependent on the particle size and surface composition, but also on 

the surface morphology and nature of metal-substrate interaction. The key to all potential applications lies 

in a thorough understanding of thermal, structural and dynamic properties of these nanoparticles especially 

under the influence of a substrate. Recent advances in experimental techniques151,152 as well as the insights 

gained by using first principles calculations such as DFT65,153,154 have led to improved understanding of the 

same. 
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During the fabrication process, nanomaterials are subjected to chemical, thermal, and mechanical 

treatments which alter their surface morphology and hence their catalytic activity. A detailed study of the 

melting process of metal nanoclusters is useful in understanding their thermal stability149. The solid-liquid 

transition in nanoclusters differs significantly from that in bulk materials53,59. Both experimental and 

theoretical studies indicate that melting starts from the surface and propagates to the interior, with surface 

melting starting at temperatures significantly lower than the homogeneous transition temperature66,155,156. 

This phenomenon is a result of reduced coordination of surface sites compared to bulk atoms making them 

less constrained in their thermal motion. Melting at the nanoscale is known to proceed through an 

intermediate state at which solid and liquid state coexist (dynamic coexistence) and the structure fluctuates 

between solid and liquid60. Experimental studies and molecular simulations151,157 give further insights into 

the dependence of the nanomaterial melting point on size, shape and composition. In most cases, the cluster 

melting point is lower than bulk melting value and is known to decrease with cluster size. The variation of 

melting point is not always a monotonically increasing function of cluster size, with quantum effects 

playing a role at smaller cluster sizes61,69,158. 

 

Previous studies in catalysis and sensing applications have indicated improved selectivity towards specific 

reactions obtained by controlling surface composition of alloys159-161. The alloying process leads to 

variations in structure and surface atomic distribution depending on nanocluster size, shape, and overall 

composition. At nanoscale, bimetallic nanoclusters exhibit a phenomenon known as surface segregation in 

which one of the metals preferentially segregates to the surface. The relative surface energy difference 

between the two metals dictates the extent to which segregation occurs76,77. Additional complexities are 

induced by micromixing. As a result, the melting behavior of alloys differs significantly from that of single 

component metal nanoclusters. 

 

Supported bimetallic clusters are used extensively in catalysis and sensor applications, with the support 

used primarily to provide mechanical stability. The support also serves to spread out the metal cluster over 

more surface area. Recently, the bottom–up approach based on the concepts of self–organization and self–

assembly of suitable nanostructures on a substrate is emerging as a viable alternative for low cost 
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manufacturing of nanostructured materials162. However, substrate induced effects on nanoparticle 

properties are difficult to predict due to the lesser known nature of metal-substrate interactions163.  

 

Model catalysis studies involve deposition of transition metal clusters in sub-monolayer quantities on a 

substrate, with the morphology and reactivity studied by surface sensitive techniques such as STM, TDS 

and XPS162. It is expected that the substrate should mimic the properties of the support material used in real 

catalysis and sensing applications. However, the strong interaction of metal oxides such as TiO2 and MgO 

with metal clusters makes it difficult to study experimentally164. An alternative is to use a relatively inert 

substrate such as graphite or gold so that the underlying properties of the cluster can be isolated from that 

of the substrate163. Graphite which represents the most stable allotropic form of carbon also has a relatively 

higher melting point compared to the nanoclusters under study. This makes it an excellent candidate for 

determining thermal characteristics of supported transition metal nanoclusters.  

 

Highly oriented pyrolitic graphite substrates have been utilized to grow Pt nanoparticles using pulsed laser 

deposition techniques (PLD)165. Cluster atomic distributions characterized by STM have been used to gain 

insights into the growth kinetics. It is likely that the surface defects on the graphite substrate act as 

nucleation sites for the diffusing Pt species. Similarly, the properties of other metal clusters such as those of 

gold150,152, platinum166 and Cu-Ni147 on a graphite substrate have been studied in the past and the metal-

substrate interactions have been found to result in properties that are different from those of isolated 

clusters. Graphite supported cubic and tetrahedral platinum nanocrystals of 8 nm diameter were found to 

evolve to spherical shapes at temperatures higher than 500 ºC, with surface and total melting occurring at a 

slightly higher temperature54. Nanocluster diffusivity on surfaces plays a key role in cluster aggregation 

processes. Experimental studies suggest rapid diffusion of small antimony clusters on graphite substrates, a 

fact corroborated by molecular dynamics (MD) studies of Lennard-Jones clusters diffusing on non-epitaxial 

crystalline surfaces167. Similar MD studies conducted on 249-atom gold nanoclusters indicated high 

diffusivity on graphite surface150. The role played by substrate atoms on the thermal stability and melting 

behavior of nanoclusters has been studied only to a limited extent. A comprehensive understanding of the 
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structure and dynamics of substrate supported metal nanoclusters and their effect on the melting behavior 

of bimetallics is desirable.  

 

In most experimental studies, melting is characterized by changes in shape. However, shape changes are 

also observed when solid nanoparticles on a substrate jump from one local minimum to another making it 

difficult to calculate the precise transition temperature56,149. Experimental studies to understand the role 

played by a substrate on nanocluster properties are both cost intensive and sometimes difficult to perform.  

MD simulations offer a simple and comprehensive tool to understand the complex microscopic phenomena 

of segregation and micromixing, and provide insights into the role played by the substrate. In the present 

work, we employ MD simulations to study the properties of Pd-Cu, Pd-Rh and Pd-Pt nanoclusters of 

varying compositions and sizes, supported on a graphite substrate. The large available experimental data on 

graphite supported nanoclusters as well as the recent advances in experimental techniques162 can help 

provide insights into the validity of the simulation results. 

 

5.3 Initial configuration set-up  

All the transition metals under study in this work (Cu, Pd, Pt and Rh) have an fcc structure. Hence, an fcc 

block/lattice of 500 atoms was constructed from an fcc unit cell by replication in the ABC direction with 

centre located at (0, 0, 0). The initial atomic positions of the bimetallic system were determined using 

Metropolis Monte Carlo (MC) simulations employing the bond order simulation (BOS) model.76,77 The 

energy parameters and site energies needed for the BOS model were generated using density functional 

theory (DFT) by Yang83 and the same values have been used in the present study. This approximately cubic 

nanocluster is supported on a graphite substrate, with the initial metal-substrate distance set to 2 Å. The 

graphite substrate containing 3600 atoms in two layers was built by AB type stacking to have 73.8 x 73.8 x 

6.7 Å dimensions. The surface segregation phenomenon present in bimetallic nanoclusters results in lower 

surface energy atoms being located at low coordination number sites such as surfaces, edges, and corners. 

The extent of surface segregation depends on a number of factors such as difference in surface energy, 

mixing energy, and entropy. The final microstructure is a result of interplay among these factors76,77. In the 
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present case, the segregation profile of Pd atoms is different in the three bimetallics (Pd-Cu, Pd-Pt and Pd-

Rh). In case of Pd-Cu, Cu with much lower surface energy completely segregates to the surface with Pd 

atoms forming the cluster core. The reverse is true for Pd-Rh where Pd has much lower surface energy than 

Rh. Pd-Pt represents an intermediate case with more Pd atoms located at the surface than Pt, due to slightly 

lower surface energy of Pd than that of Pt. 

 

5.4 Computational details 

5.4.1 Pair potential function 

MD simulations were performed using DL_POLY139 to gain insights into the melting process at the 

atomistic level. The embedded atom potential85 and other long range potentials like the Sutton-Chen 

potential86 based on Finnis-Sinclair type of potentials have been used in the literature successfully to 

predict the properties of fcc-based metals such as Pd, Cu, Rh and Pt. The local electronic density is 

included to account for the many-body terms.  

 

Based on the Sutton-Chen model, the potential energy of the finite system is given by, 
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The Sutton-Chen potential predicts properties involving defects, surfaces and interfaces poorly. The 

Quantum Sutton-Chen potential90 (hereafter referred to as QSC), includes quantum corrections and takes 
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into account the zero point energy, allowing better prediction of temperature dependent properties. The 

QSC potential function was found to be better suited to melting and phase transformation studies of bulk 

Cu-Ni and Cu-Au alloys67,75. The QSC parameters for the metal atoms are listed in Table 5-1. The 

geometric mean was used to obtain the energy parameter ε and the arithmetic mean was used for the 

remaining parameters, to model the nature of interaction between metal atoms. 

  

To represent the relatively weak interactions between the carbon atoms in the graphite substrate and an 

adsorbed metal atom, the LJ potential function has been used. Previous work on substrate supported metal 

nanoclusters indicates that the LJ potential for this interaction provides reasonable predictions of the 

thermal behavior of the clusters147. The LJ parameters (ε = 0.002413 eV, σ = 3.4 A) for graphite have 

already been determined in studies of small molecule physisorption, to quantitatively describe properties 

such as monolayer structure and phase transitions168-171. The LJ parameters for metal atoms were taken 

from Agrawal172 and Lorentz-Berthelot mixing rules were employed to find well-depth and size parameters 

for metal-C interactions.  These parameters are listed in Table 5-2. A static substrate with fixed positions 

for C atoms was used to reduce the computational load.  

 

5.4.2 MD simulation details 

The MD simulations were carried out in an ensemble approximating the canonical with a constant number 

of atoms N and volume V (much larger than the cluster size) without any periodic boundary conditions. A 

constant temperature Berendson thermostat with a relaxation time of 0.4 ps was used. The equations of 

motion were integrated using Verlet leapfrog algorithm63 with a time step of 0.001 ps. The nanocluster was 

initially subjected to mild annealing in the 0-300 K interval. This was followed by heating to 1800 K in 

increments of 100 K. Near the melting point, the temperature increments were reduced to 10 K to account 

for the large temperature fluctuations. The simulations were carried out for 400 ps of equilibration followed 

by a production time of 200 ps for generating time-averaged properties. 
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Table 5-1. Potential parameters used in MD simulations for metal-metal interactions. 

 
Quantum Sutton-Chen n m ε (eV) C a(Å) 

Pd 12 6 3.2864e-3 148.205 3.8813 

Pt 11 7 9.7894e-3 71.336 3.9163 

Rh 13 5 2.4612e-3 305.499 3.7981 

Cu 10 5 5.7921e-3 84.843 3.603 

 

Table 5-2.  Potential parameters used in MD simulations for metal-graphite interactions. 

 
LJ potentials ε  (eV) σ(Å) 

Pd-C 0.0335 2.926 

Pt-C 0.04092 2.936 

Rh-C 0.04072 2.898 

Cu-C 0.03164 2.839 

 

5.5 Results and discussion 

The following subsections discuss identification of the nanocluster melting point and characterization of 

structural changes associated with the melting phenomenon for the three bimetallics at the 50% Pd 

representative composition. Particular emphasis is on Pd-Cu and Pd-Rh nanocluster which have contrasting 

segregation profiles for Pd. Dynamic properties  through the nanocluster melting process and the effect of 

varying compositions of bimetallics on the thermal characteristics are studied and discussed. The effect of 

graphite support on the cluster diffusivity and melting properties is also investigated. 

 

5.5.1 Melting point identification 

The transition temperature from solid to liquid phase is usually identified from the variation in either the 

thermodynamic properties such as potential energy and specific heat capacity or structural properties such 
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as bond orientational order parameters or Wigner values. The present study employs both these methods to 

identify melting points for different cluster sizes and compositions.  

 

5.5.1.1 Potential energy 

Fig. 5-1 shows the temperature dependence of the overall potential energy for the (Pd0 5-X0 5)500 atom 

clusters where X=Pt, Rh or Cu. The potential energy shown in Fig. 5-1 includes both the metal-substrate 

interactions as well as the metal-metal interaction. Our calculations indicate that the contribution of the 

metal-substrate interaction to the overall potential energy is at least two orders of magnitude less than that 

of metal-metal interaction for all the three clusters. 

 

The transition from a solid to a liquid phase can be identified by a simple jump in the total potential energy 

curve. This corresponds to a melting temperature of 1390 ±10K for (Pd0 5-Pt0 5)500, 1590 K ±10K for (Pd0 5-

Rh0 5)500 and 1020 ±10K for (Pd0 5-Cu0 5)500, as seen in Fig. 5-1. We find that at temperatures greater than 

800 K for Pd-Pt, 900 K for Pd-Rh and 600 K for Pd-Cu, the metal-graphite energy decreases with 

temperature and undergoes a sudden decrease near the melting point. The small decrease could be 

attributed to the increased metal-substrate interaction resulting from the collapse of the solid structure at the 

melting point. The metal-metal interaction on the other hand increases with temperature. Positive 

deviations from linearity in the metal-metal potential energy curve indicate tendency of the clusters to 

surface melt. The metal-substrate energy profile follows an opposing trend in the temperature range where 

surface melting occurs. Therefore, the metal-substrate interaction tends to delay the onset as well as reduce 

the extent of surface melting in nanoclusters, thereby resulting in a delay in the final solid-liquid phase 

transition.  

 

 The variation of total potential energy with temperature for clusters of different compositions is discussed 

in subsequent sections.  These melting temperatures are 100-200 K higher than those for isolated clusters of 

similar composition and size.  Numerical comparison of the melting transition temperatures is provided 

later in this paper. The delay in the onset of the melting point is a result of the lesser degree of freedom for 
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atoms close to the substrate.  Influence of the graphite support on the dynamics of cluster melting will be 

discussed in subsequent sections. 
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Figure 5-1. Potential energy variation with temperature for (Pd0.5-X0.5)500 clusters (a) X=Pt (b) X=Rh 
(c) X=Cu. 
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Figure 5-1: Continued 
 

5.5.1.2 Specific heat capacity 

The specific heat capacity (Cv) in a weak coupling ensemble such as achieved with the Berendson 

thermostat can be written as a function of fluctuations in the potential energy <(δEp)2>94. Strictly speaking, 

the specific heat capacity also includes the contribution arising from the ideal gas kinetic energy, which is 

however constant and hence has no effect on the change of Cv with temperature. 
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where 
2 2 2( )p p pE E Eδ< >=< > − < >  and α is the ratio of the standard deviations of kinetic and potential 

energies. 
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2 2( ) / ( )KE Epα δ δ= < > < >        (5.5)   

 

Morishita has proved that a weak coupling ensemble approaches a canonical ensemble for very short 

relaxation times (α ≈ 0) and to a microcanonical ensemble for longer relaxation times (α ≈ 1). In the present 

case, the Berendson thermostat with a coupling parameter of 0.4 ps leads to α ≈10-4, making the calculation 

for specific heat capacity similar to that of a canonical ensemble as given in Eq. (5.6)   
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Figure 5-2. Variation of specific heat capacity with temperature for (Pd0.5-X0.5)500 clusters (a) X=Pt 
(b) X=Rh (c) X=Cu.      
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Figure 5-2: Continued 

     
To identify the melting temperature, the specific heat capacity at constant volume is plotted in Fig. 5-2. For 

all three (Pd0 5-X0 5)500 clusters, the maximum in the specific heat capacity corresponds to the temperature 
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where a jump in potential energy is observed. This leads to melting temperature estimates of Tm=1390 ± 10 

K, 1590 K ±10K, and 1020 ±10K for (Pd0 5-Pt0 5)500, (Pd0 5-Rh0 5)500, and (Pd0 5-Cu0 5)500, respectively. Our 

calculations reveal that the metal-substrate part has little effect on the specific heat capacity of the clusters. 

The specific heat capacity calculated on the basis of the fluctuations in the metal-substrate energy identifies 

same transitions as those shown in Fig. 5-2. However, they are an order of magnitude smaller than those 

reported in Fig. 5-2.  

 

The small peaks in the specific heat capacity curve at temperatures lower than the actual melting point 

indicate onset of surface melting. The early onset of surface melting at about 500 K in case of Pd-Cu would 

mean that the extent of surface melting is much more than in Pd-Pt and Pd-Rh. Indeed, experimentally 

based interfacial energies and crystallographic considerations suggest Cu and Pd nanoclusters to surface 

melt a lot more than Pt and Rh.67,173 

 

5.5.1.3 Bond orientational order parameters 

There are several criteria used to identify local and extended orientational symmetries. One such method is 

the bond orientational order parameter method95, which is used to analyze cluster structure as well as to 

distinguish between atoms in solid (closed packed) and liquid environment generated at the onset of 

melting.  The value of the global bond orientational order parameter Ql in a solid cluster depends on the 

relative bond orientations and has a unique value for each crystal structure. Based on local solid symmetry, 

it was found that cubic and decahedral clusters have nonzero values of ql(i) for l ≥ 4 and at l = 6 for those 

with icosahedral symmetry. All global order parameters vanish in isotropic liquids for l > 0. The global 

bond orientational order values for different types of symmetry are reported in Table 5-3.  

 

The atoms in a solid undergo vibrations about their equilibrium positions leading to distortion of the crystal 

structure which is characterized by Q4 and Q6 values. The magnitude of the nonzero {Ql} values depends 

on the definition of nearest neighbors and can be changed by including surface bonds in the average. The 

cutoff distance (rcut) for identifying the nearest neighbors was taken to be 3.6 Ǻ at 300 K. This corresponds 
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to the position of the first minimum in the pair correlation function for fcc Pd-Pt.  The cut-off distance (rcut) 

at other temperatures and different clusters were similarly identified. 

Table 5-3. Bond orientational order parameter values for various geometries. 
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             (a)  

Figure 5-3. Variation of bond orientational order parameters with temperature for (Pd0.5-X0.5)500 
clusters (a) X=Pt (b) X=Rh (c) X=Cu. 

 

 

 

Geometry Q4 Q6 

Fcc 0.19094 0.57452 

hcp 0.09722 0.48476 

bcc 0.03637 0.51069 

Icosahedral 0 0.66332 

sc 0.76376 0.35355 

Liquid 0 0 
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        (c) 

Figure 5-3: Continued 
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Fig. 5-3 shows the variation in bond orientational order parameter (BOP) with temperature for the three 

bimetallics. Comparison of Q4 and Q6 values for fcc with those in Fig. 5-3 indicates rapid structural 

rearrangement in all three bimetallic nanoclusters when subjected to annealing between 0-300K. The 

change in order parameters of Pd-Cu is more continuous than in the cases of Pd-Rh and Pd-Pt. The rapid 

structural changes in the Pd-Cu might be attributed to the early onset as well as greater extent of surface 

melting. Fig. 5-3 (a) and (b) indicate Pd-Rh to surface melt more in comparison to Pd-Pt. This effect is 

more pronounced with increasing compositions of Cu in Pd-Cu and Pd in Pd-Pt and Pd-Rh. These 

observations are in line with the experimental studies which suggest a surface melting order of Cu>Pt 

>Rh56. All the three nanoclusters show a transformation to a more or less hcp structure before the melting 

transition. At the melting point, the Q4 order parameters of all the three nanoclusters show a sudden 

decrease to near zero indicating the transition from solid to liquid phase. The global order parameter Q6 for 

the three clusters has non-zero values after the phase transition, which could be attributed to the layering 

effect of the substrate. The melting points found using these order parameters match those found using 

potential energy and specific heat capacity curves.  

 

5.5.2 Structure and dynamics of cluster melting 

The following subsections discuss the structural and dynamical changes associated with cluster melting.  

Influence of the graphite field on these properties is also discussed as is the effect of composition. 

 

5.5.2.1 Analysis of density profiles 

Fig. 5-4 shows the atomic distributions of Cu and Pd atoms, respectively, during the melting process for the 

(Pd0 5-Cu0 5)500 cluster along the z-axis, perpendicular to the surface.  Sharp peaks in the density 

distributions of both Cu and Pd are evident below the melting transition temperature.  The sharper peaks for 

Pd than for Cu at 900 K, a little below the melting temperature, are possibly indicative of higher mobility of 

Cu atoms.  This conclusion is strengthened by other properties that indicate surface melting, and surface 

segregation of Cu atoms.  The distributions for both Pd and Cu at 1020 K and 1030 K (slightly above the 

melting transition temperature) indicate that the weak graphite field is able to structure both Cu and Pd in 
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the first few monolayers. This layered structuring in the first few monolayers is evident even at the much 

higher temperature of 2000 K, for both Cu and Pd. It appears that the bimetallic cluster can wet the graphite 

surface, and the observed layering effects from the graphite substrate (for clusters) are a result of the finite 

time of simulation. The effect of a change in the cluster composition is manifested in the form of structural 

changes as a function of temperature. There is higher Cu enrichment near the graphite substrate with 

increasing Cu composition in the bimetallic. 
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      (a)  

Figure 5-4. Density profile representing number density (number of atoms/volume) of atoms as a 
function of temperature for (a) Pd, (b) Cu from simulations of the (Pd0.5-Cu0.5)500 cluster.       
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     (b) 

Figure 5-4: Continued 

 

Similar wetting features are observed in the cases of (Pd0 5-Rh0 5)500 and (Pd0 5-Pt0 5)500. In both these cases, 

Pd with lower surface energy enriches the surface. In both cases of Pd-Pt and Pd-Rh clusters, Pd with 

smaller L-J well depth tends to wet the graphite substrate more.  Even though C-Rh and C-Pt L-J well 

depth parameters are larger than that of C-Pd, leading one to expect Rh and Pt to be present at the surface 

more, it is the higher cohesive energy (higher melting point) resulting from a stronger Rh-Rh and Pt-Pt 

interactions which leads to Pd spreading on the graphite substrate and Rh and Pt retaining their 

hemispherical shape. This is shown for Pd-Rh in Fig. 5-5. As the percentage of Pd in the bimetallic 

increases, the Pd wetting phenomenon also increases. The delicate balance between the metal-metal and 

metal-graphite interactions determines these wetting characteristics. 
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     (b) 

Figure 5-5. Density profile representing number density (number of atoms/volume) of atoms as a 
function of temperature for (a) Pd, (b) Rh from simulations of the (Pd0.5-Rh0.5)500 cluster. 
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5.5.2.2 Deformation parameters 

To explore the surface melting behavior and the associated shape changes, we use deformation parameters 

and shell-based self-diffusion coefficients.140 The melting phenomenon is associated with changes in 

nanocluster size and shape resulting from the relative diffusion of Cu and Pd atoms. To characterize these 

transformations, we use deformation parameters given by, 

1

| |

q

N

i cen
i

q q

N
ε =

−
=
∑

         (5.7) 

where, qi refer to either the position coordinates of ith atom in an N atom cluster along one of the three (x, y, 

z) directions, or the position vector r (x, y, z), and qcen is the cluster center of mass.  
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Figure 5-6. Deformation parameter for (Pd0.5-Cu0.5)500 at different temperatures. 

Fig. 5-6 shows the deformation parameters for (Pd0 5-Cu0 5)500 plotted as functions of temperature. Eq. (5.8) 

indicates atoms with larger deformation parameter to be located farther from the cluster center of mass. As 

εCu > εPd at low temperatures, the initial cluster structure is segregated with Cu atoms located at surface and 

cluster-core composed of Pd. Near the phase transition, εCu decreases, whereas εPd increases indicative of 

the inward diffusion of the Cu atoms and outward diffusion of Pd atoms, thereby leading to a change in the 
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overall cluster structure. Also, the atomic composition at the metal-graphite interface changes thereby 

affecting the cluster diffusivity on the graphite substrate. Similar behavior is observed for Pd-Rh and Pd-Pt 

clusters where Pd atoms move to the interior and Rh (in Pd-Rh), Pt (in Pd-Pt) to the outside. 

 

5.5.2.3 Diffusion coefficients 

The cluster diffusion coefficient is given by 

21
( ( ) ( ))

6 i iD r t k r k
t

= + −
∆

       (5.8) 

where ri(t) represents vector position of ith atom at time t with averages taken over k time origins. 

 

As indicated before, better insights into the surface melting process can be obtained by calculating shell-

based diffusion coefficients. In the present case, insights into the effect of graphite field on the melting of 

different layers in nanocluster could be studied by partitioning the cluster into shells of equal width (dz) in 

a direction (z) perpendicular to the graphite substrate. Mean square displacements calculated within each 

shell were used to calculate the self-diffusion coefficients using Eq. 4.9 for atoms in that shell. The average 

inter-atomic distance between atoms in the bimetallic was used as dz. This corresponds to 2.66, 2.75 and 

2.72 Å for Pd-Cu, Pd-Pt and Pd-Rh, respectively.  The atoms were assigned to the bins (shells) based on 

their initial positions at the end of the equilibration period. The mean square displacements for each shell 

were then generated by averaging over a 200 ps trajectory with sampling done every 0.1 ps.  
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     (b) 

Figure 5-7.  Shell based diffusion coefficients in z-direction for (Pd0.5-Cu0.5)500 at (a) Temperatures 
leading up to melting (300-900 K) (b) Low temperatures (300-600 K).  
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As seen in Fig. 5-7 (b), at low temperatures (300-500 K), the diffusion coefficients of different shells are 

nearly the same. However, as temperature increases to 600 K, the outermost shells (7th and 8th) with 

majority of atoms located far away from the graphite substrate, show relatively higher diffusivity. Melting 

clearly starts from the cluster surface. However, in case of supported clusters, it starts from the surface 

which experiences the least influence of the graphite field. This is evident from the much higher diffusivity 

of shell 8 located farthest (approx. 19.75 Å) from the graphite substrate. With further increase in 

temperature (800-900 K), the effect of the graphite substrate is confined to a few monolayers and more 

shells (5th-8th) exhibit the same behavior. Above the melting point, all the shells show relatively greater 

diffusivity indicative of phase transformation. Cluster snapshots taken at different temperatures corroborate 

the same (Fig. 5-8). Interestingly, the layer (shell 1) closest to the graphite substrate exhibits much higher 

diffusivity compared to 2nd, 3rd and 4th shells at 900K for this Pd-Cu cluster. This effect could be a result of 

increased number of Cu atoms having higher diffusivity than Pd, in shell 1 at elevated temperatures (Fig. 5-

8 (e)), thereby signaling the onset of surface melting in this layer. 

 

Similar surface melting features are observed in case (Pd0 5-Pt0 5)500 and (Pd0 5-Rh0 5)500, although the onset 

of surface melting takes place at slightly higher temperatures. Same size clusters richer in Pd (in case of Pd-

Rh and Pd-Pt) and Cu (in case of Pd-Cu) compositions surface-melt more in comparison to others. 

   

(a) (b) 

Figure 5-8. Cluster snapshots taken at different temperatures for (Pd0.5-Cu0.5)500 at (a) 300K (b) 500 
K (c) 600 K (d) 700 K (e) 900 K (f) 1000 K. 
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  (c)      (d) 

    

    (e)       (f) 

Figure 5-8: Continued 

 

5.5.2.4 Velocity auto-correlation functions 

Fig. 5-9 shows normalized in-plane (Ψr=<Vr(tk).Vr(tk+t)>) and out-of-plane (Ψz =<Vz(tk).Vz(tk+t)>) 

velocity autocorrelation functions (Ψ) calculated for Cu and Pd atoms for different shells along z-direction 

perpendicular to the graphite substrate at 900 K. The partitioning of shells has been discussed in the 

previous section and few shells are omitted in Fig. 5-9 for clarity. At high densities (solid phase), atoms are 

closely packed, causing rebounding oscillations to be more numerous than scattering collisions, and many 

rebounds cause Ψ to change sign. At lower densities within the cluster corresponding to the liquid phase, 

Ψ(t) becomes negative and passes through a minimum before approaching zero. The above arguments and 

Fig. 5-9 (a) and (b) suggest shells 1-3 (closer to graphite substrate) to exhibit solid like and those far away 
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(shells 5-8) to exhibit liquid like characteristics for Cu atoms. Similarly, Pd atoms in shells 1-7 exhibit solid 

like characteristics and those in 8 show liquid like behavior. This suggests surface melting to start from the 

surface which experiences the least influence of the graphite field.  
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     (a)  

Figure 5-9. Shell based velocity autocorrelation function for Cu atoms in (Pd0.5-Cu0.5)500 at 900 K (a) 
In-plane (b) Out of plane. 
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                    (b) 

Figure 5-9: Continued 

 

Components of velocity autocorrelation function (Ψr and Ψz) characterize the diffusion of Cu and Pd atoms 

at 900 K in x-y plane (In-plane) and z-direction (Out of plane) respectively. Comparison of Ψr (Fig. 5-9(a)) 

and Ψz (Fig. 5-9(b)) for Cu atoms, indicate shorter correlation time and much larger depth of minima for 

the latter signifying larger z-directional motion than in the x-y plane. The greater z-directional motion is 

attributed to the stronger attractive pull of the graphite field on the surface melted Cu atoms. Similar 

diffusion characteristics (larger z-directional motion) are also observed for Pd atoms in all shells, with most 

of the shells (1-7) exhibiting solid like characteristics as evident from the much higher rebounding 

oscillations. We find that Pd atoms in the outermost shell (Shell 8) experience less attractive pull from the 

graphite field than Cu atoms in the same shell. The above arguments not only corroborate the results 

presented in the earlier sections, but also suggest peeling off of the surface melted Cu atoms (as was 

evident from z-density profiles in Fig. 5-4, 5-5 and the snapshots in Fig. 5-8), thereby exposing the inner 

solid Pd atoms (1-7). This effect becomes more profound with increasing compositions of Cu in Pd-Cu. 
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The implications of such an exposure of Pd atoms on sensing applications would be discussed in 

subsequent sections. At still higher temperatures leading up to melting, even the shells closer to graphite 

substrate exhibit more scattering collisions than the rebounding oscillations suggesting a phase 

transformation to liquid. 

 

In case of (Pd0 5-Pt0 5)500 and (Pd0 5-Rh0 5)500 nanoclusters, stronger metal-metal interaction  results in similar 

behavior being observed at elevated temperatures i.e. 1300 K and 1450 K respectively. An increase in the 

composition of Pd in these nanoclusters results in a pronounced surface melting effect, leading to greater 

attractive pull on the surface melted atoms by the graphite field. The increased surface melting causes the 

otherwise weak graphite field to overcome the strong metal-metal interaction resulting in higher 

concentration of surface melted atoms (Cu in Pd-Cu, Pd in Pd-Pt and Pd-Rh) in shells closer to graphite 

substrate. Thus, the delicate balance between various metal-metal and metal-graphite interactions dictate 

the onset of surface melting as well as the diffusion characteristics (greater out of plane z-directional 

motion) of nanoclusters. 

 

5.5.3 Effect of cluster composition on cluster melting point 

Fig. 5-10 (a) shows the variation of melting point with composition for Pd-Pt clusters. The melting point of 

supported clusters is greater than unsupported clusters for all compositions. The reduced degrees of 

freedom of supported cluster atoms are responsible for the larger melting temperatures. While unsupported 

clusters exhibit a near-linear variation in melting point with composition, the supported clusters show a 

deviation from linearity for high Pd compositions. The near-linear variation for unsupported clusters results 

from the balance between the extent of surface melting and the radius of remaining solid core. At higher Pd 

compositions, reduced surface melting due to the effect of graphite field leads to nonlinear variation.  In 

case of Pd-Cu and Pd-Rh nanoclusters (Fig. 5-10 (b)), increasing compositions of Pd lead to an increase 

and decrease in melting points, respectively. However, in both the cases, clusters rich in more surface 

melting metals (Cu in Pd-Cu and Pd in Pd-Rh) exhibit much higher deviation from an otherwise linear 

behavior. 
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(a)    

Figure 5-10. Variation of melting point with cluster composition for (a) supported and unsupported 
Pd-Pt clusters having 500 atoms (b) Supported Pd-Cu and Pd-Rh clusters having 500 atoms (c) 
Supported Pd-Pt cluster having 256 atoms. 
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Figure 5-10: Continued 
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The finite size of nanocluster alloys leads to phenomenon such as surface segregation as well as surface 

melting which results in the phase diagram of nanocluster alloys being different from those of bulk alloys. 

It is interesting to note from Fig. 5-10 (a) that the difference between the melting points of pure Pd and Pt 

clusters correspond to 350 K and 310 K for supported and unsupported cases. This is very close to the 

difference between bulk melting points for Pd and Pt calculated using the same potential function (330 

K)174. For small cluster systems, it is expected that the melting point difference should be lesser than the 

bulk, a fact corroborated by our simulations involving smaller sized clusters of Pd and Pt where the melting 

point difference is 190 K (Fig. 5-10 (c)).  

 

5.5.4 Effect of graphite support  

As indicated by the density profiles, one of the metals in the bimetallics wets the surface more, leading to 

enriched compositions of the same near the substrate surface. The substrate also delays the onset of surface 

melting, thereby, increasing the overall cluster melting temperature. When the cluster is in a surface melted 

state, the effect of the substrate is to pull the loosely bound surface melted atoms. The net effect is to peel 

off the surface layers of the bimetallic thus exposing the inner core. This effect is more pronounced at 

higher compositions of Cu in Cu-Pd and that of Pd in Pd-Pt and Pd-Rh clusters. Fig. 5-11 shows the time 

evolution of a Cu atom located at the top surface. Each interval of 200 ps corresponds to an increment of 

100K starting at 300K. Thus, at temperatures much below melting (<800K), the atoms mostly vibrate about 

their equilibrium temperature, characteristic of solid phase. At slightly higher temperatures close to 

melting, larger fluctuations and movement are seen. Another striking feature is the reduction in the distance 

between the surface-segregated metal atom and substrate with an increase in temperature. This behavior is 

true for all the loosely bound surface atoms. 
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Figure 5-11.  Trajectory of one such copper atom located at surface. The melting point (Tm) of the 
Pd-Cu cluster is 1020 K. 

 
In case of sensor and catalytic applications, results of energetic studies using density functional theory 

(DFT) indicate the segregation profiles to be reversed on exposure to gases like CO175,176, thereby reducing 

poisoning. However, the presence of substrate exposes the inner core of surface melted clusters. Under 

these conditions, poisoning gases like CO could have serious implications on effectiveness of sensors, 

especially at higher temperatures.  

 

5.5.5 Cluster mobility on graphite substrate   

The cluster mobility on the graphite substrate was studied by monitoring the motion of cluster center–of-

mass at different temperatures over a time period of 600 ps. As seen from the cluster snapshots, the cluster 

diffuses as a single entity. At low temperatures, the cluster motion is restricted to less than 1 Å2 typical of 

the atomic vibrations in solid phase. After phase transition, cluster movement is over a much larger area 

(approx. 90 Å2).  Our calculations indicate that the surface-diffusion coefficient remains low at cluster solid 

phase i.e. below 800 K and increases greatly near the cluster melting point. An increase in the composition 
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of Cu in Pd-Cu and Pd in Pd-Rh leads to higher values of cluster diffusion coefficient, resulting in higher 

cluster mobility on the graphite substrate. This is attributed to the size mismatch between the metal and 

carbon atoms at the interface. The inward diffusion of Cu atoms into the cluster core near the melting point 

changes the interfacial concentration leading to changes in the cluster mobility (diffusion coefficient). The 

high mobility of the clusters is consistent with experimental results167 and is likely a result of the size 

mismatch between the metal and carbon atoms. 

 

5.6 Conclusions   

The melting characteristics of graphite-supported bimetallic clusters have been studied using MD 

simulations. The melting points of bimetallic nanoclusters have been found by studying variations in 

thermodynamic and structural properties with temperature. In all the cases, the effect of the weak graphite 

support is to delay the onset of melting leading to higher transition temperatures compared with isolated 

nanoclusters, but still lower than bulk melting points. The delay results from the opposite trends observed 

in metal-graphite and metal-metal temperature-energy profiles. For all the three nanoclusters, most of the 

contribution to the total energy and specific heat capacity arises from metal-metal interactions. The melting 

temperature depends on nanocluster size and composition with the finite size of nanoclusters resulting in 

melting temperatures being different from bulk alloys. Our studies indicate that structural transformations 

occur at temperatures much below the phase transition. The graphite field causes a rapid rearrangement of 

atoms located close to the substrate. Bond orientational order parameters suggest a more rapid structural 

transformation with increasing temperatures in Pd-Cu clusters than Pd-Pt or Pd-Rh nanoclusters.  This 

effect is more pronounced at higher compositions of Cu (Pd-Cu) and Pd (Pd-Pt and Pd-Rh clusters). 

 

The dynamic properties associated with substrate-supported cluster melting were studied using deformation 

parameters, diffusion coefficients, velocity auto-correlation functions and analysis of density profiles. 

Components of velocity auto-correlation function characterizing diffusion of the constituent atoms in the 

bimetallic nanoclusters suggest greater out-of-plane movement in comparison to in-plane which increases 

with increasing composition of Cu in Pd-Cu and Pd in Pd-Rh and Pd-Pt. The effect of cluster composition 
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on melting of graphite supported nanoclusters is a nonlinear variation for high Pd composition in case of 

Pd-Pt nanoclusters. Supported Pd-Cu and Pd-Rh clusters also exhibit similar characteristics at higher Cu 

and Pd compositions, respectively. The graphite support serves to reduce the extent of surface melting 

thereby introducing nonlinearity.  The melting point differences between pure Pd and Pt supported 

nanoclusters decreases with cluster size. Simulated melting temperatures for bulk alloys agree well with 

experimental values.  

 

Our studies indicate that wetting behavior is influenced by the weak metal-graphite, and the metal-metal 

interactions. Influence of the graphite field is restricted to a few monolayers of atoms and has a more 

prominent effect on surface melted atoms. Shell-based diffusion coefficients indicate greater surface 

melting in shells located farther away from the graphite substrate. We find the cluster to diffuse as a single 

entity on the graphite surface. All the three nanoclusters studied exhibit high diffusivities on the graphite 

substrate, consistent with experimental observations. 
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Chapter Six 

Molecular Dynamics Simulation of Temperature and Strain Rate Effects on the 
Elastic Properties of Bimetallic Pd-Pt Nanowires 

 
6.1 Abstract for chapter six 

Molecular dynamics simulation is used to investigate the mechanical properties of infinitely long, 

cylindrical bimetallic Pd-Pt nanowires, with an approximate diameter of 1.4 nm and two different 

compositions (25 and 50% Pt). The nanowires are subjected to uniaxial tensile strain along the [001] axis. 

The quantum Sutton-Chen potential function is used to describe the inter-atomic potentials between the 

transition metal atoms. A loose-coupling thermostat (Berendson) is selected for temperature control of the 

simulated system, with a time constant of 25% of the total relaxation time during each strain increment. In 

the present simulation, these nanowires are subjected to varying strain rates of 0.05%, and 5.0% ps-1, at 

simulation temperatures of 50 and 300 K, to study the effects of strain rates and thermal conditions on the 

deformation characteristics and mechanical properties of the nanowire. The rupture mechanism of these 

nanowires subjected to uniaxial tensile stress is explored in detail. Analyses of the changes in crystal 

structure associated with the wire deformation are carried out and are used to deduce mechanical 

properties. Comparisons to the behavior exhibited by pure Pd and Pt nanowires of similar diameter are also 

made. 

The mechanism of stress-strain response is investigated under various loading conditions. It is found that 

yielding and fracture mechanisms depend on the applied strain rate as well as atomic arrangement, and 

temperature. At low temperature and strain rate, where crystal order and stability are highly preserved, the 

calculated stress-strain response of pure Pt and Pd as well as Pd-Pt alloy nanowires showed clear periodic, 

stepwise dislocation-relaxation behavior. 
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Crystalline to amorphous transformation takes place at high strain rates (5% ps-1), with amorphous melting 

detected at 300 K. Due to higher entropy of the nanowire at higher temperature and strain rate, periodic 

stress-strain behavior is absent, and superplasticity behavior is observed. Deformation of nanowires at 

higher strain rates and low temperature, where the superplasticity characteristic is significantly enhanced, 

results in the development of a multishell helical structure. Mechanical properties of the alloy nanowires 

are significantly different from those of bulk phase and are dictated by the applied strain rate, temperature, 

alloy composition as well as the structural rearrangement associated with nanowire elongation. We find that 

the Young's modulus of both the single component as well as alloy nanowires depends on the applied strain 

rate and is about 70-75% of the bulk value. Ductility of the studied nanowires showed a non-monotonic 

variation with Pd composition at low strain rates and was significantly enhanced for wires developing and 

rearranging into a multishell helical structure which occurred at higher strain rates. The Poisson ratio of Pd 

rich alloys is 60-70% of its bulk value whereas that of Pt rich alloys is not significantly changed at the 

nanoscale. The calculated differences in the nanowire mechanical properties are shown to have significant 

effect on their applicability in areas such as sensing and catalysis. 

 

6.2 Mechanical properties of Pd-Pt nanowires 

Nanowires represent structures having multifunctional potential and have been the focus of intense research 

primarily due to their unusual mechanical177, thermal138,174,178, electrical179 and optical180 properties. The 

unique properties of nanowires result from their finite size and help them find applications in many 

different areas such as catalysis, sensing, microelectronics, etc. In particular, knowledge of mechanical 

properties of nanowires is extremely important for emerging applications in areas of nanocomposite 

strengtheners181, nanoscale interconnects182 and active components in nanoelectromechanical (NEMS) 

devices183,184. 

 

The search for nanomaterials having  combinations of desirable properties such as high mechanical 

strength, reversible inelastic deformation, fatigue resistance and the ability to act as sensors and actuators 

has intensified in recent years.185,186 Our interest lies in their application in sensing.  Nanomaterial sensing 
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layers such as Pd and its alloys are employed for chemical and biological species detection in surface 

acoustic wave (SAW) sensors.52 The propagation of SAWs results in these nanowires being subjected to 

continual stresses. The elastic properties of these nanowires play a significant role in determining the 

device sensitivity and speed of response. 

 

 The Young’s modulus as well as the Poisson's ratio of a material influences the speed of propagation and 

reflection of surface acoustic waves.1 In sensing applications, the ratio of compressional to shear wave 

speed is important in inferring the device sensitivity and speed of response. This wave speed ratio depends 

on Poisson's ratio. Poisson's ratio also affects the decay of stress with distance, and the distribution of 

stress. Thus, the response of sensors utilizing nanomaterial sensing layers can be expected to be different 

from those utilizing thin films. Hence, knowledge of the mechanical properties of these nanowires is 

important to establish the stability and robustness of nanomaterial based SAW sensors. 

 

Experimental work based on the scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and atomic force microscopy 

(AFM) and related techniques have been used to study the stress-strain relationship in nanowires187,188. In 

these experiments, the tip of the STM or AFM is brought sufficiently close to the substrate at elevated 

temperatures and a whisker of material is drawn till it breaks. The force acting between the tip of the STM 

or AFM and the substrate can be measured and the resulting high resolution stress-strain plots can be 

analyzed to understand the mechanical behavior of these wires. It has been found that the properties 

strongly depend on the temperature, nature of the material involved as well as the dimensions of the 

sample. In one such study, the diameter dependence of mechanical properties such as Young’s modulii of 

individual tungsten oxide (WO3) nanowires, directly grown onto tungsten scanning tunneling microscopy 

tips, was carried out using a custom-built in situ transmission electron microscopy (TEM) measurement 

system.189 Recently, the atomic aspects associated with Au-Ag alloy nanowire thinning during mechanical 

stretching have also been experimentally investigated using high resolution transmission electron microscopy 

by Bettini et al.190 
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Computer simulations such as molecular dynamics (MD) represent a form of numerical experiments which 

can be used to complement laboratory studies based on STM or AFM.191-193 Atomistic simulations at the 

nanoscale have shown that surface stresses and crystallographic orientation play a dominant role in 

determining material properties194,195. The effects of intrinsic surface stresses have been found to endow 

nanowires with extremely high yield stresses and strain196,197, as well as yield strength asymmetry in 

tension and compression. Similarly, crystallographic orientations have been shown to have a direct, first 

order effect on the deformation mode in fcc nanowires.198  

 

Most of the MD simulations to calculate mechanical properties have focused on single component metals. 

In particular, analysis of tensile failure modes in metal nanowires under different orientations has received 

greater attention. Wen et al. studied the structure and properties of Ni nanowires.199 Koh et al. studied 

temperature and strain rate effects on solid platinum nanowires subjected to uniaxial tension.200 Several 

such studies on gold nanowires are also available201-203. These demonstrate the ability of gold nanowires to 

form single atomic chains under tensile loadings. Stress driven phase transformation from fcc to bct (body-

centered tetragonal) in gold nanowires was observed by Diao et al.177,204 Similarly, stress induced phase 

transformation in inter-metallic Ni-Al nanowires was reported by Park.205 Shape memory and pseudo-

plastic behavior were observed in single crystalline monatomic fcc nanowires.206 Gonzalez et al. studied 

structural and quantum conductance properties of atomic size Cu nanowires generated by mechanical 

stretching.207 Recently, Cao et al. have investigated the differences in the mechanical behavior of Cu fcc 

nanowires and those with five fold twinned structures.208 Ikeda et al. used Finnis-Sinclair potentials to 

study strain induced amorphization in Ni and Ni-Cu alloys.209  

 

Although many studies have focused on single component systems such as gold, nickel and copper 

nanowires, few studies have been dedicated to the study of mechanical properties of alloy nanowires. 

Complex phenomena such as surface segregation and micro-mixing occur in alloys of finite-sized 

structures such as nanowires.76 For a given composition of the bimetallics, the microstructure is dictated by 

surface energies and mixing energies of the constituent atoms. Atoms with lower surface energies tend to 
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segregate to low coordination number sites, the extent of which is determined by the interplay between 

surface energies, mixing energies and entropy. Our prior investigations of the thermal properties of these 

nanowires indicate a composition and temperature dependent solid-solid phase transformation from fcc to 

hcp structures. The preferential movement of atoms along the nanowire cross-section than along the wire 

axis led to the occurrence of these transformations. Such transformations can result in the failure modes of 

alloy nanowires that are different from single component wires. Further, in view of the available 

experimental and theoretical evidence suggesting the dependence of mechanical properties on alloy 

composition and nanostructure; we are motivated to study the elastic properties of bimetallic nanowires. 

 

In the present work, we study the effect of strain rate and temperature on the mechanical properties of 

bimetallic Pd-Pt nanowires using MD simulations employing quantum Sutton-Chen potential function87 for 

two representative Pd compositions viz 25% and 50% Pt.  

 

6.3 Initial nanowire size and configuration 

Transition elements such as Pd and Pt exhibit an fcc structure in the bulk solid phase. A large block of fcc 

was formed from a fcc unit cell by replicating it in ABC directions. Using various cutoff radii, cylindrical 

structures representing nanowires of different diameters (D) having approximately 1.4 nm were created. 

The nanowires were modeled as infinitely long wires by the application of periodic boundary condition 

along the wire axis. By choosing different length/diameter ratios, it was ensured that the results were not 

influenced by the periodic boundary conditions for the simulated infinitely long nanowires.  

 

In order to identify the initial atomic positions of the constituent atoms for a given bimetallic composition, 

these structures were subjected to a Metropolis Monte-Carlo simulation employing a bond order simulation 

(BOS) model76,77, to generate the minimum free energy initial configuration which was subsequently used 

for studying the stress-strain response. The BOS model has been tested over a range of bimetallics and 

comparisons with experimental data reveal close agreement with the microstructure predicted by the BOS 

model. Although Monte-Carlo simulations employing Sutton-Chen potential have also been used to predict 
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the global minima of transition metal clusters, our calculations indicate that the equilibrium structures 

obtained using BOS model are more energetically stable compared to those obtained using Sutton-Chen 

potential model140. Although there are slight differences in the segregation profiles obtained using the BOS 

and Sutton-Chen potential model, we find that the initial stresses generated in the simulations under high 

and low strain rate conditions, using the minimum energy configuration obtained from Sutton-Chen 

potential, are not very different from those obtained using configurations generated utilizing BOS model. 

The stable configurations or nanostructure generated in the above simulations consisted of surface 

segregated structures with lower surface energy Pd atoms occupying lower coordination number sites and 

therefore preferentially locating themselves at the surface. The core comprised mainly of high surface 

energy Pt atoms. These surface segregated nanowires were then subjected to uniaxial tensile stresses using 

molecular dynamics simulations for evaluating their mechanical properties (Fig. 6-1). 

   

Figure  6-1.  (Pd0.5-Pt0.5) nanowire having 16 atomic layers (416 atoms) in its initial unstressed state. 
Pd atoms are shown in red and Pt atoms in purple. 

  

6.4 Computational details 

Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations using DLPOLY139 were performed to gain insights into the 

mechanical properties at the atomistic level. All the properties were obtained as time averages over the 

particle positions and velocities. The embedded atom potential85 and other long range potentials such as the 

Sutton-Chen potential86 based on Finnis-Sinclair type of potentials have been used in the literature 
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successfully to predict thermal and mechanical properties of fcc based metals such as Pd and Pt. The local 

electronic density is included to account for the many body terms in these potentials.  

 

6.4.1 Potential function 

Based on the Sutton-Chen potential, the potential energy of the finite system is given by, 
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The second term in Eq. (6.1) represents the metallic bonding energy associated with the local electron 

density (ρi) given by, 
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The Sutton-Chen potential poorly predicts properties involving defects, surfaces and interfaces. The 

quantum Sutton-Chen potential87 (hereafter referred to as QSC), includes quantum corrections and takes 

into account the zero point energy allowing better prediction of temperature dependent properties. The QSC 

parameters for the Pd and Pt are listed in Table 6-1. The geometric mean was used to obtain the energy 

parameter ε and the arithmetic mean was used for the remaining parameters, to predict the nature of 

interaction between Pd and Pt.  
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Table 6-1.  Potential parameters used in MD simulations of Pd-Pt nanowires. 

Quantum Sutton-Chen n m  ε (eV) c a(Ǻ) 

Pd 12 6 3.2864e-3 148.205 3.8813 

Pt 11 7 9.7894e-3 71.336 3.9163 

 

Differentiating Eq. (6.1) with respect to rij, the total force of the system is given by: 
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In the above expression, ijr̂  is the unit vector representing inter-atomic distance between atoms i and j.  

 

6.4.2 MD simulation details 

The MD simulations were carried out in an ensemble approximating the canonical with a constant number 

of atoms N and volume V with periodic boundary condition applied along the nanowire axis. The equations 

of motion were integrated using the velocity-Verlet algorithm.63 The atomic velocities were scaled to the 

simulation temperature using the Berendsen thermostat.91 The simulated strain rate is given as: 

tN step
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where, 
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LNL −
=ε  represents the nominal strain of the nanowire at each time-step. The 

strain increment at each step was fixed at 0.5% per increment. The number of relaxation steps (Nstep) was 

fixed at 10000.  By varying the time-step of the simulation (∆t) from 0.01 fs to 1 fs, different strain rates 

ranging from 5% ps-1 to 0.05% ps-1 were simulated. For a 3 nm nanowire length, these strain rates 

correspond to approximate stretch velocities of 1.5 and 150 m/s, respectively. The Berendsen thermostat 
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with a coupling constant of τ=0.025, 0.25 and 2.5 ps was used for the respective strain rates. These resulted 

in modest temperature fluctuations, which lead to correct canonical averages of the system properties. The 

system properties during each strain increment were computed by averaging over the final 2000 steps. The 

axial stress was computed as the arithmetic mean of the local stresses on all the atoms: 
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In the above equation, z
ijF represents (001) component of the pair-wise inter-atomic force between atoms i 

and j, obtained from Eq. (3.6). iΩ refers to volume of atom i and 
z

ijr represents inter-atomic distance 

along the (001) direction between the ij pair. The stress-strain responses (Eq. (6.6)) as well as elastic 

properties such as Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of nanowire obtained from the simulation statistics 

are analyzed in the subsequent sections. 

 

6.5 Results and discussion 

The simulated stress-strain response of Pd, Pt and their alloys under various loading conditions is presented 

in this section. The temperatures at which the response was studied were well below the surface melting 

temperatures of the nanowires140. This ensured that the starting configurations of nanowires were 

completely solid phase. In the present study, we have used various potential cutoff values (for generation of 

Verlet neighbor list) between 2-2.5*lattice constant for each temperature and strain rate and found that the 

results obtained are independent of the same. 

 

6.5.1 Mechanism of stress-strain response in alloy nanowires under low strain rate 
conditions 
 
The stress-strain response starting from an initial unstressed state to complete rupture for Pd, Pt as well as 

their alloy nanowires (25 and 50% Pt) simulated at 50 K and 0.05% ps-1 strain rate are shown in Fig. 6-2. 

Nanowires at these four compositions respond to the strain in qualitatively the same way. The initial non-
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zero stress arises from the capillary forces associated with the free surfaces209. The nanowire extension 

commences with an elastic deformation from its initial state (<A> of Fig. 6-3) to its threshold value defined 

as the first yield state <B>. At this low strain rate, stress is related to strain by Hooke’s law. For 50% Pd 

alloy nanowires, the first yield strain (εfy) corresponds to 0.095 and the corresponding stress (σfy) is 15.03 

GPa. 
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Figure 6-2. Stress-strain response of Pd, Pt and Pd-Pt alloy nanowires at T=50 K and strain 
rate=0.05% ps-1. 

  

Beyond the first yield state, the wire experiences an abrupt dislocation and undergoes an irreversible 

structural rearrangement to a reconstructed crystal configuration shown in <C> (Fig. 6-3). The nanowire at 

<B> undergoes slippage along the (111) plane which results in a nearly discontinuous drop in the stress 

value. For a closed pack structure such as fcc, the smallest Burgers vectors exist along the [110] direction, 

which makes it energetically favorable to reconstruct along the (111) slip planes. This dislocation 

mechanism has been discussed in detail by Finbow et al.212 The number of atomic layers increases from 16 

to 18 beyond the elastic limit. It can be seen from Fig. 6-2 that alloys having higher composition of Pt  
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require higher stress to bring about slippage along (111) plane and experience this dislocation at higher 

strains.  

 
 

   ε = 0.000             ε = 0.095       ε = 0.100   ε=0. 125 

    <A>    <B>          <C>     <D> 

 
 
 

  

 
     <E>    <F>    <G>        <H> 

 
ε = 0.510             ε = 0.685       ε = 0.795   ε=0. 800 

 

Figure 6-3. Snapshots showing atomic arrangement of (Pd0.5-Pt0.5) wires at different strain values for 
T=50 K and strain rate=0.05% ps-1. Pd atoms are represented in red and Pt atoms in purple. 

 

Extension of the reconstructed nanowires results in a second dislocation to state <D>. A smaller stress 

(approx. 9.6 GPa for 50% Pt) is required to bring the nanowires to the second dislocation point at ε=0.125. 

Dislocation 

Necking Rupture 
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In this regime, an out-of-plane rearrangement of atoms along the (111) plane occurs. The reconstructed 

lattice obtained after the first dislocation is not able to attain the minimum energy state and hence a smaller 

stress is sufficient to bring about further dislocations. Further increase in strain leads to repetition of the 

dual process i.e. an elastic stretch followed by a slip. Thus, a series of such dislocations and crystal 

rearrangement occurs for the subsequent strains. The amount of stress required to bring about subsequent 

dislocations decreases. During this process, the surface atoms are progressively displaced from their 

original positions and this leads to surface rupture which results in the neck formation at ε=0.510 as shown 

in <E>. The location of the neck depends on the point of greatest concentration of the multiple twinning 

planes for low applied strain rates213. The neck continues to become smaller from <E> to <G> where the 

two nanowire segments are joined by a mono-atomic strand. The nanowire radius continues to decrease 

with wire elongation. Once this is sufficiently narrow, i.e. approx. 2*lattice constant, breaking can take 

place. This complete rupture occurs at a strain value greater than 0.800 for 50% Pt wires as illustrated in 

<H>. 

 
At this low temperature, the lattice order is highly preserved owing to the smaller atomic oscillations about 

their equilibrium positions. The crystal structure has a tendency to maintain its stable configuration which 

results in well defined periods of yielding. Therefore, the stress-strain response of nanowires at low strain 

rates and low temperatures follows a stepwise periodic behavior in which the nanowire undergoes slippage, 

relaxes and subsequently reconstructs. It was found that qualitatively there is no difference in the 

deformation and rupture mechanism of Pd-Pt nanowires of various compositions, which could mainly be 

attributed to the very small size mismatch between the constituent atoms. This is true for other loading 

conditions also and hence, nanowire having representative composition of 50% Pt would be discussed in 

the subsequent sections. 

 

The stress-strain response of the four studied nanowires (Pd, Pt, Pd-Pt at 25% and 50% Pt) at 300 K and 

0.05% ps-1 strain rate is shown in Fig. 6-4. With an increase in temperature (from 50 to 300 K), the entropy 

increases and the atoms vibrate about their equilibrium position with increased amplitudes. The increased 

oscillations in turn result in relatively larger lattice instability. As a result, the system favors disruption of 
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lattice order and encourages lattice reconstruction. Therefore, compared to Fig. 6-2, the nanowires at this 

higher strain rate experience an early onset of slippage. For example, the 50% Pt nanowire has a 21% lower 

yield strain (εfy ) and a corresponding 20% smaller yield stress (σfy). 
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Figure 6-4. Stress-strain response of Pd, Pt and Pd-Pt alloy nanowires at T=300 K and strain 
rate=0.05% ps-1.  

 
The onset of out-of-plane slippage at 300 K in 50% Pt nanowires occurs earlier at ε = 0.080 (Fig. 6-5 <C>), 

compared to ε = 0.100 at 50 K. The periodic slippage and lattice rearrangement continues till surface 

rupture at ε = 0.140. Further increase in strain results in necking observed at εne = 0.255. The neck 

continues to become narrower until complete rupture at εru = 0.770.  
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ε = 0.000             ε = 0.075       ε = 0.080     ε=0. 140 

    <A>    <B>          <C>          <D> 

 
 

    <E>    <F>      <G>                <H> 
 
ε = 0.255             ε = 0.600       ε = 0.765        ε=0. 770 

 

Figure 6-5. Snapshots showing atomic arrangement of (Pd0.5-Pt0.5) wires at different strain values for 
T=300 K and strain rate=0.05% ps-1. Pd atoms are represented in red and Pt atoms in purple. 

 
The ductility of the nanowire is typically defined as the percent elongation in its length before undergoing 

complete rupture. In the present study, a modified ductility parameter (∆εD) of a nanowire is defined as the 

strain interval between the onset of necking and complete rupture and used as a measure of its ductility. 

This parameter assumes special significance in characterizing the ability of the nanowires to form linear 

atomic chains. For 50% Pt alloy at 300 K and 0.05% ps-1, ∆εD=0.770-0.255=0.515 or 51.5% whereas the 

same at 50 K is (0.800-0.510=0.29) or 29%. Therefore, the 50% Pt alloy nanowire at 300 K is about 22% 

more ductile than at 50 K. The ductility of the studied nanowires is summarized in Table 6-2. It can be seen 
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that the ductility of alloy nanowires shows a non-monotonic variation with composition and increases with 

temperature. At both the temperatures, nanowires of 75% Pd composition are more ductile than the 50% Pd 

alloy as well as mono-metallic wires.  

 

As brought out earlier, the initial surface and core compositions of nanowires vary with the alloy 

composition and for a given alloy composition, depend on the surface energies of the constituent atoms. 

Upon stretching the nanowires, the slippage and dislocations leading up to the necking result in variations 

in the nanowire cross-sectional area along the wire axis. Depending on the alloy composition, the induced 

local variations in surface area might result in expelling or engulfing of constituent atoms. As a result, the 

strength of metal-metal interaction which dictates the onset of necking and final rupture also changes with 

wire elongation and affects the onset of necking and final rupture. Therefore, the strain interval between the 

onset of necking and rupture is strongly influenced by alloy composition and is dictated by the relative 

strength of the metal-metal interactions in the binary alloy nanowires. The influence of ductility on 

nanowire applications is discussed in a subsequent section. 

 

Table 6-2. Ductility of nanowires at strain rate (0.05% ps-1) and different temperatures. 

 

 
 
 
 
 

50 K 300 K  

Nanowire composition 

(% Pd) 

 

εne 

 

εru 

 

Ductility 

(∆εD %) 

 

εne 

 

εru 

 

Ductility  

(∆εD %) 

0 0.315 0.610 29.5 0.350 0.910 56 

50 0.510 0.800 29 0.255 0.770 51.5 

75 0.290 0.775 48.5 0.430 1.050 62 

100 0.330 0.670 34 0.250 0.690 44 
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6.5.2 Mechanism of stress-strain response in alloy nanowires under high strain 
rate conditions 
 
Under high strain rate conditions ( %5=ε ps-1), the stress-strain response of nanowires exhibits a 

completely different behavior as shown in Fig. 6-6. The stress-strain response of the nanowires at 

%5=ε ps-1 and 50 K exhibits “mini-peaks” or “wavelets” during the yielding cycles, indicative of higher 

disorder in the crystal lattice. This behavior was observed by Koh et al.200  in their simulations of Pt 

nanowires and by Ikeda et al.209 for Ni and Cu-Ni alloy nanowires, when subjected to strain rates of up to 

4% ps-1 and 5% ps-1, respectively, by these two authors. This phenomenon is attributed to the onset of 

amorphous deformation at higher strain rates. Beyond the first yield strain, the system changes 

continuously from a crystalline fcc phase to an amorphous phase.   
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Figure 6-6. Stress-strain response of Pd, Pt and Pd-Pt alloy nanowires at T=50 K and strain rate=5% 
ps-1.  

 

The onset of amorphous phase at the higher strain rate and lower temperature is indicated by the snapshots 

shown in Fig. 6-7. The amorphization at high strain rates is attributed to the increased kinetic energy of the 

atoms. When the strain induced kinetic energy of the atoms exceeds the enthalpy of fusion, the onset of 
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amorphization takes place213. Nanowires rich in Pt composition have higher enthalpy of fusion and hence 

experienced the onset of amorphization at higher strains. Our findings indicate that at high strain rates, the 

slippage allowing for reconstruction along the (111) plane is absent. Instead, the wires exhibit 

superplasticity behavior right after yielding. Owing to the high degree of lattice disorder, the nanowires 

yield at extremely high stresses. For 50% Pd nanowires, the yield stress (σfy) is 18.4 GPa and corresponding 

yield strain (εfy) i.e. 0.110 at 50 K. The stress required at 50 K is 22 % higher and the corresponding strain 

is 16% higher than that required at ε =0.05% ps-1. Beyond this strain, deformation of the nanowire 

proceeds uniformly with no necking phenomenon observed for all the wires. The nanowires continue to 

extend and experience complete rupture at much higher strains. The rupture strain (εru) is 2.10 for the 50 % 

Pd nanowire.  

 
 
ε = 0.000             ε = 0.110       ε = 0.160   ε=0. 280 

  

   <A>    <B>          <C>     <D> 

  

Figure 6-7. Snapshots showing atomic arrangement of (Pd0.5-Pt0.5) wires at different strain values for 
an applied strain rate=5% ps-1 and T=50 K. Pd atoms are represented in red and Pt atoms in purple. 
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ε = 0.640             ε = 1.75       ε = 2.10    

      

  <E>    <F>          <G> 

Figure 6-7: Continued 

 

Further extension of nanowires at higher strain rate appears to be associated with structural changes. From 

the snapshots shown in Fig. 6-7, the nanowires appear to evolving into a helical structure. The existence of 

helical structures in Pt nanowires was seen in the simulations of Koh et al.200 However, at the strain rates 

simulated by these authors, the formation occurred at the junction of the two nanowire segments before 

complete rupture. In our case, the nanowire appears to be evolving into stable helical structures along its 

entire length. It appears that at the extremely high aspect ratios, the fcc structure might not represent the 

most stable phase and therefore the amorphous/melted material would transform into a multi-shelled helix. 

Indeed, such a structure has been reported to occur for Pt nanowires by Oshima et al.214 who used electron 

beam thinning method at elevated temperatures to form 6-0 single walled platinum nanotube approximately 

0.48 nm diameter. It is possible that the mechanical extension of fcc nanowires at 50 K and %5=ε ps-1 

might have lead to the formation of similar helical structure observed by Oshima et al. Depending on the 

alloy composition, a residual stress of about 2.5-3 GPa was observed after the rupture of the nanowire into 

its fragments. This could be attributed to the presence of stable structures (possibly helical) within the 

broken fragments or else to an artifact of the long range nature of the potential, which would give rise to a 

detectable force between the separated portions of the wire. This would however require a separate 

investigation of its own.   
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The stress-strain response of 50% Pd nanowires subjected to high strain rate ( %5=ε ps-1) and 300 K is 

shown in Fig. 6-8. At the higher temperature (e.g. 300 K) and the higher applied strain rate ( %5=ε ps-1), 

the nanowires exhibit superplasticity behavior after yielding (εfy = 0.060) as can be seen from the snapshots 

of 50% Pd wires in Fig. 6-9. The nanowires, however, yield at lower stresses (σfy = 8.04 GPa for 50% Pd) 

and corresponding lower strain (εfy = 0.060) as seen from the stress-strain response in Fig. 6-8. The stress 

required at 300 K is 55% lower and the corresponding strain is 45% lower than that required at ε =0.05% 

ps-1 at 50 K. This might be attributed to the increased entropy of the system at higher temperatures. The 

rupture mechanism as well as the response characteristics of the nanowires (Pt, 50% Pt, 25% Pt and Pd) 

under varying loading conditions are in qualitative agreement with those of Koh et al.200 and Finbow et 

al212, who studied the mechanical behavior of Pt nanowires subjected to uniaxial tension.  
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Figure 6-8. Stress-strain response of Pd, Pt and Pd-Pt alloy nanowires at T=300 K and strain 
rate=5% ps-1.  

 

The nanowires continue to deform after yielding and finally ruptured at much lower strains (εru = 1.10 for 

50% Pd).  The multishell helical structure similar to that observed at 50 K appears to evolve at 300 K also. 
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However, at higher temperatures and strain rates, there was insufficient time for these structures to further 

relax and develop to a longer length. As a result, the rupture strains (and hence the ductility) are much 

lower than those observed at low strain rates and lower temperatures. 

 

 
 
ε = 0.000             ε = 0.060       ε = 0.640  ε=1. 100 
 

 

<A>    <B>          <C>    <D> 

Figure 6-9. Snapshots showing atomic arrangement of (Pd0.5-Pt0.5) wires at different strain values for 
an applied strain rate=5% ps-1 and T=300 K. Pd atoms are represented in red and Pt atoms in 
purple. 

 

6.5.3 Structural analysis 

Radial distribution function98 (RDF) can be used to analyze the structural changes associated with the 

different strain rates. RDF of (Pd0 5-Pt0 5) nanowire strained along the [001] direction at 50 K and at the 

lower strain rate as shown in Fig. 6-10. The crystalline fcc structure is clearly evident from the RDF of 

nanowires at ε=0. With an increase in strain, the peak value of the nearest neighbor distance is reduced. 

Further a split in the peaks is also observed. The phenomenon responsible for splitting of the peaks is 

illustrated in Fig. 6-11. Upon elongation to ε=0.09, the nearest neighbor distance along the (001) plane is 

reduced whereas the nearest distance along the (100) plane increases leading to a face centered 

orthorhombic structure as shown in Fig. 6-11. The corresponding distributions of the first neighbor 

distances are therefore split into the two peaks, each peak representative of the nearest neighbor distance 

along the (100) and (001) planes, respectively. Further stretching of the nanowires beyond the first yield 
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(εfy) results in a crystal rearrangement back to an fcc structure as shown in Fig. 6-10. The number of atomic 

layers increases from 16 to 18 to compensate for the increase in length while maintaining the inter-atomic 

distance of 2.75 Å.  
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Figure 6-10. Radial distribution function of (Pd0.5-Pt0.5) nanowire strained along the [001] direction at 
50 K and 0.05% ps-1. 

 
When subjected to the higher strain rate (5% ps-1), the first peak in the nanowire RDF broadens whereas the 

second peak, located at ~ 0.38 nm and representing the octahedral sites, gradually disappears as the strain 

increases beyond ε=0.11 (shown in Fig. 6-12). The nanowire structure transforms homogeneously from an 

original crystalline fcc structure to the amorphous state with no evidence of strain hardening or necking that 

is observed in metal nanowires at lower strain rates. At higher strain rates, the atoms do not have sufficient 

time to diffuse and form a stable crystalline configuration corresponding to the physical configuration with 

lower energy. Similar behavior is also exhibited by Ni192 , Au215 and NiCu209 nanowire when subjected to 

high strain rates (5-15% ps-1).   
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  (a)    (b)         (c) 

 

Figure 6-11. During elastic deformation, fcc evolves into a fco (face centered orthorhombic) 
structure. The initial fcc structure with radius R at zero strain is shown in (a). When subjected to a 
tensile strain along the [001] direction, the nearest neighbor distances change as R’’>R>R’. Along the 
(001) plane, the inter-atomic distance in nanowires reduces as shown in (b), whereas it increases 
along the (100) plane as shown in (c).  
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Figure 6-12. Radial distribution function of (Pd0.5-Pt0.5) nanowire strained along the [001] direction at 
50 K and 5% ps-1. 
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6.5.4 Elastic properties of alloy nanowires 

The Young’s modulus and Poisson ratio are computed for the different nanowires prior to the first yield 

strain at the two studied temperatures and strain rates. A linear regression analysis of the stress-strain data 

was used to obtain the least squares best fit straight line through the sample points. The slope of the line 

gave the Young’s modulus under various loading conditions. A correlation coefficient (r) was used to 

quantify the degree of linearity between the stress and strain data points. Physically, it is indicative of the 

stability of the lattice when subjected to axial deformation. The higher the value of the correlation 

coefficient, the more stable is the crystal lattice. At r=100%, the constituent atoms do not vibrate about 

their equilibrium positions (e.g. lattice structure at T=0 K) whereas at r=0% the system is in a state of 

maximum entropy and is indicative of a completely random cluster with the atoms exhibiting Brownian 

motion (e.g. dilute gases).  The Young’s modulii and the associated correlation coefficients are summarized 

in Table 6-3.  

 

Table 6-3. Young’s modulus (GPa) of various nanowires under different loading conditions. 

 

ε =0.05% ps-1 ε =5% ps-1  

Nanowire 

Property 

50 K 300 K 50 K 300 K 

E (GPa) 105 89.8 82.1 80.1  

Pd 
r (%) 99.75 99.73 83.29 84.01 

E (GPa) 120 97.7 104 88.9  

Pd0 75-Pt0 25 r (%) 99.97 99.35 84.32 82.86 

E (GPa) 130 117 134 98.8  

Pd0 5-Pt0 5 r(%) 99.78 99.74 85.64 85.17 

E (GPa) 152 126 135 100  

Pt 
r(%) 99.96 99.72 89.94 88.24 
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The bulk value of Young’s modulus for Pd and Pt are 121 and 168 GPa, respectively. Our findings in Table 

6-3 indicate that the Young’s modulus shows a near linear increase with composition of Pt in the Pd-Pt 

alloy nanowires for the various strain rates. The extent of deviation from bulk value depends on the alloy 

composition. Our results indicate that the alloy nanowires rich in Pt are stiffer and show lesser deviation 

from bulk value than Pd rich alloys. 

 

At low strain rates, the Young’s modulus for the nanowires is 13% (for Pd) and 25% (for Pt) lower than the 

bulk values at 300 K whereas it is 10% (for Pd) - 14% (for Pt) lower at 50 K. Similar behavior is exhibited 

by the alloy nanowires. At the higher strain rate and at 50 K, the elastic modulus is 32% (for Pd) and 20% 

(for Pt) lower than the respective bulk values. Increase in temperature at high strain rates leads to a 

significant drop in the Young’s modulus for both single component as well as alloy nanowires. The 

correlation between the stress and the strain values is above 99% and is therefore very strong at lower strain 

rates. At high strain rates, the nanowire experiences higher degree of disorder. The onset of amorphous 

phase results in significant lowering of the correlation coefficients (85-90%), even at temperatures as low 

as 50 K as shown in Table 6-3. Therefore, nanowires when subjected to higher strain rates are significantly 

softened as also indicated by the Young’s modulus. The implications of a lesser stiff nanowire on their 

applicability in MEMS and other areas are discussed in a subsequent paragraph. The effect of alloying on 

the mechanical properties of Pd nanowires is clearly evident from Table 6-3. Young’s modulus increases 

with Pt composition for the various simulated loading conditions. It appears that alloys having 50% or more 

Pt would have mechanical properties closer to that of pure Pt.  

 

The Poisson ratio was calculated following a similar procedure by carrying out a regression analysis on a 

scatter plot of radial (εrr) vs. axial strain (εzz). The radial strain of the nanowire is defined as
i

i
rr R

RR −
=ε , 

where R is the radius of the wire at strain state εzz, and Ri is the initial radius of the nanowire in its 

unstressed state. The mean distance of the surface atoms from the centroid of nanowire was used to obtain 

the average radius R at each strain state. Fig. 6-13 shows the determination of Poisson ratio from a plot of 
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axial vs. lateral strain for one particular case. The results for different loadings are summarized in Table 6-

4. 
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Figure 6-13. Determination of Poisson ratio for Pd nanowire at T=50 K and %5=ε ps-1. 

 

The Poisson ratio for bulk Pd and Pt are 0.38 and 0.39, respectively. The Poisson ratios of Pd-Pt alloys also 

have values between 0.38 and 0.39. At the nanoscale, the Poisson ratios of Pd and Pd rich alloys differ 

significantly from bulk values. The Poisson ratio of Pd and 25% Pt alloy nanowires are 32% and 21% 

lower than bulk values, respectively. Our results in Table 6-4 indicate that the Poisson ratio of Pd rich 

nanowires shows a stronger deviation from the bulk behavior. This suggests that the deformations in the 

radial and axial directions are less strongly correlated for Pd rich nanowires than for Pt rich alloy 

nanowires. The Poisson ratio of most materials lies between 0 and 0.5. Materials with Poisson ratio ≈ 0.5 

(e.g. rubber) are considered incompressible. The lower value of Poisson ratio suggests that the material is 

more compressible. This indicates that Pd and Pd rich alloys are therefore more compressible and malleable 

than Pt and Pt rich alloys. 
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Table 6-4. Poisson ratio (ν) of nanowires for different loading conditions. 

 

ε =0.05% ps-1 ε =5% ps-1  

Nanowire 

 

Property 
50 K 300 K 50 K 300 K 

Ν 0.26 0.23 0.27 0.26  

Pd 
r (%) 99.46 95.21 88.17 88.61 

Ν 0.30 0.28 0.28 0.27  

Pd0 75-Pt0 25 r (%) 99.24 98.07 89.34 89.69 

Ν 0.32 0.30 0.29 0.30  

Pd0 5-Pt0 5 r (%) 99.66 97.75 91.38 90.12 

Ν 0.35 0.34 0.34 0.31  

Pt 
r(%) 99.79 98.02 97.16 95.61 

 

At low strain rates and high temperatures such as 300 K, the Poisson ratio of nanowires is 3-13% lower 

than at a lower temperature such as the simulated 50 K, depending on the alloy composition. The slightly 

higher compressibility is attributed to the increased kinetic energy at higher temperature. With increase in 

strain rates, onset of amorphous transformation takes place and there is a further reduction in the Poisson 

ratio of nanowires. The higher malleability is attributed to increased lattice disorder. The increase in crystal 

ductility as well as malleability and compressibility, results from the development of short ranged order of 

the crystal structure at higher strain rates. The Poisson ratio and other mechanical properties of (Pd0 5-Pt0 5) 

nanowires are summarized in Table 6-5.  

 

The influence of the various derived mechanical properties on the applicability of nanowires in sensing and 

other applications is discussed herewith. Comparisons of finite element simulations of a typical SAW gas 

sensor (100 MHz) utilizing a Pd nanomaterial sensing layer with properties derived from the present study 

and a thin Pd film have shown significant differences in the wave propagation velocities. Our simulations 

(ignoring any mass loading effect) indicate a time delay of 1 ns in the acoustic wave propagation between 

the two cases which is attributed to changes in elastic modulus.211 Experiments by Srinivasan et al.216 have 
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also shown significant differences in the sensitivity and speed of response of SAW sensor devices utilizing 

nanomaterials which cannot be solely explained on the basis of increased surface area. Although the 

mechanical properties of nanowires in gaseous and liquid environment are required to quantitatively 

establish the sensor characteristics, the present results do indicate that significant differences between the 

nanoscale and bulk elastic properties prevail which are likely to have a bearing on the applications of 

nanowires as sensing layers in some types of gas and biological sensors.   

 

Table 6-5. Summary of mechanical properties of (Pd0.5-Pt0.5) nanowires. 

 

ε  =0.05% ps-1 ε =5% ps-1  

Nanowire property 
50 K 300 K 50 K 300 K 

 
Strain 
 

0.095 0.075 0.110 0.060  

First 

Yield Stress 
(GPa) 

15.03 11.90 18.38 8.04 

Rupture 0.800 0.770 2.10 1.10 

Ductility 29 51.5 146 46 

Young’s Modulus 
(GPa) 

130 117 134 98.8 

Poisson ratio (ν) 0.32 0.30 0.29 0.30 

 
 

Apart from sensor applications, the nano-mechanical properties also influence the electronic properties i.e. 

conductance quantization.217,218  We find that the deformation behavior of nanowires subjected to high train 

rates is very different from those subjected to low strain rates. The slips, necking, and atomic 

rearrangements might be responsible for the sudden reduction of area, and, subsequently, the quantized 

conductance, that has been observed both numerically and experimentally for nanowires, especially at low 

strain-rate219. Consequently, it is reasonable to predict that the conductance of nanowires under high strain-

rate deformation will be quite different from low strain-rate cases. It is expected that the conductance at 
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high strain-rate deformation would be a continuous function of elongation instead of a quantized change 

due to the smooth reduction of area.  

 

Several experimental and theoretical studies have tried to establish the correlation between the conductance 

quantization and nanowire mechanical properties218,220.  The mechanical instability is reflected as a jump in 

the conductance and force plots. The conductance slope between jumps was found to be influenced by the 

Poisson ratio. Simplified models developed by Torres and Saenz221 predict the normalized conductance to 

decrease with Poisson ratio and wire elongation for transition metals such as Au and Pt. Therefore, the data 

in Table 6-4 implies that wires rich in Pt composition would be a better choice than Pd rich wires as nano-

contacts in NEMS applications.  

 

6.6 Conclusions 

Molecular dynamics simulations, of Pd, Pt and Pd-Pt alloy nanowires subjected to uniaxial tensile strain 

along the [001] direction, were carried out. The changes in the crystal structure and mechanical properties 

of nanowires under various loading conditions were analyzed. It was observed that the crystalline order is 

preserved at low strain rates and lower temperature. Under these conditions, the nanowire elongation is 

accompanied with periodic elastic yielding cycles, with planar dislocation and slippage occurring along the 

(111) plane. The deformation behavior at low temperatures such as 50 K is characterized by slips and 

rupture with low ductility. On elongation within the first yielding, the analysis of RDF reveals that the 

initial fcc crystal structure changes into face centered orthorhombic (fco) type. Alloys richer in Pt 

composition required higher applied stresses before yielding and yield at higher strains than alloys having 

lower Pt. With an increase in temperature for the same applied strain rate, the system entropy increases and 

periodic response of the nanowires becomes less defined. The ductility of nanowires increases with 

temperature over the entire range of Pd composition.  

 

The stress-strain response at high strain rates is less strongly correlated. An increase in strain rate at 50 K 

results in a continuous change from crystalline to amorphous type for all the nanowires, thereby displaying 
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superplasticity behavior. The amorphous nanowire appears to transform into a relative stable multishell 

helical structure. The helical structure significantly increases the ductility of the nanowires. Complete 

rupture occurs when the wire length is approximately three times its original length. The helical structure is 

also observed at higher temperatures. However, the increased entropy results in reduced stability of these 

nanowires. Although the stress-strain response of the alloy nanowires is qualitatively similar to that of 

single component nanowires, significant quantitative differences exist. These differences manifest 

themselves in the form of unexpected variations in the nanowire mechanical properties with alloy 

composition. 

 

Mechanical properties of the alloy nanowires are found to be significantly different from those of bulk 

phase and are dictated by the applied strain rate, temperature, alloy composition as well as the structural 

rearrangement associated with nanowire elongation. The initial surface and core compositions of nanowires 

vary with the alloy composition and were also found to significantly influence their mechanical properties. 

The ductility of alloy nanowires at low strain rates was found to exhibit a non-monotonic variation with Pd 

composition. At the nanoscale, the calculated Young’s modulus and Poisson ratio depend on the applied 

strain rate. It was found that the Young’s modulus of alloy nanowires varies approximately linearly with Pd 

composition for the various applied strain rates and is about 70-85% of the bulk value with the exact 

lowering dependant on the alloy composition, temperature and the applied strain rate. Similarly, the 

Poisson ratio of Pd rich alloys is 60-70% of its bulk value whereas that of Pt rich alloys is not significantly 

changed at the nanoscale. The differences in elastic properties are attributed to the finite size effect. The 

effect of the differences in mechanical properties of nanowires on their applicability in sensing and other 

areas is discussed.  

 

The results from the present study might be used as input for linear continuum and macro-scale modeling 

of catalysis and sensing related applications which typically involve nanostructures of Pd, Pt and their 

alloys. Although, in view of the observed variations of mechanical properties with alloy composition and 

its dependence on the wire microstructure, the variations of elastic properties with alloy nanowire diameter 

can be expected to be very different from those of single component wires. This is primarily because for a 
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given composition, the nanowire segregation profile or microstructure undergoes significant variations with 

size/diameter of alloy wires. The current findings have laid the groundwork for further investigations into 

the size effect of mechanical properties for alloy nanowires as well as other aspects of mechanical 

properties such as axial compression and bending for transition metal alloy nanowires. 
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Chapter Seven 

Applications to Gas Sensing: Response of a SAW Hydrogen Sensor 

7.1  Abstract for chapter seven 

Surface acoustic wave (SAW) devices coated with a thin layer of chemo-selective material provide highly 

sensitive chemical sensors for the detection and monitoring of vapors and gases. The species detection is 

carried out by monitoring the shifts in frequency of the surface waves generated on piezoelectric substrates. 

These devices are conveniently small, relatively inexpensive and quite sensitive. The design of efficient 

sensors necessitates the development of response models which can lead to improved understanding of the 

wave propagation characteristics in SAW devices. The analytical models used to simulate the mechanical 

and electrical behavior of piezoelectric devices generally introduce simplifying assumptions that are often 

invalid for actual designs. Numerical techniques such as finite element method have proven to be a viable 

option to model wave propagation in SAW devices operating in the MHz-GHz range. 

 

In this work, 3-D finite element models (FEM) based on a ~100 MHz YZ-LiNbO3 piezoelectric substrate 

coated with a thin Pd sensing layer was simulated to gain insights into the H2 sensor response. Literature 

suggests that structural and morphological changes due to gas absorption occurring at the molecular scale 

affect the material properties of the sensing layer which in turn affects the wave propagation at macro-

scale. The changes in the material properties of the sensing layer on gas exposure were used to simulate the 

behavior of a SAW sensor. Frequency responses of the displacement and voltage waveforms generated at 

the output IDT nodes were used to quantify the effects of gas interaction. This study demonstrates the 

effectiveness of finite element models in understanding gas sensor response. 
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7.2 Gas sensing 

Considerable attention has been dedicated to the development of analytical and computer modeling 

techniques to understand the characteristics of surface acoustic waves generated in SAW devices36,37. 

Recent advances in sensors and wireless communication systems indicate the need for high performance 

SAW devices often operating in high frequency (GHz) range. Most of the analytical techniques require 

simplification of second order effects such as backscattering, charge distribution, diffraction and 

mechanical loading.222,223 However, these effects become significant for SAW devices operating in the high 

frequency range.  

 

The models commonly used to simulate the mechanical and electrical behavior of piezoelectric transducers 

generally introduce simplifying assumptions that are often invalid for actual designs224. The geometries of 

practical transducers are often two (2-D) or three dimensional (3-D)225,226. Simulations of piezoelectric 

media require the complete set of fundamental equations relating mechanical and electrical quantities to be 

solved. Finite difference or finite element scheme are sufficient to handle the differential equations227-231. 

The finite element method has been preferred because it allows handling of complex geometries.  

 

Finite element was applied by Lerch226 (1990) to calculate the natural frequencies with related eigen modes 

of the piezoelectric sensors and actuators as well as their responses to various dependent mechanical and 

electrical perturbations. A direct finite element analysis was carried out by Xu to study the 

electromechanical phenomena in SAW devices228. The influence of the number electrodes on the frequency 

response was analyzed. These finite element calculations were able to evaluate the influence of the bulk 

waves at higher frequencies. Ippolito et al. have investigated the effect of electromagnetic feed through as 

wave propagation in layered SAW devices229,230. The same model was extended to study electrical 

interactions occurring during gas sensing231. Recently, a 3-D finite element model was developed for a 

SAW palladium thin film hydrogen sensor based on a XY-LiNbO3 substrate232. An AC analysis was carried 

out to study the effect of the palladium thin film on the propagation characteristics of the SAW was studied 

in the absence and presence of hydrogen. Variations in mass loadings, elastic constants and conductivity 
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were the factors used in evaluating the velocity change of the wave. All the above demonstrate the 

feasibility of finite element methods to adequately model SAW sensor response under varying conditions. 

In the present work, the variations in the Pd film properties placed on YZ-LiNbO3 substrate, commonly 

used in gas sensing applications, are used to model H2 sensor response. Instead of an AC analysis, an 

impulse voltage is applied on the IDT fingers and the frequency response based on the voltage waveform 

generated at the receiving IDT fingers is used to characterize the sensor response. The calculated 

displacement waveforms in the three directions are compared for the two cases (with and without H2 

absorbed). The design parameters (Substrate and IDT dimension) are different and closer to that used 

experimentally in our group. Preliminary results showing effect of gratings on transmission losses are also 

reported. 

 

7.3 Finite element model 

The propagation of acoustic waves in piezoelectric materials is governed by the mechanical equations of 

motion and Maxwell’s equations for electrical behavior1,36,37. The constitutive equations of piezoelectric 

media in linear range coupling the two are given by: 

E t
ij ijkl kijT c S e E= −

        (7.1) 
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The above equations give a system of four coupled wave equations for the electric potential and the three 

component of displacement in piezoelectric materials.    
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These coupled wave equations can be discretized and solved for generating displacement profiles and 

voltages at each element/nodes. We use the commercially available FEM code ANSYS. The main 

advantage of using ANSYS lies in the flexibility in modeling different physical phenomena and also the 

pre- and post-processing capabilities. 

 

7.4 Simulation details 

A 3-D finite element model based on a piezoelectric (lithium niobate) substrate with dimensions (400µm 

width x 1600µm propagation length x 500µm depth) was simulated to gain insights into the sensor 

response. Two IDT finger pairs in each port were defined at the surface of Y-cut, Z-propagating LiNbO3 

substrate. The fingers were defined with periodicity of 40 µm and aperture width of 200 µm. The width of 

the IDT fingers (d) was taken as 10 µm. Thus, the wavelength of the wave generated ~ 40 µm (λ=4d). The 

velocity of the acoustic wave (v) on YZ-LiNbO3 substrate is 3487 m/s. Hence the device frequency is 

expected ~ 87 MHz (f = v/λ). Sensors operating in such high frequency range (MHz-GHz) allow for higher 

sensitivity. 

 
 

(a) (b) 
 

Figure 7-1. Finite element model of wave propagation in YZ-LiNbO3 (a) Patterned IDT fingers 
represented by coupled sets of nodes on the meshed substrate are shown (b) The application of 
impulse voltage at the transmitting generates Rayleigh waves which propagate in both the directions. 
The coupled IDT finger pairs are shown in green. 
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The IDT fingers were modeled as mass-less conductors and were represented by a set of nodes coupled by 

voltage degrees of freedom (DOF). A total of approximately 80,000 elements (more than 100000 nodes) 

were generated. The model was created to ensure higher node density at the surface and throughout the 

middle of the device to study the different modes of surface acoustic waves and the use of tetragonal 

elements with 4 DOF ensured the same. Three DOF’s provided the displacements in the longitudinal (x), 

normal (y), and the shear horizontal (z) directions and a fourth for the voltage.  

 
The structure (with and without sensing layer) was simulated for a total of 100 nanoseconds (ns), with a 

time step of 1 ns. The excitation of the structure was provided by applying an impulse function on the 

transmitter IDT fingers. 
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7.5 Sensing layers 

The simulations of SAW gas sensor device were carried out for two different material properties of the 

sensing layer. The first part of the simulation involved calculating response at the output IDT for material 

property of the sensing layer without any gas adsorbed. In the second part, the material property of the film 

was varied in accordance with the changes expected for 3% hydrogen gas absorption. This would require 

the sensing film volume to be increased by 10% to compensate for the expansion due to mass change. The 

structure density was decreased by 2% and Young’s modulus of elasticity changed from 128 GPa to 110 

GPa233,234.    

 

Thin palladium films known to have high affinity for hydrogen were utilized as sensing layers in the 

present study. A 500 nm thick palladium film was defined between the two IDT ports.  The film width and 
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length were taken as 100 and 88 microns respectively. Interaction with H2 gas results in changes in the 

palladium film properties which in turn affects the wave propagation velocity. For a known change in 

propagation velocity, the concentration of hydrogen gas could be calculated. The key factors contributing 

to the velocity change are variations in mass loadings, elastic constants and conductivity. Absorption of H2 

leads to a decrease in density and Young’s modulus of elasticity. 

 

7.6 Results and discussion 

The voltage and displacement waveforms with and without hydrogen absorbed into a thin Pd film are 

shown in the Fig. 7-2 (a) and (b). The changes in material properties in accordance with hydrogen sorption 

results in a time delay of around 3 ns in these waveforms at the nodes representing the output IDT’s. The 

substrate is anisotropic and hence the displacement profiles along the different directions independent of 

each other. The maximum time shift occurs in the surface normal displacement component (Uz) which is 

the closest to the Rayleigh mode.  
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Figure 7-2. Voltage and surface normal displacement (Uz) profile at the output IDT, with and 
without hydrogen absorbed.  
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Figure 7-2: Continued 

 
Also, the sorption of H2 results in wave attenuation of the voltage and displacement waveforms. The least 

attenuation and time delay is experienced in the x-direction which represents the shear horizontal 

component (Fig. 7-3 (a)) of the generated wave. A 3D representation of the wave propagation in the YZ 

substrate is shown in Fig. 7-1. The input and the output IDT’s are placed on the right and left side of the 

substrate. The wave travels from the input IDT to the output. The generated wave also travels outside the 

aperture of the IDT along the x-axis thereby dispersing part of the energy in the shear horizontal direction. 
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Figure 7-3. Displacement along the x (shear horizontal) and y-direction at the output IDT with and 
without hydrogen absorbed. 
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Figure 7-4. Frequency response of the SAW device with and without absorbed hydrogen. 
 
 
Fig. 7-4 shows the frequency response at the output IDT. The sorption of hydrogen results in approximately 

1.8 dB insertion loss for a ~100 MHz device. This result is comparable to typically observed experimental 

values.  

 

7.7 Limitations of finite element simulations 

A fine mesh generation is required for accurate modeling of a SAW gas sensor. The incorporation of a 

nanomaterial sensing layer would result in significant differences in the length scales of substrate and 

sensing layer, thereby requiring much higher node densities. Also, the simulations are time consuming.  

Simulation time will increase with increasing mesh size. Another major setback arises from acoustic wave 

reflection from the edges if the simulations are carried out for sufficiently longer times. One of the ways to 

overcome this limitation would be employment of damping elements at the ends of the substrate. While 

longer simulation times are necessary to attain a stable state, too long a simulation time results in wave 

reflections causing instabilities to set in. A simulation time of 100 ns was found to be optimum for the 

substrate dimensions considered in the present study.    
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7.8 Conclusions 

3-D finite element models of SAW sensor with and without a sensing layer were developed to gain insights 

into the mechanism of sensor response. The gas absorption was modeled by changing the material 

properties of the sensing layer. Changes in the Young’s modulus of elasticity and density of the palladium 

film were introduced into the simulations. Displacement and voltage profiles were calculated at the output 

nodes of the receiving IDTs. The finite element model reveals that the Rayleigh mode (z-direction 

displacement) is the most suitable for gas sensing. A time shift of approximately 3 ns and an insertion loss 

of 1.8 dB were observed when the gas sensor with thin Pd film was exposed to 3% H2. The finite element 

modeling and simulation provides a powerful means to study surface acoustic wave propagation 

characteristics. 

 

7.9 Nomenclature 

T – Vector of mechanical stresses 

S – Vector of mechanical strains 

E – Vector of electric field 
 
D – Vector of dielectric displacement 
 
cE – Mechanical stiffness matrix for constant electric field E. 
 
εs– Permittivity matrix for constant mechanical strain 
 
e – Piezoelectric matrix 
 
φ –Electric potential function 

 
u - Displacement 

 
ρ – Substrate density 

 
t – Time 
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Chapter Eight 

Applications in Biosensing: Elimination of Biofouling  

8.1 Abstract for chapter eight 

All transducer devices used in biological species detection suffer from fouling resulting from the binding of 

non-specific protein molecules to the device surface. Acoustic streaming phenomenon, which results from 

the fluid motion induced by high intensity sound waves, can be used to remove these non-specifically 

bound proteins to allow more accurate determinations and reuse of these devices. In this paper, we present 

a computational and experimental study of the acoustic streaming phenomenon induced by surface acoustic 

waves (SAWs). 

 

A coupled field fluid-structure interaction (FSI) model was developed to study surface acoustic wave 

interaction with fluid loading. Specifically, finite element models of a SAW device based on a micron sized 

piezoelectric substrate (YZ-LiNbO3) in contact with a liquid loading were developed and solved to gain 

insights into the acoustic streaming phenomenon in SAW devices. The interdigitated transducer (IDT) 

fingers on the LiNBO3 surface were modeled as mass-less conductors and used to simulate MHz frequency 

devices. Fluid domain was modeled using the Navier Stokes’ equation; the arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian 

approach was employed to handle the mesh distortions arising from the motion of the solid substrate. The 

fluid was modeled as incompressible, viscous, and Newtonian. The fluid-solid coupling was established by 

maintaining stress and displacement continuity at the fluid-structure interface. The fluid mesh was 

continuously updated as the piezoelectric substrate undergoes deformation. A transient analysis was carried 

out by applying a time varying voltage to the transmitter IDT fingers.  Simulation results predict strong 

coupling of ultrasonic surface waves on the piezoelectric substrate with the thin liquid layer causing wave 

mode conversion from Rayleigh to leaky SAW which leads to acoustic streaming. 
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The above models were utilized to investigate methods for increasing induced acoustic streaming velocity 

while minimizing the effect on the antibody sensing layer in immuno-sensors. The transient solutions 

generated from the model were utilized to predict trends in acoustic streaming velocity for varying design 

parameters such as voltage intensity, device frequency, fluid viscosity and density. The extent of SAW 

induced streaming was found to be influenced by the device operating conditions as well as fluid 

properties. These results agree well with the analytical solution formulated in this study, on the basis of 

successive approximation method applied to Navier Stokes equation (Nyborg’s theory) and perturbational 

techniques such as the Campbell-Jones method. Additionally, the model predictions were utilized to 

compute the various interaction forces involved and thereby identify the possible mechanisms for removal 

of non-specifically bound proteins. The streaming velocity fields computed using the finite element models 

in conjunction with the proposed mechanism were used to identify the conditions leading to improved 

removal efficiency.  Predictions of the model are in good agreement with the experimentally observed 

trends of non-specific protein removal in typical SAW biosensing operation.  

 

8.2 Biosensing 

Fluid motion induced from high intensity sound waves is called acoustic streaming235. Surface acoustic 

waves propagating on the surface of a piezoelectric device can be used to induce acoustic streaming within 

the fluid236-238. The streaming phenomenon finds applications in various processes ranging from micro-

mixing239-241, surface reactions242, sonic cleaning243 to biological detection244 amongst several others245-247.   

 

SAW and other transducer devices used in biological species detection suffer from fouling that results from 

binding of non-specific protein molecules248-250 to the device surface. The acoustic streaming phenomenon 

can be used to remove these non-specifically bound proteins to allow more accurate determinations and 

reuse of these devices251. The generated sound fields cause tangential fluid motion along the inter-phase 

boundaries. These motions exert steady viscous stress on the boundary layer leading to liquid circulation 

near the boundaries. Although these stresses are not large, they are still significant enough to remove 

loosely bound material on the surface of the device. Understanding the fluid dynamics in such a system is 
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useful for efficient removal of non-specifically bound proteins252. Towards this end, we focus on how 

acoustic streaming transforms into a velocity field profile near the interface region of the piezoelectric 

substrate and the fluid loading. 

Surface acoustic waves are generated by the application of an alternating voltage signal to interdigital 

transducers  patterned on a piezoelectric substrate253-255. The IDT geometry dictates the wavelength of the 

excited wave. The amplitudes of the SAWs depend on the applied voltage input, and are typically in the 

nanometer range. SAWs such as Rayleigh waves have a displacement component normal to the 

propagation direction. When in contact with a liquid, they tend to couple strongly with the liquid and leak 

ultrasonic power into the fluid in the form of acoustic waves called leaky SAWs. The leaky SAWs decay 

exponentially with distance from the source. The SAW interaction creates a net pressure gradient in the 

direction of sound propagation in the fluid which leads to an internal, acoustically induced streaming 

phenomenon. Experimentally, the resulting flow profiles can be captured using various techniques. Flow 

visualization employing a dye solution and a fluorescence video microscope has been utilized by Kondoh 

and Shiokawa236,245,256,257. On the other hand, Guttenberg et al. used fluorescent correlation microscopy 

(FCS) where movement of fluorescent particles are evaluated at the focal point of a confocal microscope 

using time autocorrelation of the intensity fluctuations237. A velocity map can be generated by successive 

measurements at different positions inside the fluidic device. 

Computational techniques such as finite element (FE) present an alternative to the experiments and can be 

used for more precise calculation of the flow field and velocity. Most of the previous theoretical 

investigations were based on methods such as that of Campbell-Jones, which involves obtaining numerical 

solutions to the complex characteristic equations for leaky wave velocity or perturbational techniques, 

which treats leaky wave as a first-order perturbation on the non-leaky wave associated with surface-wave 

propagation, when the mechanical properties of the fluid are neglected. These techniques include many 

simplifying approximations222,223,258-262 and are typically used to study acoustic streaming in simplified 

geometries. FE models developed so far have been mostly limited to solving for the fluid domain where the 

solid motion is superimposed as a boundary condition.240,258  To capture the dynamics of fluid-solid 
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interaction, the equations of motion for the fluid elements must be solved in conjunction with the acousto-

electric equations for the motion of the solid. FE models involving coupling of fluid and solid domains 

have been constructed using acoustic elements for modeling the fluid region. However, these models solve 

only the simplified Navier-Stokes equation for the pressure field in the fluid and ignore viscous 

dissipation.263 Uniform mean density and mean pressures are assumed, with the pressure solution being the 

deviation from the mean pressure, not the absolute pressure. The application of these models is limited to 

the study of wave damping. 

A coupled field analysis is required to analyze the interactions between the solid motion and the induced 

fluid flow. In the present case, the problem of interest requires us to model fluid motion which can be 

accomplished using fluid elements which solves the generalized Navier-Stokes equation. To the best of our 

knowledge, no FE model involving coupled field analysis of fluid-piezoelectric solid devices has been 

presented in the literature so far. In the present work, FE models involving fluid-piezoelectric interaction 

are developed to study flow profiles in the interface region of a SAW biosensor device. The coupled field 

models are utilized to investigate methods for increasing induced acoustic streaming velocity while 

minimizing the effect on the antibody sensing layer in immuno-SAW sensors. Parameters studied in this 

model include voltage intensity, frequency, fluid density, and viscosity. The transient solutions generated 

from the model are used to predict trends in acoustic streaming velocity. Comparisons of model predicted 

trends with experimental data on the removal of non-specifically bound proteins from the sensing layers are 

also presented. 

 

8.3 Computational details 

The sequential coupling algorithm in ANSYS264 was utilized to simulate the fluid-structure interactions. In 

this iterative coupling procedure, each domain (solid piezoelectric and fluid) is solved sequentially and the 

governing matrix equations for the two are solved separately. The solver iterates between each physics field 

(piezoelectric and fluid) until loads transferred across the interfaces converge. The nonlinear transient fluid-

solid interaction analysis involves the following set of equations: 

8.3.1 Solid domain 
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The propagation of acoustic waves in piezoelectric materials is governed by the mechanical equations of 

motion and Maxwell’s equations for electrical behavior253,265. The constitutive equations of piezoelectric 

media in linear range coupling the two are given by: 

k
t
kijkl
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ijklij EeScT −=          (8.1) 

k
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ikklikli ESeD ε+=          (8.2) 

In the above equations, Tij represent the components of stress, E
ijklc the elastic constant for constant electric 

field, Skl the strain, Ek the electric field intensity, Di the electric displacement, t
kije the piezoelectric 

constant, and S
ikε the permittivity for constant strain. The acoustic wave propagation velocity is five orders 

of magnitude smaller than that of electromagnetic waves. Therefore, the quasistatic assumptions help 

reduce Maxwell’s equation to 
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The equation of motion in the absence of internal body forces is given as 
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where ρ is the density and ui represent the components of displacement. Substituting and rearranging the 

above set of equations leads to a system of four coupled wave equations for the electric potential and the 

three component of displacement in piezoelectric materials which are solved for the piezoelectric substrate 

or the solid domain:   
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These coupled wave equations can be discretized and solved for generating displacement profiles and 

voltages at each element/node. The piezoelectric material displacements obtained from the above equations 

are applied to the fluid domain at each time step. 

 

8.3.2 Fluid domain 

Fluid is modeled as an incompressible, viscous, Newtonian fluid using the Navier-Stokes and continuity 

equation in the Eulerian frame of reference given below: 

02 =⋅∇−∇+∇⋅+
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0=⋅∇ fv            (8.8) 

Here, vf, P, ρ and η denote the fluid velocity, pressure, density, and viscosity, respectively. D is the rate of 

deformation tensor given by 

( )t
ff vvD )(

2

1 ∇+∇=           (8.9) 

 

8.3.3 Fluid-solid interaction 

Discretization of the fluid and solid regions in the finite element domain requires the use of either the 

Lagrangian or Eulerian frame of reference. The equation of motion for the structural phase (piezoelectric 

substrate) is described by Lagrangian frame. The fluid domain can be described by either the Lagrangian or 

Eulerian frame of reference. In the former, the mesh embedded in the fluid domain moves with the velocity 

of the fluid while in the latter, the mesh, through which the fluid moves, is fixed.  A purely Lagrangian 
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frame is incapable of dealing with strong distortions of the fluid mesh. A purely Eulerian frame for the fluid 

domain introduces complexity in fluid-solid coupling. Therefore, mixed Lagrangian-Eulerian or Arbitrary 

Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) methods are used for kinematical description of the fluid domain. The theory 

for ALE has been developed by Hughes et al. for viscous, incompressible flows.266 In ALE, the Lagrangian 

description is used for ‘almost contained’ flows and Eulerian description is used for regions where the 

mesh would be highly distorted if required to follow fluid motion. In the ALE framework, the fluid 

equation of motion can be written as267: 

02)( =⋅∇−∇+∇⋅−+
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where w is the grid velocity such that 0≠≠ fvw . 

To account for the fluid-solid interaction, an interface is defined across which displacements are transferred 

from solid to fluid and pressure from fluid to solid. The fluid mesh is continuously updated as the 

piezoelectric substrate undergoes deformation. The coupling conditions for the interface between the fluid 

and the solid region are the kinematics and equilibrium condition. The kinematic equation is the no-slip 

condition, i.e. the continuity of velocity: 

t

u
vv sf ∂
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and the equilibrium condition is the interface continuity in tractions replaced by continuity of stresses: 

0=+ f
j

f
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S
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S
ij nn σσ          (8.12) 

where S
jn is the outward normal to the solid at the solid-liquid interface in the deformed configuration, so 

that f
j

S
j nn −= (indices i and j define directions of components according to axes of the applied 2-D 

coordinate system). The above equations are represented in terms of partial differential equations which are 

discretized using the finite element technique268,269  
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8.4 Model parameters 

A fluid-solid interaction model of acoustic streaming phenomenon using finite element technique is 

presented in this work. Rayleigh wave propagation on a SAW device represents a plane wave problem.257 

Hence, 2-D FE models of SAW device based on YZ-LiNbO3 with a liquid loading were developed.  

 

8.4.1 Solid domain 

A micron-sized piezoelectric substrate with dimensions (800µm propagation length x 500µm depth) was 

simulated to gain insights into the acoustic streaming in SAW devices. Three IDT finger pairs for the input 

port were defined at the surface of Y-cut, Z-propagating LiNbO3 substrate. The fingers were defined with 

periodicity of 34.87 µm. 8-node quadrilateral coupled field solid elements were used to model the solid 

piezoelectric domain. The IDT fingers were modeled as mass-less conductors and represented by a set of 

nodes coupled by voltage degrees of freedom (DOF). A total of approx. 80,000 elements (more than 

100,000 nodes) were generated. The model was created to ensure higher node density at the surface and 

throughout the middle of the device to study the different modes of surface acoustic waves and the use of 8-

node coupled field (solid) elements with 3 DOF ensured the same. Two DOF's provided the displacements 

in the longitudinal (x), and the normal (y) directions and a third for the voltage.  

 

8.4.2 Fluid domain 

4-node quadrilateral fluid elements were used to model the transient system involving fluid region. The 

fluid properties of water were used in the simulations. The velocities are obtained from the conservation of 

momentum principle, and the pressure is obtained from the mass conservation principle. The fluid region 

with dimensions (800µm length x 100µm height) was modeled as an infinite reservoir by applying pressure 

P=0 on the upper fluid surface in Fig. 8-1. The standard k-ε model is used to study flow in the turbulent 

regime.   
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      (a)  

 

    (b) 

Figure 8-1. (a) Finite element model of liquid loading on a SAW device. Fluid domain is shown in 
green and the solid piezoelectric domain is shown in purple. The IDT fingers (not shown) are located 
at the center of the device on the fluid-piezoelectric interface (b) Applied input voltage profile for a 
100 MHz SAW device. 
 
8.4.3 Structure excitation 

The center frequency of SAW devices simulated in this work is in the range of MHz. Hence, the structure 

was simulated for a total of 100 nanoseconds (ns), with a time step of 0.5 ns. The excitation of the 

piezoelectric solid was provided by applying an AC voltage (with varying peak values and frequency of 

100 MHz) on the transmitter IDT fingers as shown in Fig. 8-1 (b).  
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8.5 Results 

The following sections discuss the wave mode conversions that results from the imposed fluid loading as 

well as the flow profiles of the induced fluid motion. The effect of various design parameters on the 

streaming velocity profiles is also presented. 

 

8.5.1 Rayleigh wave mode conversion  

When the surface acoustic wave propagation surface comes in contact with a liquid medium, mode 

conversion from Rayleigh to leaky SAWs occurs. These leaky SAWs propagate along the boundary and 

excite longitudinal waves into the fluid at Rayleigh angle (θ) given by260,261: 









= −

R

w

v

v
Sin 1θ  

vw and vR are the wave velocities in the liquid and piezoelectric medium. This ultrasonic radiation 

mechanism is shown in Fig. 8-2.  

 

 

Figure 8-2. Ultrasonic radiation into the fluid medium. 
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Figure 8-3. Displacement profile along the film thickness induced as a result of leakage of ultrasonic 
SAW power into the fluid. The exponential decay with distance from the source is similar to that of 
leaky SAW. The applied voltage was 0.1 V for a SAW device operating at 100 MHz.   

   

 

Figure 8-4. Contours showing particle displacement profile (microns) in fluid region for an applied 
AC peak voltage of 1 V. The wave decays with distance from the IDT fingers located at the center of 
the device. The displacements in the solid have been suppressed for clarity. 

 

The generated longitudinal sound waves in the fluid medium are attenuated by the viscosity along their 

transmission through the medium. The displacement profile along the fluid film thickness for an applied 

voltage of 0.1 V is shown in Fig. 8-3.  It can be seen that the mode conversion from Rayleigh to leaky 

SAW leads to an exponential decay in the fluid. The extent of the decay is dictated by the applied input 

voltage as well as the viscous dissipation encountered by the longitudinal wave in the fluid medium. The 
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leaky surface wave also decays along the propagation length as shown by the displacement contours in Fig. 

8-4. 

 

8.5.2 Structural motion 

The application of AC voltage on the IDT fingers located at the surface of the piezoelectric substrate results 

in mechanical deformations which causes acoustic wave propagation through the solid medium. The 

displacement waveforms along the depth of the piezoelectric substrate at two different locations along the 

SAW delay path are shown in Fig. 8-5. As can be seen from the depth profiles, most of the acoustic energy 

is confined to within a depth of 1-1.5 wavelengths into the substrate. As the acoustic wave propagates along 

the delay path, dissipation of acoustic energy occurs due to Rayleigh mode conversion into leaky SAW. As 

a result, the solid displacement is dampened with distance along the delay path. The displacement 

amplitudes of surface particles located at 10 micron distance from the IDT’s is approx. 30 Å and reduces to 

5 Å at 60 microns along the delay path for an applied input voltage of 1 V for a SAW device operating at 

100 MHz. 
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   (a) 

Figure 8-5. Normalized displacement profiles along the depth of the piezoelectric substrate. (a) and 
(b) represent the displacement profiles at two different locations (10 and 60 microns, respectively) 
along the SAW delay path. 
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    (b) 

Figure 8-5: Continued 
 
 
8.5.3 Fluid motion 

As brought out in the earlier sections, the mode conversion from Rayleigh to leaky SAW results in 

longitudinal wave propagation into the fluid medium. If the intensity of the longitudinal waves propagating 

through the fluid is high enough, then the attenuation results in a net pressure gradient along the 

propagation direction of the wave. The induced gradient causes a flow in the fluid. This conversion of 

attenuated sound wave into a steady flow represents a nonlinear effect termed as acoustic streaming. The 

streaming effect that results from mode conversion is much stronger than that induced from a spatially 

constant amplitude plane wave.236 

 

The fluid motion induced by the IDTs at a time instant (i.e. t=5 ns) is shown in Fig. 8-6. The fluid is 

expelled by the transducers to the top and flows back to the IDT regions from the bottom and top. 

Depending on the extent of the viscous damping, the flow velocity decays rapidly with distance from the 

IDT.  
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    (a)  

 

     (b) 

Figure 8-6. (a) Displacement of IDT fingers as indicated by arrows (b) Velocity vector plot at a given 
time instant (t=5ns)  showing fluid recirculation over the IDT region shown in (a). The observed 
velocities are in µm/s. 

 

It can be seen that the induced velocities are typically in microns/sec. The maximum velocity occurs at the 

layer closest to the piezoelectric surface. The recirculation patterns resulting from the wave motion gives 

rise to eddy formation. With increasing time, these eddies rise through the fluid and break into smaller 

ones, thereby dissipating their energy while new ones are created at the interface. Thus, the generated 

sound fields cause tangential motion along the inter-phase boundaries. These motions exert steady viscous 

1.25λ 
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stress on boundaries where the circulation occurs as shown in Fig. 8-6. Although these stresses are not 

large, they are still significant enough to remove loosely bound material on the surface of the device. Our 

simulation results indicate that the extent of recirculation decreases with increasing distance from the IDTs.  

It can therefore be seen from Fig. 8-7 that the generated shear stresses at the device surface also decay 

rapidly with distance from the IDT fingers. Optimization of design parameters such as fluid density, 

viscosity and applied voltage amplitude and frequency which could help generate sufficient shear stresses 

along the entire delay path (typically 100λ) thereby facilitating removal of nonspecifically bound proteins.  

The subsequent sections discuss the effect of some of the above mentioned parameters on the induced 

streaming velocity. 

 

 

Figure 8-7. Shear stresses (MPa) generated as a result of the recirculation at the surface of the SAW 
device. The applied input voltage was 0.1 V and the fluid viscosity was 10 cP. 

 

A series of simulations were performed to observe the effect of changing voltage intensity, excitation 

frequency, and fluid properties such as viscosity and density on the streaming velocity and its patterns. It is 

observed that the flow patterns described above are not influenced by the simulation conditions, but the 

magnitude of the acoustic streaming velocity is strongly influenced. Therefore, for the following analyses, 

only the variations of the streaming velocity magnitude along vortex centers located at various positions 

along the delay path are compared and discussed in the subsequent sections.  

 

8.5.4 Acoustic streaming theory 

The governing equations for acoustic streaming were derived by Nyborg (1958)235 and are given by: 

Fpv =∇−∇ 22
2µ ,         (8.13) 

λ/4 
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11110 .. vvvvF ∇+∇= ρ         (8.14) 

In the above equations, µ is shear viscosity, ρ0 is the constant equilibrium density, v1 is the oscillatory 

particle velocity, v2 is the acoustic streaming velocity, p2 is the steady state “dc” pressure, F is the nonlinear 

driving force term, and the angular brackets denote the time average over sufficiently large number of 

cycles.270,271 

 

The leaky SAW propagates along the boundary and excites longitudinal wave into the liquid. The 

propagation constant (kL) for leaky SAW is a complex number, with the imaginary part accounting for the 

extent of energy dissipation into the fluid medium. The particle displacements in the normal (ux) and 

tangential (uz) direction in the liquid can be put in the following form: 

)exp()exp().exp( zkxjktjAu LLx αω −−=       (8.15) 

)exp()exp().exp( zkxjktjjAu LLz αωα −−−= , where  2)/(1 wL vv−=α   (8.16) 

A refers to the amplitude of SAW displacement, ω=2πf is the angular frequency; vL and vw represent the 

leaky and longitudinal wave velocities, respectively. The wave number (kL) and velocity (vL) of the leaky 

SAW can be computed by extending the method of Campbell-Jones to solid-liquid structures assuming 

displacement and stress continuity at the interface.222,223 The oscillatory particle velocity v1 can be found 

using
t

u
v

∂
∂= .  The first order velocity comprises of two terms. The first varies with z as exp (-αz) and 

represents the mass loading response of the fluid.238,272,273 The second term (ignored in the solution) varies 

with z as exp (-(1+j) βz), where β = ω/√2ν, and represents the viscous response of the fluid. For the case 

of water loading at typical operational frequency of 100 MHz, 1/ β which represents the viscous boundary 

layer was found to be less than 0.02 microns. Hence βz>>1 and the second term can be ignored. 

Substituting the first order velocity into Eq. (8.14), we obtain the following components of force F: 

)(2exp)1( 1
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10 zkxkkAF iiix αωαρ ++−=       (8.17) 

)(2exp)1( 11
222

10 zkxkkAF iiiz ααωαρ ++−=      (8.18) 
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where, α=jα1, kL=kr+jki   The force calculated above acts as a body force near the SAW-fluid interface. The 

decaying exponential factors in v1 limit the extent of force into the fluid. This force which varies as the 

square of the first order velocity, in turn produces the second-order velocity v2   Substitution of the above 

Eq. (8.17) and (8.18) into (8.13) would allow for predicting the acoustic streaming velocity induced as a 

result of SAW streaming. The leaky SAW velocities, wave numbers, attenuation factors as well as the 

SAW streaming force calculated based on the above formulation for two different crystal orientations are 

summarized in Table 8-1. 

 
Table 8-1. Leaky SAW velocity and streaming force calculated using Nyborg streaming equations 
with parameters derived from the Campbell-Jones method. SAW streaming force is calculated at 
x=y=0 for a 100 MHz device frequency and applied input voltage of 1 V. 
 
 

Crystal Orientation 

Rayleigh wave 

velocity (m/s) 

Water loaded 

leaky SAW 

velocity 

Leaky SAW 

wave-number 

Attenuation 

coefficient 

SAW 

streaming 

force (N/m2) 

128° Y-X LiNbO3 3994 3931+j68.1 2768 2.47 3.22 x 107 

Y-Z LiNbO3 3487 3194+j268.3 16409 1.92 4.05 x 108 

 

The first order streaming velocity can be used to calculate the second order streaming velocity. Longuet-

Higgins have given the general expression for calculating the limiting value of the second order streaming 

velocity (v2) from the solution of the first order velocity274, 

)]1)2)(exp(1(3)))1(exp(1(8[
4

*

−−+++−−
∂

∂−
= zjzj

x

vjv
U mm ββ

ω
   (8.19) 

In the above equation, only the real part is of physical significance. U represents the tangential streaming 

velocity just outside the viscous boundary layer. vm is equal to v1x - v0, where v1x is the x-directed first 

order velocity and v0 is the x-directed boundary condition on the first order velocity field at the SAW 

interface. For βz>>1, the amplitude of the second order velocity obtained by substituting Eq. (8.18) into 

Eq. (8.19) is given by 
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ikAU ωα 2

4

5≈           (8.20) 

The streaming velocity calculated above depends primarily on the wave amplitude and the excitation 

frequency. The viscous effects have been neglected and the density effects are implicitly accounted for 

through the leaky wave number ki. 

 

8.5.5 Streaming velocity 

The finite element model of SAW streaming presented here is utilized for determining steady state 

streaming velocity profiles associated with a given transducer geometry and input acoustic pulse. The 

velocity v calculated from Eq. (8.7) and (8.8) contain harmonically varying terms and a “dc” term. The 

latter induces acoustic streaming. When averaged over a relatively longer time, the effect of the 

harmonically varying terms disappears and only the contributions from the dc part appear in the solution. 

The acoustic streaming velocity ( iav , , i=x, y, and z) is therefore obtained by averaging v over a time period 

as follows: 

∫=
T

iia dtv
T

v
0

,

1
, i=x, y and z 

where T is the time period of the wave propagation.  

 

The time averaging was applied during the various vibration cycles (for e.g. 5th cycle comprises of 

simulation steps #81 and #100 and gives the streaming velocity values for t=40-50 ns). The streaming 

velocities calculated based on the time averaging during 100-120th (t=50-60 ns) and at higher intervals do 

not differ significantly from the values computed at t=40-50 ns. Hence, the average streaming velocities 

were assumed to be cycle independent by this time (t=40 ns). The maximum streaming velocity value is 

found to be approximately 0.220 mm/s while the maximum instantaneous velocities reach 20 mm/s in the 

regions close to the IDT’s for applied voltages up to 1 V and excitation frequencies up to 100 MHz. 

Experimentally, the observed streaming velocities are also much smaller than 20 mm/s for the loading 
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conditions simulated in the present work and, hence for a fluid film thickness of 100 microns, the flow is 

characterized by Reynolds number smaller than 1. Hence the flow is completely laminar. 

 

8.5.5.1 Effect of voltage intensity 

The effect of varying input voltage intensity on the time averaged streaming velocities is shown in Fig. 8-8. 

The components of acoustic streaming velocities tangential and normal to the SAW device substrate along 

a fictitious vertical line passing through the device center are shown in Fig. 8-8. The fluid velocities are 

thus obtained at different positions along the fluid film thickness normal to the piezoelectric substrate.   
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Figure 8-8. Simulated normal (solid lines) and tangential (dashed lines) streaming velocity profiles 
along the thickness of the fluid film. The applied input voltage shown here varies from 1 mV to 1 V. 
The streaming velocity profiles indicate reversal in flow direction and confirm the recirculation 
pattern observed in Fig. 8-6 (b). 

 

The velocity profiles shown in Fig. 8-8 are indicative of reversal in flow direction at regions close to the 

SAW surface and at the center of the fluid region, thereby confirming fluid circulation patterns shown in 

Fig. 8-6 (b). At very short distances (<15 microns) close to the SAW surface, the tangential and normal 
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velocity components attain a maximum before undergoing a flow reversal. This corresponds to approx. 48 

and 220 µm/s in the normal and tangential directions for the typical applied input voltage of 1 V.  The 

predicted streaming patterns are in good agreement with the experimental observations of Guttenberg et 

al.237  

 

The tangential component of velocity has a larger magnitude than the normal for all the input voltages (Fig. 

8-8). The maximum tangential flow velocity varies approximately from 0.5 µm/s to 50 cm/s, for the range 

of 0.001 to 100 V of input voltages. The velocities decrease rapidly with increasing distance from the IDT 

region as can be seen in the contour plot presented in Fig. 8-4. As the distance increases along the 

propagation direction, the extent of induced fluid motion and consequently the fluid velocity decrease. 

Most of the fluid motion is confined to within the first few layers (approx. 40 microns), especially for 

higher applied voltages. The extent of damping is dictated by the shear viscosity of the fluid as well as the 

applied wave frequency. The streaming patterns near the device substrate are directly influenced by the 

motion of the piezoelectric substrate, whereas those further along the fluid film are induced by streaming 

flows from the lower surface. It can be observed that the liquid flow is attenuated in the process of inducing 

streaming motions near the top liquid surface (> 80 microns). As a result, the larger streaming velocities are 

observed at regions near the surface of the substrate (i.e. < 20 microns). The simulated data at any 

particular fluid location can be fitted to a quadratic relationship of the velocity on the applied voltage.  

 

The variation of SAW amplitude and the maximum streaming velocity with applied input voltage are 

shown in Fig. 8-9 (a) and (b), respectively. The maximum streaming velocity is taken at regions close to the 

SAW surface, before the fluid undergoes a reversal in flow direction. An increase in the applied input 

voltage results in a near linear increase in the amplitude of SAW motion for applied voltages higher than 

0.1 V as shown in Fig. 8-9 (a). As a result, the induced streaming velocities which typically vary as square 

of the SAW displacement amplitudes (Eq. 4.8) show a near quadratic behavior for input voltages higher 

than 0.1 V.240 The simulated maximum streaming velocity shown in Fig. 8-9 (b) agrees fairly well with the 

analytical solution formulated based on Nyborg’s theory, at these higher applied voltages. At low voltages 
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(≤ 0.1 V), the analytical solution slightly deviates from the simulated streaming velocities which could be 

attributed to the various approximations involved in deriving the streaming equations (section IV).  
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Figure 8-9. Variation of (a) SAW amplitude (b) Maximum streaming velocity with applied voltage. 
The simulated maximum streaming velocity varies quadratically for applied input voltages greater 
than 0.1 V and linearly for lower applied voltages. 
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8.5.5.2 Effect of input excitation frequency 

The effect of the excitation frequency on the acoustic streaming velocity is presented in this section. 

Smallest attenuation in SAW devices is attained when the input excitation frequency matches the device 

frequency. SAW device operational frequency is given by v/4f, where v is the velocity of the acoustic 

wave in YZ LiNbO3 and f is the finger spacing. The spacing between electrodes was modified to simulate 

SAW devices operating in different frequency range. Various input excitation frequencies with 1V peak 

amplitude and matching the device frequency were applied. The streaming velocities along the fluid film 

thickness obtained at distance 2.5 λ (where λ is the wavelength) along the delay path for input excitation 

frequencies of 100, 50, 10, and 1 MHz are shown in Fig. 8-10.  
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Figure 8-10. Effect of SAW device frequency on (a) tangential and (b) normal streaming velocities. 
The applied input voltage frequency was varied from 100 MHz to 0.1 MHz.  
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Figure 8-10: Continued 

 

It is observed that the simulated streaming velocities increase with the device excitation frequency. We find 

that the tangential and normal components of the time averaged streaming velocities near the SAW surface 

vary from approx. 220 and 48 µm/s, respectively for a 100 MHz device to approx. 2.5 and 0.40 µm/s for a 

100 KHz device with an applied peak voltage of 1 V. The simulated streaming velocities obtained in the 

µm/s range for devices operating in the MHz frequencies are in quantitative agreement with the 

experimental observations available in literature for streaming flows induced by SAW devices.236,262,272 

These experiments involved flow visualization of tracer particles, with their motion recorded using a high 

speed video (shutter speed, 1/500 second) and Ar ion laser light sheet. Subsequent image processing of 

tracer particle movements between the pictures was used to deduce the induced streaming velocities.  

 

As the frequency of the surface acoustic wave device increases, it would lead to an increase in the 

irrotational velocity. This in turn results in an increase in the acoustic streaming velocity which is 

proportional to the square of the irrotational velocity235. As shown in Eq. (4.8), the streaming velocity 

depends on the input excitation frequency as well as the leaky SAW wavenumber which itself is a (linear) 

function of the SAW frequency. The tangential and normal velocity profiles are therefore expected to vary 
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as square of the excitation frequency. However, the simulated streaming velocities in Fig. 8-10 show a near 

linear variation with the input excitation frequency. As brought out in Eq. (4.8), the acoustic streaming 

velocity is also proportional to the square of the amplitude of SAW displacement. The simulated SAW 

amplitudes tend to increase with decreasing device frequency as shown in Table 8-2. This has also been 

observed in the experimental studies of Sano et al.236,275 Therefore, the increase in SAW amplitude 

somewhat offsets the corresponding decrease in the device frequency. As a result, the simulated and 

analytical SAW streaming velocities shown in Fig. 8-10 exhibit a near linear variation. It is interesting to 

note that the streaming velocities predicted analytically using Nyborg’s theory are smaller than those from 

simulation. The analytical solution neglects the viscous effects and does not include attenuation of the flow, 

resulting in uniform streaming velocities across the fluid thickness. 

Table 8-2. Variation of simulated SAW amplitudes for different device frequencies and input voltage 
of 1 V. 

 
SAW device  

frequency (MHz) 

SAW amplitude (nm) 

100 2.15 

50 3.45 

10 6.84 

1 10.53 

 

The normal component of the velocity is significantly lower than the tangential for the range of device 

frequencies simulated in this work. This indicates that the surface normal component of the force exerted 

by the SAW is smaller than the tangential. Therefore, the lift-off forces would be smaller than the drag 

forces generated by acoustic streaming. This SAW streaming induced drag force results in the advection of 

particles along the surfaces and appears to be an important step in the mechanism of particle removal using 

surface acoustic waves. The details of the various interaction forces involved and their influence on the 

particle removal mechanism is discussed in a subsequent section.  
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8.5.5.3 Effect of fluid properties (viscosity and density) 

To investigate the effect of fluid properties such as dynamic viscosity and density on the streaming velocity 

profiles, the FSI simulations were carried out under constant input conditions with only the fluid properties 

being varied. The effect of viscosity was investigated by simulating fluid loading with 1 cP and 10 cP 

viscosities, respectively. Amongst the various applied input voltages simulated in this study, the input 

voltage of 100 V represents conditions of maximum induced streaming velocities and hence the effect of 

fluid viscosity is discussed at this applied input voltage. The results presented here represent the upper 

bound on the streaming velocity variations under varying fluid viscosities. For lower applied input voltages 

(<1 V), we find that the variation in the magnitude of the streaming velocities with fluid viscosity is not 

very significant at the MHz device frequencies. 

 

The streaming velocities obtained for the two simulations at different locations along the SAW delay path 

are shown in Fig. 8-11. It can be seen that at the MHz frequencies, fluid viscosity variations have a 

significant effect on the streaming velocities, especially near the IDT region. As the wave propagates along 

the delay path, it undergoes significant attenuation as is evident from the reduction in the magnitude of the 

streaming velocity from approx. 50 to 15 cm/sec near the fluid-solid interface for a propagation distance of 

approx. 2λ in a fluid having 1 cP viscosity. The effect of viscosity can be seen more prominently at 

distances further away from the IDT region when the wave has lost considerable energy. For locations 

further along the delay path (4λ), the streaming velocities rapidly decay to much smaller values (maximum 

of approx. 2 cm/sec for 1 cP fluid along the fluid film thickness). The rapid decrease in the streaming 

velocities along the fluid film thickness is attributed to wave conversion into longitudinal mode (section 3). 

This decay length calculated from the instantaneous velocity at t=60 ns is approx. 40 microns at 10 micron 

delay and approx. 30 microns at 100 micron delay.   
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    (b) 

Figure 8-11. Streaming velocity profiles along the fluid film thickness for an input AC voltage of 100 
V at 100 MHz and two different fluid viscosities.  (a) and (b) represent two different locations on the 
SAW device delay path for two different fluid viscosity i.e. 1 and 10 cP, respectively.   

 

Fig. 8-12 demonstrates the relationship between the fluid viscosity and maximum streaming velocity as 

determined from our simulations. We find that an increase in the fluid viscosity leads to a decrease in the 
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streaming velocities. The decrease in the streaming velocities is attributed to the increased viscous losses. 

The more viscous the fluid, the lesser would be the SAW induced streaming force244 for a given power 

input and hence lower would be the extent of cleaning. This is in agreement with our experimental 

observations reported by Cular et al. in which a reduced removal of non-specifically bound proteins from 

the surface of a SAW biosensor device was reported for more viscous fluids276.  
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Figure 8-12. Variation in maximum streaming velocity for fluids of different viscosities.  The applied 
input voltage was 100 V and the SAW device frequency was 100 MHz. The higher the fluid viscosity, 
the larger would be the force required to induce the SAW streaming. 

 

Although viscosity variations in simulations at ultrasonic frequencies (typically in the kHz range) have not 

been performed, experimental findings243 indicate that at those frequencies the wave damping due to 

viscous dissipation would be higher. The viscous boundary layer involved in the acoustic streaming 

phenomenon is defined as δ=√2ν/ω, where δ is the thickness of the viscous boundary layer, ν is the 

kinematic viscosity and ω = 2πf is the angular frequency of the wave. For the range of viscosities employed 

in this study, the thickness of the viscous boundary layer would be tens of micrometers at ultrasonic 

frequencies. Inside the boundary layer, there is eddy formation resulting from the circular flow as the 

medium has to confirm to the no slip condition at the fluid-solid interface. The medium outside the 

boundary layer vibrates irrotationally in accordance with the sound field. Therefore, the extent of viscous 
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dissipation resulting from the vortex formation near the SAW-fluid interface would be higher at ultrasonic 

frequencies than under megasonic frequencies and fluid viscosity would have a critical role to play. 

 

The effect of density on the streaming phenomenon was evaluated by simulating fluids with properties 

similar to that of air (1 Kg/m3) and water (1000 Kg/m3). Although the viscosity of air (1.78x10-5 Kg/m.s) is 

significantly different from water (10-3 Kg/m.s), as brought out earlier, at the MHz frequencies the viscous 

effects are not significant. Hence the differences in the streaming profiles would result mainly from density 

difference between the two fluids. The simulation results for the two fluids for a SAW device operating at 

100 MHz is shown in Fig. 8-13. The bulk compressibility factor (β) which is equal to the square of the 

sonic velocities was also varied in the simulations under study. The sonic velocity for air and water were 

taken as 340 and 1480 m/s, respectively. By specifying pressure P=0 at the top surface, an infinite reservoir 

of fluid was modeled. 
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    (a)       

Figure 8-13. Streaming velocity profiles along the fluid film thickness for an input AC voltage of 
0.001 V at 100 MHz and two different fluid densities (a) Air (b) Water.  It can be seen that even at 
very low applied input voltages, significant differences in the streaming velocity profiles and 
magnitudes exist for the two simulated fluid densities. 
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Figure 8-13: Continued 

 

The streaming velocity profiles as well as contours for the two fluids are shown in Fig. 8-13 and 8-14. It 

can be seen that significant qualitative and quantitative differences exist between the velocity profiles for 

the two fluids. The extent of wave attenuation in case of air loading is much lower than that of water. 

Hence, the magnitude of streaming velocities obtained for air is an order of magnitude higher than for 

water loading. For lower density fluids such as air, the velocities closer to the substrate are much lower 

than those in the center of the fluid region. The maxima in SAW streaming velocity for both tangential (15 

µm/s) and normal (8 µm/s) components, occur at a distance of approx. 40 microns from the substrate. The 

increase in fluid density dampens the fluid motion. The magnitude of fluid motion close to the fluid 

interface is comparable to that away from the interface. These findings are in qualitative agreement with the 

experimental streaming velocity profiles, resulting from ultrasonic vibrations, obtained by Loh et al. using 

particle imaging velocimetry (PIV).277 
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       (a) 

 

 

  

     (b)  

Figure 8-14. Contours showing the transient velocity field at t=40ns for an input AC voltage of 0.001 
V at 100 MHz and two different fluid densities (a) Air (b) Water. 

 
 
8.6 Application to surface cleaning i.e. biofouling elimination  

Experimental results of the removal of non-specifically bound proteins using acoustic streaming induced by 

a SAW device are described in sub-section A.  These experimental observations demonstrate the concept of 

streaming induced removal of non-specifically bound proteins and confirm the findings of the FEM 

simulations that SAW induced acoustic streaming phenomenon is an excellent method for surface 

stimulation in liquid environments. In sub-section B, useful insights into the dominant mechanism 

responsible for efficient removal of non-specifically bound proteins are sought from the estimates of 

various forces predicted on the basis of the FEM generated streaming velocity fields.   
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8.6.1 Experimental use of acoustic streaming to clean surfaces 

A 108 MHz YZ LiNbO3 SAW device was fabricated and its surface was coated with an anti-body layer 

(anti-mouse IgG) in a 40 µm array pattern.  The pattern mask was removed and the non-anti-body coated 

regions were subsequently coated with Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) as a blocking agent.  An Alexa-488 

fluorescently labeled 20 µl sample of BSA in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) pH 7.4 was applied to the 

entire (anti-body regions and BSA blocked regions) microarray surface and allowed to incubate 

undisturbed for 1 hour.  After incubation excess Alexa-488 labeled BSA was removed with a thorough 5 ml 

of PBS rinsing.  The prepared device was placed in a microfluidic probing fixture, connected to the 

necessary equipment and placed on a fluorescent microscope for intensity measurements. Full details of the 

complete experimental study are presented elsewhere in Cular et al.276 

 

The percent intensity of regional area of the microarray was recorded as a function of RF power dose, as 

shown in Fig. 8-15.  During the acoustic streaming, a flow rate of 150 µl / min 18 MΩ cm water was 

maintained except when acquiring images.  Unwanted effects, such as photo bleaching, have been corrected 

for through the use of a control experiment that exposed an identical SAW device to all of the same 

conditions minus the acoustic streaming.  The sum total of these unwanted effects was less than 3% of the 

recorded signal. 

 

The first region in the data starts shortly after the acoustic streaming begins and ends at 1,600 mW sec.  

The 20% increase in intensity is thought to be from an increase in the number of light exposed fluorophores 

as shown by the greater distribution of Alexa-488 BSA in Fig. 8-15 (c) from the initial conditions, Fig. 8-15 

(b).  The second data region is a sharp decrease in intensity followed by a plateau (1,600 – 8,000 mW sec).  

This region has the largest decrease of intensity which correlates with the removal of the majority of 

loosely bound material.  The third region, in the graph, is a transition region that removes the more strongly 

bound proteins.  This is indicated from the scatter of the data in the dosage range of 8,000 to 12,000 mW 

sec.  The data overall shows a significant reduction of the non-specifically bound BSA as shown by the 

reduction of intensity across the microarray in Fig. 8-15 (d). 
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Figure 8-15. (a) Fluorescent intensity of Alexa-488 labeled BSA nonspecifically bound to the surface 
of a LiNbO3 biosensor that was exposed to acoustic streaming. (b) Initial (RF Power Dose = 0 mW 
sec) fluorescent image (pseudo-colored) of SAW device surface with illustration above.  (c) First 
region (RF Power Dose = 1,600 mW sec) fluorescent image (pseudo-colored) of SAW device surface 
shortly after turning on the acoustic streaming with illustration above.  (d) Non-specifically bound 
BSA fluorescent image (pseudo-colored) with illustration above of SAW device surface at end of 
experiment (RF Power Dose = 12,500 mW sec). 

 

8.6.2 Predicted mechanism of removal 

As mentioned in the previous section, SAW sensors used for detection of biological species suffer from 

fouling which results from binding of non-specific protein molecules to the device surface. Fouling 
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significantly lowers the sensitivity, selectivity as well as the sensor response speed. Removal of these non-

specifically bound proteins would alleviate these problems and allow reuse of SAW devices. The finite 

element analysis of SAW induced acoustic streaming phenomenon presented in this work indicates that the 

shear forces generated from the fluid motion can be high enough to ensure the removal of non-specific 

proteins. The forces calculated analytically using the Campbell-Jones method222,223 and Nyborg’s theory235 

also corroborate this argument. Although an exact estimate of the principal adhesive forces such as van der 

Waals and electrical double layer involved in the binding of specific and non-specific proteins to the SAW 

surface are required to identify the conditions which allow for higher removal efficiency, the streaming 

velocity fields and trends predicted in the current work can be utilized to understand the mechanism which 

is responsible for efficient removal of non-specific proteins.  

 

Typically, the cleaning forces on particles are hydrodynamic forces which could arise from linear as well as 

non-linear interactions between the ultrasonic field and the particles in fluid.278 Linear interaction forces 

include added mass, drag, lift and Basset forces, whereas nonlinear ones include the drag forces that results 

from acoustic streaming. As mentioned in a previous section, the linear forces are time dependent and with 

mean value of zero whereas the streaming induced forces are time independent and on averaging, have 

nonzero values. The magnitude of the linear interactions is larger than the non-linear ones at moderate 

frequencies (kHz) whereas the non-linear forces also assume significance at higher frequencies in the MHz 

range. The combined effect of the various interaction forces (adhesive and removal) is required to gain 

insights into the actual removal mechanisms. This, however, is beyond the scope of this study. Instead, 

useful insights into the dominant mechanism responsible for efficient removal of non-specifically bound 

proteins can be obtained from the estimates of various forces predicted from the trends in the streaming 

velocity fields.   

 

The dominant adhesive force for particle immersed in a liquid are the van der Waals and double layer 

forces279. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the non-specifically bound proteins can be modeled as 

spherical particles of radius R. The van der Waals attraction force for a spherical particle near a flat surface 
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is given by 
26

~
z

AR
FvdW  where A is the Hamaker constant for the non-retarded force and z is the distance 

of maximum force of adhesion. Typical values of A in a liquid environment ~ 10-20 J. With increasing 

distance z, the van der Waals force becomes insignificant. Typical values of z are in the range of 0.2-0.4 

nm. The van der Waals adhesion force for different particle radii are given in Table 8-3. Electrical double 

layer forces result from the electrostatic attraction and are associated with particle having effective 

diameters less than 5 microns. A surface contact potential created between two different materials based on 

the local energy state of each material results in the surface charge build up. As a result, a double layer 

charged region forms around the particle to preserve charge neutrality leading to electrostatic attraction. For 

adhesion of sub-micron sized particles, it was found that the electrical double layer forces are of the same 

order of magnitude as van der Waals forces and can be neglected in favor of the van der Waals force.280 For 

the order of magnitude analyses of adhesion forces, it is usually sufficient to consider only the van der 

Waals force. 278  

 

There are mainly three different mechanisms for particle removal namely sliding, rolling and lift-off. The 

dominant mechanism can be established by comparing the relative magnitudes of the various removal 

forces. The forces responsible for removal of particles are mainly characterized as the direct SAW forces, 

the lift and the drag forces that result from the mean velocity field in the fluid. The direct SAW forces 

results from the wave propagation on the boundary of SAW-fluid surface and was discussed in detail in 

subsection iv of Section 4. The magnitude of the direct force is given by 222~ RFFF zxSAW + . The 

components of forces Fx and Fz are given by Eq. (4.3) and (4.4). The fluid circulation around a particle 

results in inviscid lift forces, whose surface normal components act to remove the particle.281 The lift forces 

can be estimated based on the Bernoulli’s equation by utilizing the pressure difference that exists between 

the bottom and top of the particle and is given by 2)(~ RuF xL ρ . ux and R refer to the surface normal 

component of velocity and the particle radius, respectively. The acoustic streaming motion generated by 

SAW leads to a drag force, caused by the interaction between the mean flow and the particles. The drag 

force which results from the boundary layer-generated acoustic streaming is given by zST RuF µ~ . Here, 
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uz and µ refer to the tangential component of velocity and the fluid viscosity, respectively. Streaming is 

essentially parallel to the device surface and can potentially advect the particles along the surface. Thus, the 

relative magnitudes of the normal and tangential components of forces exerted by the SAWs on the fluid 

would dictate which of the three mechanisms is dominant. The SAW direct force as well as the lift and drag 

forces based on the velocity field generated in a 100 MHz SAW device for an applied input voltage of 10 V 

are given in Table 8-3. The calculated forces are for particles that are located closer to the IDT region. The 

relative magnitude of the removal forces i.e. lift, drag and the SAW direct forces would change with 

increasing distance along the delay path. The fluid density and viscosity were taken as 1000 Kg/m3 and 10-3 

Kg/m.s, respectively. 

 
Table 8-3. Forces (in Newton) versus particle radius R (radius in microns) for a 100 MHz SAW 
device.  
 

R 0.1 1 10 

FvdW 2 x 10-9 2 x 10-8 2 x 10-7 

FSAW 4 x 10-6 4 x 10-4 4 x 10-2 

FL 2 x 10-16 2 x 10-14 2 x 10-12 

FST 1 x 10-12 1 x 10-11 2 x 10-10 

 

Based on the order of magnitude analysis of the various forces listed in Table 8-3, an approximate removal 

mechanism can be proposed. For micron and sub-micron sized protein agglomerates, the results in Table 8-

3 illustrate that the fluid induced removal forces are not significant enough to overcome the van der Waals 

forces at megahertz frequencies. The FSAW is several orders of magnitude greater than the adhesion forces 

for the range of particle diameters considered in Table 8-3. It therefore appears that the SAW direct force 

causes the removal or detachment of the non-specific proteins from the SAW surface and moves the 

particle away from the region of influence of the adhesive forces. As mentioned earlier, the van der Waals 

adhesion forces decrease rapidly with distance from the SAW surface. However, the SAW direct forces 

also decay rapidly with distance into the fluid. Hence a steady force is required to cause the removal of the 
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detached non-specific proteins. The horizontal streaming induced drag force (FST) helps to push the non-

specific proteins away from the fouled area. The vertical streaming force or the lift force (FL) helps to 

prevent the re-adhesion of the proteins to the surface. Thus, the fluid induced drag and lift forces result in a 

net displacement of the detached proteins. 

  

Typically, the size of non-specifically bound proteins is in the range of 50-100 nm. For a given megahertz 

(MHz) frequency device, the results in Table 8-3 illustrate the increasing difficulty in removing proteins (or 

agglomerates) of decreasing sizes. In accordance with the mechanism predicted above and the trends in the 

streaming velocity fields, it appears that the detachment of proteins would be higher for devices operating 

at higher frequencies and for higher applied input voltages. Also, the tangential as well as the normal 

streaming velocities increase for these operating conditions. Therefore, the drag and the lift forces 

generated would increase and facilitate the removal of the detached proteins. With increasing fluid 

viscosity and density, we observe that the tangential and normal streaming velocities decrease. Hence 

although the detachment of proteins might not be severely affected, the removal efficiency would decrease 

as a result of reduced drag and lift forces. Thus, removal of non-specific proteins becomes increasingly 

difficult for fluids with higher viscosity and density. These observations are in line with our experimental 

results reported in Cular et al.276  

 

8.7 Conclusions 

An analysis of acoustic streaming induced in a piezoelectric SAW device has been carried out. The flow 

induced by the Rayleigh wave generated on the SAW device surface with the liquid boundary layer was 

investigated. The SAW interaction with fluid leads to an internal acoustically induced streaming and results 

in a mode conversion to the longitudinal leaky SAW which decays exponentially with distance in the fluid. 

The velocity vector field shows recirculation patterns in the fluid region resulting from the out of phase 

motion of the IDT fingers. The fluid recirculation exerts steady viscous stresses on the inter-phase 

boundaries which can be used for the removal of non-specifically bound proteins. The extent of 

recirculation and therefore the induced stresses were found to decrease with distance from the IDT fingers.  
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Optimization of parameters which can maximize the streaming and cause removal of unwanted proteins 

along the entire delay path is required. Towards this end, the effects of several design parameters such input 

voltage amplitude and frequency as well as fluid properties such as density and viscosity were studied. It 

was found that the variation in induced streaming velocity was nearly linear for low amplitude of applied 

voltage and quadratic with the higher input voltage. Therefore, the higher the applied voltage the greater 

would be the extent of acoustically induced streaming. For devices operating at higher frequency, the 

simulations predict increased streaming velocities. In all the cases, the tangential component of streaming 

velocity was higher than the normal. The effect of fluid properties such as viscosity and density on the 

SAW induced streaming was also investigated. The simulations predict a decrease in streaming velocity 

with increasing fluid viscosity and density. Therefore, for more viscous and dense fluids, the extent of 

streaming induced by SAW under a given operating condition would be lower. The model predictions are 

in fairly good agreement with the analytical solution formulated on the basis of Nyborg’s theory and 

Campbell-Jones method. 

 

The predicted streaming velocity fields as well as the trends in their variation for a range of operating 

conditions were utilized to compute the various forces generated in a typical SAW cleaning operation. An 

order of magnitude comparison of the various forces involved in the SAW cleaning operation was further 

used to predict the mechanism involved in the removal of non-specifically bound proteins. It appears that 

the removal of these proteins can be viewed as a combined process which involves overcoming adhesion 

forces, lifting them from the SAW surface and convecting them away. Based on the predicted cleaning 

mechanism and the velocity fields computed using finite element model, we find that the removal 

efficiency is higher for devices operating at higher frequencies and for higher applied input voltages. Also, 

the particles which are smaller in size are difficult to remove. The increase in fluid viscosity and density 

reduces the efficiency of removal of non-specifically bound proteins for a device operating at a given 

frequency and applied input voltage. This agrees well with the experimental observations. It is expected 

that the model generated trends in conjunction with the proposed mechanism would serve as guidelines for 

subsequent experimental investigation.  
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Chapter Nine 

Finite Element Modeling of Hexagonal Surface Acoustic Wave Device in LiNbO3 

9.1  Abstract for chapter nine 

We present a 3-D coupled field finite element model of a novel hexagonal surface acoustic wave (SAW) 

device which finds applications in materials characterization as well as chemical and biological sensing. 

Prior to the actual device fabrication on any piezoelectric substrate, it is important to establish the types of 

waves that are generated along the various delay paths. The choice of a delay path for any specific 

application depends on the propagation characteristics of the wave generated along the crystal cut and 

orientation corresponding to that delay path. The calculated frequency response as well as wave 

propagation characteristics along the three different delay paths corresponding to crystal orientation with 

Euler angles (0, 90, 90), (0, 90, 30) and (0, 90, 150) for a LiNbO3 substrate is analyzed using the developed 

coupled field finite element structural model. The transient response of the hexagonal SAW device upon 

application of an impulse electrical input at transmitting interdigital transducer fingers is used to deduce its 

frequency response. The amplitude fields as well as displacement contours, generated in an AC analysis, 

along the SAW delay-line and substrate depth are analyzed and utilized to evaluate the wave propagation 

characteristics along the three propagation directions in a hexagonal SAW device. Our findings indicate 

that the acoustic waves generated in the three Euler directions are very different in character. The (0, 90, 

30) and (0, 90, 150) directions have mixed modes with a prominent SH component whereas the (0, 90, 90) 

direction generates a Rayleigh wave. This would allow the hexagonal device based on LiNbO3 to be used 

for rapid and simultaneous extraction of multiple film parameters (film material density, Lame and Shear 

modulii, sheet conductivity) of a thin film material and achieve a more complete characterization in 

comparison to a conventional SAW device. 
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Comparison of the simulation results with those obtained using perturbational models and experiments 

shows good agreement. This validation enables the consideration of more complicated configurations and 

allows for extending the developed models to analyze propagation characteristics in hexagonal SAW 

device fabricated on other bare and multi-layered piezoelectric substrates.  

 

9.2  Hexagonal SAW device 

Surface acoustic wave (SAW) devices used both individually as well as in arrays find applications in 

chemical and biological sensing as well as in materials characterization 232,234,282-285. The conventional SAW 

devices typically comprise of dual delay line configurations with one delay line used as a reference to 

compensate for environmental variations43,286,287. Recent experimental efforts have focused on the design 

and fabrication of acoustic wave devices which can allow for better sensor characteristics as well as 

materials characterization possibilities 21,255,288. One such novel device with a complicated transducer 

design is the hexagonal surface acoustic wave (SAW) sensor as shown in Fig. 9-1 289. It comprises of three 

different delay paths aligned in a manner such that it allows for generation of acoustic waves which are 

different in character. It is possible to exploit the generated multiple wave modes to develop SAW devices 

that can serve as better chemical and biosensor elements.   

 

Figure 9-1. Hexagonal SAW device used for chemical and bio-sensing applications as well as 
materials characterization. 

 
There are several advantages to the fabricated hexagonal SAW device. The three different delay paths 

could be used for simultaneous detection and the data collected across the three delay paths allows for 
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better characterization of the sensing (thin film) material. This design allows for the simultaneous 

extraction of multiple properties (film material density or thickness, Lamé and shear modulii, sheet 

conductivity) of a thin film material to achieve a more complete characterization than when a single SAW 

device is utilized. Thus, these devices can serve as better in-situ characterization tools in thin film physical 

and chemical deposition equipment and are expected to perform better than the quartz crystal microbalance 

which yields only the thickness information.290,291 

 

In sensor applications, this capability translates to better discrimination of the analyte and possibly more 

accurate determination of the concentration. Preliminary experimental results have shown increased 

sensitivity for these devices when used as a chemical sensor 289. Other application of the hexagonal SAW in 

biosensing involves the ease of detection as well as removal of non-specifically bound proteins (acoustic 

streaming) enabling the repeated use of sensor device 292,293. One of the delay paths is used for detection 

utilizing the shear horizontal SAW waves whereas the other delay paths with a dominant Rayleigh mode 

are used to simultaneously remove the non-specifically bound proteins using acoustic streaming 

phenomenon. The fabrication of a hexagonal SAW device can be carried out on any piezoelectric substrate 

such as lithium tantalate and lithium niobate. However, prior to the device fabrication, it is important to 

establish the type of waves that are generated along the various delay paths. The choice of a delay path for 

any specific application depends on the propagation characteristics of the wave generated along the crystal 

cut and orientation corresponding to that delay path. If it were possible to identify crystallographic 

directions, on a given piezoelectric substrate, which would enable fabrication of a hexagonal SAW device 

that can be functional in both gas and liquid phases, the same device could be used for chemical and 

biosensing applications. In the present work, we explore the feasibility of using finite element coupled field 

models to identify and evaluate acoustic wave propagation characteristics along the three delay line 

configurations in a hexagonal SAW device based on LiNbO3  

 

Simulations of piezoelectric media require the complete set of fundamental equations relating mechanical 

and electrical quantities to be solved 36,37. To identify the wave propagation modes along the different 

crystallographic orientations in a surface acoustic wave device, it is necessary to obtain solutions to the 
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coupled wave equations derived from the mechanical equations of motion and the Maxwell’s equation for 

electrical behavior. The coupling between the electrical and mechanical parameters is achieved by means of 

the piezoelectric constitutive equations. There are several methods which can be used to solve the coupled 

wave equations and identify wave propagation characteristics.33,45,226,294,295 

 

The models commonly used to simulate the mechanical and electrical behavior of piezoelectric transducers 

are based on perturbational theories or methods such as Campbell-Jones in which numerical solution to the 

complex characteristic equations for wave velocity are sought 294,295. These generally introduce simplifying 

assumptions that are often invalid for actual designs 225. The geometries of practical transducers are often 

two (2-D) or three dimensional (3-D) 226. Finite element technique has been a preferred method for 

modeling acoustic wave propagation in piezoelectric devices such as SAW 296,297. The main advantage lies 

in its ability to handle complicated transducer geometries229,230. A 3-dimensional finite element model is 

able to concurrently consider second order effects such as back scattering, bulk wave interference, 

harmonic responses as well as electromagnetic feed-through. 

 

Finite element method was applied by Lerch (1990) 226 to calculate the natural frequencies with related 

eigen modes of the piezoelectric sensors and actuators as well as their responses to various dependent 

mechanical and electrical perturbations. A direct finite element analysis was carried out by Xu to study the 

electromechanical phenomena in SAW devices 227. The influence of the number electrodes on the 

frequency response was analyzed. The finite element calculations were able to evaluate the influence of the 

bulk waves at higher frequencies. Ippolito et al. have investigated the effect of electromagnetic feed 

through as wave propagation in layered SAW devices 229. The same model was extended to study electrical 

interactions occurring during gas sensing 231. Recently, a 3-D finite element model was developed for a 

SAW palladium thin film hydrogen sensor 232. The effect of the palladium thin film on the propagation 

characteristics of the SAW was studied in the absence and presence of Hydrogen. The variations in mass 

loadings, elastic constants and conductivity were the factors used in evaluating the velocity change of the 

wave. All the above demonstrate the feasibility of finite element models to adequately model acoustic wave 

propagation in SAW devices. 
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In the present work, a hexagonal SAW device based on LiNbO3 substrate is modeled using FE technique. 

The wave propagation characteristics along the three different delay paths corresponding to crystal 

orientation with Euler angles (0, 90, 90), (0, 90, 30) and (0, 90, 150), respectively are evaluated. The 

developed FE model utilizes anisotropic material properties in a three dimensional description of LiNbO3 

substrate. In this paper, the particle displacement as well as voltage profiles obtained at the output IDT port 

as well as along the depth of the piezoelectric substrates along various locations across the three delay paths 

are analyzed and used to interpret the acoustic wave modes and velocity. Additionally, the response of each 

of the three delay lines to an applied voltage impulse is utilized to calculate its frequency response. The 

calculated frequency response as well as acoustic wave velocities are compared to those obtained 

experimentally and through perturbational theory based approach. The details are discussed in the 

subsequent sections. 

 

9.3  Theory 

The propagation of acoustic waves in piezoelectric materials is governed by the mechanical equations of 

motion and Maxwell’s equations for electrical behavior. The constitutive equations of piezoelectric media 

in linear range coupling the two are given by: 

k
t
kijkl

E
ijklij EeScT −=         (9.1) 

k
S
ikklikli ESeD ε+=         (9.2) 

In the above equations, Tij represent the components of stress, E
ijklc the elastic constant for constant electric 

field, Skl the strain, Ek the electric field intensity, Di the electric displacement, t
kije the piezoelectric 

constant, and S
ikε the permittivity for constant strain.  
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The acoustic wave propagation velocity is five orders of magnitude smaller than that of electromagnetic 

waves. Therefore, the quasistatic assumptions help reduce Maxwell’s equation to 
0i
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The equation of motion in the absence of internal body forces is given as 
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where ρ is the density and ui represent the components of displacement. Substituting and rearranging the 

above set of equations leads to a system of four coupled wave equations for the electric potential and the 

three component of displacement in piezoelectric materials which are solved for the piezoelectric substrate 

or the solid domain:   
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These coupled wave equations can be discretized and solved for generating displacement profiles and 

voltages at each element/node using the finite element method. The details of the computational model 

developed in this study are presented in the next section. 
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9.4  Computational details 

The generation and propagation properties of transient Rayleigh and leaky waves are characterized by a 

three-dimensional finite element model. A transient analysis of the different delay-line configurations in a 

hexagonal SAW device was carried out for a total of 100 nanoseconds (ns) with 0.5 ns time step 

increments. The development of the finite element model for the analysis of the frequency response and 

wave propagation characteristics in hexagonal SAW devices as well as the applied electrical boundary 

conditions are described in detail in this section.  

 

9.4.1 Model parameters 

The 3-D FE model describes three two-port delay line structures along each of the Euler direction and 

consists of three finger pairs in each port. The inter-digital transducer (IDT) fingers are defined on the 

surface of a lithium niobate substrate and the fingers are considered as mass-less electrodes to ignore the 

second-order effects arising from electrode mass, thereby simplifying computation. The periodicity of the 

finger pairs is approximately 40 microns and the aperture width is 200 microns. The transmitting and 

receiving IDT’s are spaced 130 microns or 3.25λ apart. The substrate for (0, 90, 90) or YZ-LiNbO3 was 

defined as 800 microns in propagation length, 300 microns wide and 150 microns deep. For simulating the 

other two directions, the geometry of substrate is kept the same, whereas the crystal coordinates are rotated. 

To achieve this, the material properties i.e. stiffness, piezoelectric and permittivity matrices are rotated by 

60° and -60° along the x-z plane to model Euler directions (0, 90, 150) and (0, 90, 30), respectively. The 

simulated models have a total of approx. 250000 nodes and are solved for four degrees of freedom (three 

displacements and voltage). The model was created to have the highest densities throughout the surface and 

middle of the substrate. The 3-D meshed structure of the finite element model used for simulating the three 

different propagation direction is illustrated in Fig. 9-2. 
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Figure 9-2. Three dimensional (3-D) meshed structure of the simulated finite element model of 
surface acoustic wave device. The transmitter and receiver IDT fingers are shown in green and 
represent coupled set of nodes. The bottom of the substrate is grounded to reduce the 
electromagnetic feed-through effect. 

9.4.2 Structure excitation 

The center frequency of SAW devices simulated in this work is in the range of 100 MHz. Hence, the 

structure was simulated for a total of 200 ns, with a time step of 0.5 ns. The excitation of the piezoelectric 

solid was provided by applying a time varying voltage signal (with varying peak values and frequencies 

equivalent to the device center frequency) on the transmitter IDT fingers of the SAW devices as shown in 

Fig. 9-2.  
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Figure 9-3. Applied input voltages at the transmitter IDT fingers (a) Impulse (b) AC voltage. 
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Figure 9-3: Continued 
 

Two kinds of analysis are carried out along each of the three delay lines: 1) An impulse input of 10 V over 1 

ns is applied to study the frequency response of the device and 2) AC analysis with a 5 V peak-peak input 

and 100 MHz frequency to study the wave propagation characteristics. 

 

9.5  Results and discussion 

The results of the transient analysis of acoustic wave propagation along the three delay paths in a hexagonal 

SAW device based on LiNbO3 are presented in this section. The simulated displacement and voltage 

waveforms are analyzed for the different applied electrical inputs to the transmitter IDTs and used to 

identify the dominant wave modes along the three propagation directions. The frequency response of the 

hexagonal SAW device to an applied voltage impulse is calculated and compared to the experimental data. 

The details are presented below: 

 

9.5.1 Response to applied AC voltage 

In order to gain insights into the types of wave that are generated and propagating along the three 

directions, an AC analysis was carried out. This was done by applying a 5V peak-peak signal input for 200 
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ns at a frequency of 100 MHz as shown in Fig. 9-3. The application of electrical signal on the input 

transducer fingers results in generation of mechanical wave which then propagates towards the output 

transducer fingers. The coupled field finite element model developed in the present study is able to capture 

the generation and propagation of surface acoustic waves on a piezoelectric substrate such as LiNbO3 as 

shown in Fig. 9-4. 

 

Figure 9-4. Surface acoustic wave propagation along the (0, 90, 30) Euler direction. The 
displacements shown on the scale bar are in meters. It can be seen that there is sufficient penetration 
of acoustic energy into the depth of the piezoelectric substrate. 

 
When the array of IDT fingers are excited, the contributions from the odd (and evenly) located fingers 

constructively add up and a coherence of in-phase waves results leading to a maximum displacement in the 

fingers located at the end of the array 1. The displacement amplitudes of the SAW are typically in the Å 

range as shown in Fig. 9-4. The wave travels outside of the aperture of the IDTs located on the LiNbO3 

surface, which indicates that part of the energy is being dissipated. The generated wave also propagates in 

the transverse direction opposite to the receiving transducer fingers and reaches the edge of the substrate at 

the end of 72 ns. Wave reflections from the substrate edge at longer simulation times are also observed 

from the 3-D representation of the simulated contours (not shown). The generated voltage and displacement 
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waveforms for each of the delay line configurations are shown in Fig. 9-5 to 9-7. The response to an 

applied electrical input was obtained at the output IDT node located 210 microns away from the input IDT 

fingers.  
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Figure 9-5. Displacement and voltage waveforms at the output IDT node along (0, 90, 90) Euler 
direction. 
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Figure 9-5: Continued  

 
Figs. 9-5 through 9-7 (a) depict the generated voltage at the output node of the Hexagonal SAW device in 

response to a signal with 5V amplitude (peak-peak) at a frequency of 100 MHz. Voltage profiles obtained 

for the three Euler directions from the AC analysis indicate that the extent of wave attenuation is different 

for each of the simulated crystal orientation. The differences are attributed to the anisotropic nature of the 

piezoelectric substrate. It can be seen from the voltage profiles that the system stabilizes after a simulation 
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time of approximately 110 ns. The stabilized value of the voltage obtained at the output IDT fingers show 

higher peak value for (0, 90, 90) direction followed by (0, 90, 30) and (0, 90, 150). This indicates lesser 

attenuation along (0, 90, 90) direction when compared to the other two.  

 

The surface acoustic wave generated at the input transducer fingers takes approximately 60 ns to travel a 

distance of 210 microns along the (0, 90, 90) direction (Fig. 9-3). This leads to an approximate wave 

velocity of 3500 m/s. The simulated wave velocity compares well with the experimentally observed 

velocities of 3487 m/s as well as those calculated using perturbational approaches such as the Campbell-

Jones method. A comparison of the simulated wave velocities with those obtained experimentally as well 

as calculated using Campbell-Jones method, along the three Euler directions is shown in Table 9-1. We 

find that the simulated wave velocities agree well with those obtained experimentally. This served as a 

validation of out simulation results shown in the present study. 
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Figure 9-6. Displacement and voltage waveforms at the output IDT node along (0, 90, 30) Euler 
direction.  
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Figure 9-6: Continued 
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Figure 9-6: Continued 
 

The particle displacement profiles along the three Euler directions are shown in Figs. 9-5 through 9-7. The 

anisotropic nature of the LiNbO3 substrate results in varying amplitude values for the displacement profile, 

obtained at the output transducer fingers, along the shear horizontal direction (Figs. 9-5 through 9-7 (b)), 

surface normal (Figs. 9-5 through 9-7 (c)) and longitudinal (Figs. 9-5 through 9-7 (d)). These are used to 

characterize the nature of the generated surface acoustic waves. For the (0, 90, 90) direction, the surface 

normal and longitudinal components are an order of magnitude higher than the shear horizontal component 

indicative of wave motion which is more or less ellipsoidal. This type of wave motion corresponds to that 

of the Rayleigh mode.  
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Figure 9-7. Displacement and voltage waveforms at the output IDT node along (0, 90, 150) Euler 
direction. 
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Figure 9-7: Continued 

 

The displacement profiles of the off-axis components signified by (0, 90, 30) and (0, 90, 150) directions 

show lesser amplitude variations amongst the three directions indicative of mixed wave modes which are a 

combination of more than one wave type such as pure Rayleigh or Shear Horizontal modes. A pure 
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Rayleigh wave is a wave which concentrates its energy on the surface and propagates with no or little 

propagation loss. To verify the wave type obtained for the (0, 90, 90) Euler direction, we utilized the 

Campbell-Jones method. In this technique, the calculated four attenuation constants (α) have a positive real 

part for (0, 90, 90) direction. As a result, the depth displacement of the wave undergoes attenuation and the 

wave is confined to the piezoelectric substrate. The calculated four attenuation constants for the off-axis 

directions i.e. (0, 90, 150) and (0, 90, 30) also have real part, however, the magnitude of the same are much 

smaller. The acoustic energy along the off-axis directions would not be confined to within one wavelength 

from the substrate surface. This is indicative of wave propagation into the depth of the substrate which 

would result in propagation additional losses. The same is reflected in the simulated voltage profiles 

obtained at the output transducer fingers which indicate greater attenuation for the off-axis directions (~ 

0.15 V) than the on-axis direction (~ 0.23 V). Further insights into the wave propagation along the 

piezoelectric substrate depth can be obtained by analyzing the displacement profiles into the substrate 

depth. The details are discussed in the next section. 

Table 9-1. Simulated, theoretical and experimentally measured wave velocities along the different 
shorted delay paths of the hexagonal SAW device on lithium niobate. 

 

 

Orientation 

Euler angle 

(φ, θ, ψ) 

 

Theoretical 294,295 

(m/s) 

 

Experimental 

(m/s) 

 

FEM Simulation 

(m/s) 

(0,90,90) 3487 3593 3510 

(0,90,150) 3646 3721 3710 

(0,90,30) 3622 3620 3660 

 

9.5.2 Analysis of wave displacement-substrate depth profiles 

The mechanical stresses due to particle displacement arising from the acoustic wave propagation along or 

near the surface of the device, results in generation of an associated electric field in the piezoelectric 

material. This field may extend beyond the surface of the structure and result in energy dissipation into the 

bulk of the structure. For sensing applications, it is especially necessary to have acoustic confinement near 
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the surface of the device to realize higher sensitivity. Amongst the three propagation directions in a 

hexagonal SAW device, it is necessary to establish the acoustic energy concentration as a function of 

substrate depth to determine their utility for potential sensing applications. Analysis of displacement vs. 

depth profiles as shown in Fig. 9-8 can also be carried out to yield more insights into the propagation 

characteristics of the waves along the three directions.  
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     (a)   

Figure 9-8. Displacement profile along the depth of the substrate for a section cut through the center 
of the delay path and normal to the propagation direction. The displacement contours shown on the 
left are obtained after the wave has stabilized. The displacement-depth plots shown on the right 
correspond to a path chosen along the center of the section displayed on the left. (a), (b) and (c) 
correspond to Euler directions (0, 90, 90), (0, 90, 30) and (0, 90, 150), respectively. 
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Figure 9-8: Continued 
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    (c) 

Figure 9-8: Continued 

 
The analysis shown in Fig. 9-8 was done to determine the displacement variation along the substrate depth 

for a section cut normal to the propagation direction. The contours shown in Fig. 9-8 were taken after 60 ns 

of propagation time. As can be seen from the depth profiles shown in Fig. 9-8 (a), the (0, 90, 90) direction 
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has most of the acoustic energy confined within one wavelength from the device surface. As discussed in 

the previous section, the waves propagating in (0, 90, 90) direction are Rayleigh waves which have a 

significant surface normal and longitudinal component. The wave, therefore, appears to be confined to the 

IDT aperture width and hence energy losses are minimal (Fig. 9-8 (a)).  The surface displacements shown 

on RHS in Fig. 9-8 (a) for the (0, 90, 90) are higher than those for (0, 90, 30) and (0, 90, 150) (shown on 

the RHS of Fig. 9-8(b) and (c), respectively). Additionally from LHS of Fig. 9-8 (a) through (c), it can be 

seen that the depth penetration of the wave for (0, 90, 30) is higher than that for (0, 90, 90) direction, but 

lower than (0, 90, 150). The presence of a shear horizontal component in the (0, 90, 30) and (0, 90, 150) 

waves result in it traveling outside the aperture width of the IDTs and leads to higher losses.  

 

Furthermore, the acoustic energy for the (0, 90, 30) dissipates to three-four wavelengths from the device 

substrate whereas for the (0, 90, 150) direction, the acoustic energy penetrates up to six wavelengths from 

the substrate surface (Fig. 9-8 (b)-(c)). The higher dissipation into the device substrate results in lesser 

magnitude of surface displacement for the (0, 90, 30) (~ 2.2 Å) and (0, 90, 150) (~ 2.5 Å) direction when 

compared to (0, 90, 90) (~ 3.5 Å). These results corroborate the findings obtained from the voltage profiles 

in Fig. 9-5 through 9-7 (a), which show that wave attenuation for (0, 90, 150) > (0, 90, 30) > (0, 90, 90). 

More insights into the wave attenuation can be obtained by looking at the frequency response of the 

hexagonal SAW device. 

 

9.5.3 Impulse response 

The impulse response detected by the output transducer is obtained directly from the finite element 

simulation in the form of voltage potential and particle displacements at the output IDT fingers of the 

receiving port. The frequency response of a SAW device H(f) can be obtained from its impulse response 

h(t) by taking the Fourier transform.  

∫
∞

∞−

−= dtethfH ftπ2)()(         (9.7) 
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To obtain the impulse response, a signal of the following form is input at the transmitting electrodes 227: 
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In the above equation, Ts is the sampling time used in the simulations, t is the time and Vi is the applied 

voltage at the input transducer fingers. Three IDT fingers at each port were defined with the nodes coupled 

to zero volts, whilst the three output IDT fingers were coupled separately. The impulse function represented 

above is applied to the remaining two input IDT fingers, and the average voltage profiles calculated at the 

output IDT fingers were used to derive the frequency response of the hexagonal SAW device along each of 

the three propagation directions. Thus, by applying an impulse function as an input, the frequency response 

can be calculated. 

 

The velocities corresponding to wave propagation along the three Euler angles are given in Table 9-1. 

Since frequency is directly proportional to velocity, it is expected that the frequency response would follow 

the order (0, 90, 90) < (0, 90, 30) < (0, 90, 150). The calculated frequency response for an input impulse (1 

ns) of 10 V is shown in Fig. 9-9. The calculated device frequency along the three directions follows (0, 90, 

90) < (0, 90, 30) < (0, 90, 150). The least attenuation occurs along the (0, 90, 90) direction whereas the 

maximum is observed for (0, 90, 150). The calculated insertion loss for (0, 90, 90) direction is ~ 31 dB 

whereas the (0, 90, 150) propagation direction was found to have 3 dB higher insertion loss than (0, 90, 

90). Also, we find that when the frequency is higher than 150 MHz for (0, 90, 90) direction, a high 

frequency signal appears. This might be the BAW signal or the electromagnetic feed-through effect. 

Considering that the BAW velocity in YZ LiNbO3 or (0, 90, 90) direction is 7200 m/s, it appears likely that 

the high frequency signal might have resulted from BAW signal interference.298  
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Figure 9-9. Frequency response calculated using simulated voltage profiles at output IDTs along the 
three Euler directions. On axis, Off Axis 1 and Off Axis 2 corresponds to (0, 90, 90), (0, 90, 30) and (0, 
90, 150), respectively.  

 

In the present simulations, we find that the pass-band width is broader and the insertion losses are higher 

than that observed experimentally. This is primarily attributed to the reduced number of IDT finger pairs. 

Our simulation results with increased number of finger pairs indicate that the pass-band width and the 

insertion loss become smaller with the increase in the number of pairs. If the number of IDT finger pairs is 

large enough, then the insertion loss would not decrease any further. However, in that case, the scale of the 

device would increase and so would the number of variables that require to be solved. These and other 

limitations are discussed in a subsequent section. However, despite the small quantitative differences, the 

trends predicted by our simulations qualitatively agree with the experimental results of Cular et al.289  

 

9.6 Applications to material characterization and sensing 

The finite element model of the hexagonal SAW device developed in this work indicates that the 

propagation characteristics of the acoustic wave generated along the three Euler directions is different 

owing to the anisotropic nature of the piezoelectric crystal. The wave propagating along the (0, 90, 90) 

direction are Rayleigh type waves with a dominant surface normal component whereas those propagating 
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along the (0, 90, 30) and (0, 90, 150) direction comprised of mixed wave modes with a prominent shear 

horizontal component. The differing wave propagation characteristics along the three Euler directions in a 

hexagonal SAW based on LiNbO3 can be utilized in materials characterization for non-destructive testing 

of thin films of different materials used in solid state devices. As seen from the impulse response analysis, 

the responses of the three delay lines are significantly different and can be effectively used to extract 

multiple film parameters that probe a common region.  

 

Based on perturbational approach, the SAW gas response obtained for a given gas adsorption onto a thin 

isotropic sensing film on a semi-infinite anisotropic substrate, is given by: 
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      (9.9) 

where h is the film thickness, λ is the SAW wavelength, ρ is the film density, C11 & C44 are the elastic 

constants, and  A, B & C are propagation coefficients that depend on the normalized SAW displacements in 

the piezoelectric substrate. The values of A, B & C are available in literature. By applying Eq. (9.9) using 

the measured ∆v/v along the three different propagation directions in a hexagonal SAW device, we would 

get a system of three equations in three unknowns ∆ρ/ρ, ∆C/C11 and ∆C44/C44. Both the steady state and the 

time variations in film density and elastic constants can then be calculated from the steady state and 

dynamic values of ∆v/v to gain insights into the kinetics of gas adsorption. Thus nondestructive real time 

characterization of sensing layers upon gas adsorption is possible through the use of hexagonal SAW 

device. 

 

In terms of sensor applications, the multiple parameters extracted from the film using the hexagonal SAW 

device can serve as multiple calibration curves and allow for a more unique and precise characterization of 

the concentration and type of analyte being sensed. Combined with the array concept, significantly more 

information can be obtained to better characterize the analyte. Additionally, the hexagonal SAW device can 
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also be employed for chemical and biological sensing. It is well known that the conventional acoustic wave 

devices are specific to the phase in which they operate; for example, the Rayleigh wave device which are 

suitable for vapor sensing cannot operate in the liquid environment owing to excessive attenuation12. Our 

analysis indicates that the multiple directions in which the waves are launched in the hexagonal device of 

LiNbO3 are different in character, and might allow for a common device to be functional in both gas and 

liquid phases. In the present work, we have shown that Rayleigh waves propagate along the (0, 90, 90) 

direction and mixed mode waves with prominent SH component propagate along the other two directions. 

Furthermore, the depth profile analysis indicates that the (0, 90, 90) direction has acoustic energy confined 

to the surface of the LiNbO3 substrate, whereas the acoustic wave penetration into the substrate for (0, 90, 

30) and (0, 90, 150) direction have a higher penetration into the substrate. High sensitivity to surface 

perturbations is achieved for devices with minimal propagation energy losses and which have acoustic 

energy confined to the device surface. Therefore, the (0, 90, 90) or the on-axis direction is more suitable for 

chemical and vapor sensing applications. On the other hand, the off-axis directions can be used in 

conjunction with the on-axis direction to simultaneously and continually monitor the changes in the 

material properties of the sensing layer film due to gas-film interaction. 

 

Additionally, in a separate investigation we have shown that the Rayleigh wave devices can be utilized in 

acoustic cleaning of nonspecifically bound proteins in biosensor applications299. The possibility of 

launching shear horizontal SAW waves in one direction and Rayleigh waves in another, the hexagonal 

device may well serve as a better biosensor element for liquid phase applications and help to 

simultaneously eliminate the problems associated with biofouling which render the conventional biosensors 

ineffective. Experimental and theoretical investigations to identify the best candidates for potential 

biosensing applications are underway in our laboratory, with the designs implemented in more suitable 

piezoelectric materials such as lithium tantalate and langasite. 
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9.7 Limitations of the finite element simulations 

A fine mesh generation is required for accurate modeling of a SAW device. It is critical that the nodal 

densities for the substrate simulated are at least in the order of 20 nodes per wavelength for the highest 

device frequency. Therefore, the number of nodes required to simulate a 3-D SAW device is extremely 

large. The incorporation of a waveguide or a sensing layer (typically a few hundred nanometers) to 

simulate a hexagonal SAW sensor would result in significant differences in the length scales of substrate 

and sensing layer, thereby requiring much higher node densities. Additionally, the simulations are 

computationally intensive and time consuming, with the required CPU time increasing considerably with 

mesh size. Another major setback arises from acoustic wave reflection from the edges if the simulations are 

carried for sufficiently longer times. One of the ways to overcome this limitation would be employment of 

damping elements at the ends of the substrate. While longer simulation times are necessary to attain stable 

state, too long a simulation time results in wave reflections causing instabilities to set in. A simulation time 

of 200 ns was found to be optimum for the substrate dimensions considered in the present study.    

 

9.8 Conclusions 

A 3-D finite element coupled field model of a hexagonal SAW device based on a LiNbO3 substrate is 

developed in this work. Insights into the acoustic wave generation and propagation along the three Euler 

directions corresponding to the multiple propagation directions in a hexagonal transducer configuration on 

a piezoelectric substrate is obtained using the developed model. The center frequency of the simulated 

devices obtained from the impulse response analysis was found to be around 100 MHz. The voltage and 

displacement profiles at the output transducer configurations for an AC analysis with input voltage of 5 V 

peak-peak and 100 MHz frequency at transmitter IDT fingers was used to identify the acoustic wave 

propagation characteristics along the three Euler direction. Our simulation results indicate that the waves 

propagating along the (0, 90, 90) direction are of pure Rayleigh type with a dominant surface normal 

component whereas those propagating along the (0, 90, 30) and (0, 90, 150) directions involve combination 

of multiple wave modes with a prominent shear horizontal displacement component.  
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Analysis of the particle displacements along the depth of the piezoelectric substrate was used to gain 

insights into the acoustic energy confinement and wave penetration into the SAW device. Our findings 

indicate that the higher propagation losses along the off-axis directions i.e. (0, 90, 30) and (0, 90, 150) are 

attributed to the presence of the shear horizontal displacement component as well as higher acoustic wave 

penetration into the depth of the piezoelectric substrate. These manifest themselves in the form of 

attenuated voltage response at the output transducer fingers for the (0, 90, 150) and (0, 90, 30) directions in 

comparison to the (0, 90, 90) direction. The calculated insertion losses for an impulse voltage input along 

the three propagation directions indicated the waves along the (0, 90, 90) direction are less attenuated than 

those along the (0, 90, 30) and (0, 90, 150) directions. The results of the finite element simulations are 

consistent with those obtained using perturbational technique based methods such as Campbell-Jones as 

well as those observed experimentally. 

 

Based on the results of the finite element analysis, the utility of the multiple wave characteristics along the 

different delay line configurations in a hexagonal SAW device is also discussed. We find that the 

hexagonal SAW devices based on LiNbO3 are more suitable for material characterization than the 

conventional SAW or QCM devices. Efforts are underway to identify more suitable transducer designs, 

geometry as well as piezoelectric substrates which might serve as better biosensor elements. The findings 

of this work have laid the groundwork for further investigations towards modeling SAW devices with more 

complicated transducer configurations and allows for extending the developed models to analyze 

propagation characteristics in hexagonal SAW device fabricated on other bare and multi-layered 

piezoelectric substrates.  
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Chapter Ten 

Design of Efficient Focused Surface Acoustic Wave Devices  

10.1 Abstract for chapter ten 

Focused interdigital transducers (F-IDTs) patterned on surfaces of piezoelectric substrates can be used to 

generate surface acoustic waves (SAW) with high intensity and high beam-width compression ratio.  A 

three dimensional coupled field finite element model of a focused SAW (F-SAW) device with interdigital 

transducers shaped as concentric circular arcs based on a YZ LiNbO3 substrate is developed in this study.  

This model was utilized to investigate the effect of geometric shape of transducers on the focusing 

properties of F-IDTs to identify the optimal design for potential microfluidic applications.  The transducer 

design parameters investigated in the current study include number of finger pairs, degree of arc, geometric 

focal length, and wavelength of F-SAW.  The transient response of the device on application of impulse 

and AC electrical inputs at the transmitting FIDT fingers was utilized to deduce the device frequency 

response, and propagation characteristics of F-SAWs, respectively.  The influence of applied input voltage 

on the propagation characteristics is also investigated.  The insertion loss calculated for the various F-IDT 

designs was used to identify the optimal transducer configuration for sensing and microfluidic applications.  

The focusing properties as well as the wave propagation characteristics for the various F-IDT designs were 

evaluated in terms of the amplitude field and displacement contours generated in regions close to and at the 

focal point.  Comparison with a conventional SAW device operating at MHz frequency range and uniform 

IDT design is also made.  Our study indicates that the focusing property of the device is significantly 

influenced by the geometric shape of the F-IDTs. 
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Based on the simulation results of this study, we provide guidelines for designing various F-IDTs to suite 

desired applications. F-SAW devices operating with higher applied input voltages and at higher 

frequencies, with optimal geometric length and larger degree of arc are best suited for actuation and fluid 

micro-transport whereas those with smaller degree of arc are better suited for sensing applications. 

 

10.2 Focused SAW device 

In the present chapter, we evaluate the design and performance of a surface acoustic wave device, based on 

concentric circular arc fabricated in a LiNbO3 substrate, by analyzing the wave generation and propagation 

characteristics for various focused interdigital transducer configurations in devices operating at MHz 

frequencies.  We develop coupled field finite element structural models to investigate the dependence of 

acoustic wave generation and propagation characteristics on the various transducer configurations in F-

SAW devices.  The transient response of the model to various electrical inputs is used to identify the F-IDT 

configuration that would allow for enhanced streaming and increased micro-transport. The generated 

displacement profiles obtained at the receiving transducer port as well as other locations are used in 

conjunction with wave propagation parameters derived from perturbational models to calculate streaming 

forces and velocities based on successive approximation theory applied to Navier Stokes equation.  The 

findings are used to identify the optimum transducer configuration for potential biosensing and microfluidic 

applications. 

 

10.3 Surface acoustic wave device design  

Surface acoustic waves are generated by the application of an alternating voltage signal to interdigital 

transducers (IDT) patterned on a piezoelectric substrate1.  The phase velocity of the generated wave 

depends on the material properties of the waveguide, the piezoelectric and electrodes as well as on the 

geometric shape of the electrode.   The IDT geometry dictates the wavelength of the excited wave and 

therefore the center frequency of the device (Fig. 10-1(a)).  Modifications to the transducer geometry can 

result in significant changes in the acoustic wave propagation characteristics.  In this work, we model the 
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acoustic wave generation and propagation resulting from the use of concentrically oriented inter-digital 

transducer fingers on the surface of a piezoelectric substrate. 

An illustration of a F-SAW device constructed using pairs of FIDTs based on concentric circular arcs is 

shown in Fig. 10-1(b).  The FIDTs are characterized by design parameters such as degree of arc (Da), 

geometric focal length (fL) and the wavelength (λ).  The effect of variation of these parameters on the 

acoustic wave propagation characteristics is presented in this work.  The wave modes that are generated for 

each of the transducer designs are evaluated using 3-D finite element transient analysis for various applied 

electrical input conditions at the transmitter IDT fingers. The simulated displacement and voltage 

waveforms obtained at the output transducer and at different locations along the delay path are analyzed to 

deduce the dependence of the acoustic wave propagation characteristics on the device design parameters. 

 

  (a)      (b) 

Figure 10-1.  Schematic diagram of (a) transducer design for a conventional SAW device (b) focused 
inter-digitated transducer (FIDT) design for a F-SAW device. 

The amplitudes of the SAWs depend on the applied voltage input and frequency as well as device design 

characteristics and are typically in the nanometer range1.  SAWs such as Rayleigh waves are generated in 

piezoelectric devices based on LiNbO3 with a conventional IDT design and have a displacement component 

normal to the propagation direction.  When in contact with a liquid, they tend to couple strongly with the 
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liquid and leak ultrasonic power into the fluid in the form of acoustic waves called leaky SAWs.  The leaky 

SAWs decay exponentially with distance from the source.  The SAW interaction with the fluid creates a net 

pressure gradient in the direction of sound propagation in the fluid which leads to an internal, acoustically 

induced streaming phenomenon.  SAW induced streaming finds applications in various processes ranging 

from micro-mixing, surface reactions, sonic cleaning to biological detection amongst several others.  

Altering the transducer electrode design from linear to circular causes the acoustic energy of the SAW 

device to be focused.  This results in larger amplitude waves and, correspondingly larger streaming 

velocities are generated.  Attempts to identify transducer designs which would increase the acoustic wave 

coupling with the fluid media and maximize the induced streaming phenomenon are made using structural 

3-D finite element models.  In particular, the transducer designs listed in Table 10-1 are simulated in the 

present work and used to identify the effect of the transducer design parameters on the focusing property of 

F-SAW device.  These details are discussed in subsequent sections. 

Table 10-1. Design parameters of different focused SAW transducers simulated in this work. 

 
F-SAW design 

parameters 

Number of finger 

pairs (Np) 

Degree of arc (Da) Geometric focal 

length (fL) in µm 

Wavelength (λ) in 

µm 

Design-1 3 120° 45 40 

Design-2 3 120° 45 60 

Design-3 3 120° 45 80 

Design-4 3 120° 85 40 

Design-5 3 120° 125 40 

Design-6 3 90° 45 40 

Design-7 3 60° 45 40 

Design-8 4 60° 45 40 

Design-9 5 60° 45 40 
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10.4 Computational details 

The propagation of acoustic waves in piezoelectric materials is governed by the mechanical equations of 

motion and Maxwell’s equations for electrical behavior 1,265.  The constitutive equations of piezoelectric 

media in linear range coupling the two are given by 226: 
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In the above equations, Tij represent the components of stress, E
ijklc the elastic constant for constant electric 

field, Skl the strain, Ek the electric field intensity, Di the electric displacement, t
kije the piezoelectric 

constant, and S
ikε the permittivity for constant strain.  The acoustic wave propagation velocity is five orders 

of magnitude smaller than that of electromagnetic waves.  Therefore, the quasistatic assumptions help 

reduce Maxwell’s equation to 
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The equation of motion in the absence of internal body forces is given as 
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where ρ is the density and ui represent the components of displacement.  Substituting and rearranging the 

above set of equations leads to a system of four coupled wave equations for the electric potential and the 
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three component of displacement in piezoelectric materials which are solved for the piezoelectric substrate 

or the solid domain:   
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These coupled wave equations can be discretized and solved for generating displacement profiles and 

voltages at each element/node using the finite element method.  

 

10.5 Model parameters 

A three dimensional finite element model was developed in the present study.  A micron-sized piezoelectric 

substrate with dimensions (800µm propagation length x 500µm depth x 400 µm width) was simulated to 

gain insights into the wave propagation characteristics in F-SAW as well as conventional SAW devices.  In 

most designs, three IDT finger pairs for the input port were defined at the surface of Y-cut, Z-propagating 

LiNbO3 substrate.  The fingers were defined with periodicity of 40, 60, and 80 µm for simulating F-SAW 

devices with varying wavelengths.  8-node quadrilateral coupled field solid elements were used to model 

the solid piezoelectric domain.  The IDT fingers were modeled as mass-less conductors and represented by 

a set of nodes coupled by voltage degrees of freedom (DOF).  A total of approx. 150,000 elements (more 

than 250,000 nodes) were generated.  The model was created to ensure higher node density at the surface 

and throughout the middle of the device to study the different modes of surface acoustic waves and the use 

of 8-node coupled field (solid) elements with 3 DOF ensured the same.  Three DOF's provided the 

displacements in the longitudinal (z), normal (y) and the shear horizontal (z) directions and a fourth for the 

voltage.  The transient response of the F-SAW devices was simulated and used to identify conditions which 

would allow for enhanced ultrasonic microtransport. 
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10.5.1 Structure excitation 

The center frequency of SAW devices simulated in this work is in the range of 50-100 MHz.  Hence, the 

structure was simulated for a total of 200 nanoseconds (ns), with a time step of 0.5 ns. This enabled precise 

determination of the device frequency operating in the MHz range. The excitation of the piezoelectric solid 

was provided by applying a time varying voltage signal (with varying peak values and frequencies 

equivalent to the device center frequency) on the transmitter IDT fingers of the F-SAW devices as shown in 

Fig. 10-1.  Two kinds of analysis were carried out for each of the F-SAW designs: (1) An impulse input of 

100 V over 1 ns is applied to study the frequency response of the device and (2) AC analysis with a 5 V 

peak-peak input and 100 MHz frequency to study the wave propagation characteristics. A high input 

voltage impulse ensured that the amplitude of the acoustic wave impulse sampled at the output transducer 

fingers was sufficiently large enabling clear distinction from any possible interference arising from edge 

reflections. The applied voltage values chosen for AC analysis correspond to those used in typical 

experimental investigations300. 

 

(a) 

Figure 10-2. F-SAW device (a) Meshed structure (b) Applied input voltage profile for a 100 MHz 
SAW device.  
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    (b) 

Figure 10-2: Continued 

10.6 Results and discussion 

Using a 3-D transient coupled field finite element model, the effect of transducer design parameters such as 

degree of arc (Da), geometric focal length (fL), wavelength (λ) as well as number of F-IDT finger pairs (as 

listed in Table 10-1) on the propagation characteristics (voltage and surface normal, longitudinal and shear 

horizontal displacement profiles) of F-SAW devices was investigated in the present work.  Additionally, 

the effect of applied input voltages on the displacement waveforms along the F-SAW delay path was 

simulated.  The transient response to an applied voltage impulse was used to calculate the center frequency 

of the F-SAW device and identify the propagation losses associated with each of the F-IDT designs.  

Analysis of particle displacements into the substrate depth was utilized to determine the acoustic energy 

confinement for the various F-IDT designs.  The simulated frequency response as well as wave propagation 

characteristics obtained for an F-SAW are also compared with a conventional SAW device with similar 

design parameters.  The details are presented in the following sections. 
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10.6.1 Frequency response analysis 

The frequency response of the F-SAW device is necessary in most of their applications, such as filters, 

sensors, actuators, detectors, etc 1.  Although SAW devices with focused interdigital transducers have been 

studied for several years, the models required to calculate the frequency response are very limited 301-303.  In 

case of F-SAW devices, second order effects of SAW propagation such as SAW diffraction, refraction, and 

beam steering are much stronger than in the conventional SAW device and deeply influence the obtained 

frequency response 298,304.  Most of the simpler models are based on perturbational approach and are unable 

to account for such effects.  Therefore, a simulation model such as the finite element technique which 

considers these second order effects is needed to accurately calculate the frequency response of a F-SAW 

device. 

The frequency response of an F-SAW device H(f) can be obtained from its impulse response h(t) by taking 

the Fourier transform 228.  

∫
∞

∞−

−= dtethfH ftπ2)()(
       (10.7) 

To obtain the impulse response, a signal of the following form is input at the transmitting electrodes 227: 
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In the above equation, Ts is the sampling time used in the simulations, t is the time and Vi is the applied 

voltage at the input transducer fingers.  Three to five IDT fingers at each port were defined with the nodes 

coupled to zero volts, whilst the same number of output IDT fingers was coupled separately.  The impulse 

function represented above is applied to the remaining input IDT fingers, and the average voltage profiles 

calculated at the output IDT fingers were used to derive the frequency response of the F-SAW device.  The 

insertion losses associated with each of the transducer designs listed in Table 10-1 are calculated and used 

to identify the applicability of the various designs in the areas of microfluidics and sensing. 
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10.6.1.1 Effect of wavelength (λ) 

To investigate the effect of acoustic wavelength on the propagation characteristics of F-SAWs, we 

simulated F-SAW devices with varying IDT finger spacing i.e. 10, 15 and 20 microns.  Typically, the SAW 

device operational frequency is given by v/4f, where v is the velocity of the acoustic wave traveling along 

any particular crystallographic direction in the LiNbO3 substrate and f is the finger spacing.  Therefore, the 

spacing between electrodes was modified to simulate F-SAW devices operating in different frequency 

ranges and generating focused acoustic waves with varying wavelengths.  The smallest attenuation is 

attained when the input excitation frequency matches the center frequency of the device.  To identify the 

center frequency for subsequent AC analysis, an impulse input of 100 V was applied to the transmitter 

fingers.  The frequency response obtained for the three designs with varying IDT finger spacing is shown in 

Fig. 10-3.  The calculated center frequencies for the three cases are listed in Table 10-2.  It can be seen that 

the center frequencies for 10, 15 and 20 micron F-IDT finger spacings correspond to 100, 75 and 55 MHz, 

respectively. 
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       (a) 

Figure 10-3. Simulated frequency responses of  F-SAW devices (a) Design-1 (b) Design-2 (c) Design-3. 
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Figure 10-3: Continued 

 
The insertion losses corresponding to the three designs are also listed in Table 10-2.  We find that F-SAW 

devices operating at lower frequencies show higher propagation losses as compared to those operating at 

higher frequencies. This behavior is different from that seen in conventional SAW devices, in which the 

higher frequency devices have higher propagation losses.  It is also worth noting that in the F-SAW devices 
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operating at ~ 55 and 75, the frequency response appears to show significant bulk acoustic wave (BAW) 

interference at the high frequency end of the device passband.  It is however also possible that the high 

frequency signal obtained at ~ 150 MHz is a result of electromagnetic feed-through effect.  The BAW 

velocity in YZ LiNbO3 is 7220 m/s and hence it takes approximately 12 ns for the wave to travel the delay 

line distance of 45 microns between the input and output electrodes.  The electromagnetic feed-through on 

the other hand is attributed to the initial signal which occurs mostly within the first few nanoseconds.  Our 

analysis of the frequency response obtained without the electromagnetic feedthrough effect, i.e., time 

domain signal picked up beyond 12 ns, indicated that the high intensity signal still existed and is therefore a 

result of BAW interference.  Although the disappearance of the BAW signal in the 100 MHz F-SAW 

device is unclear, it is evident that the higher propagation losses associated with the 55 and 70 MHz devices 

as shown in Table 10-2 are due to BAW interference. 

 
Table 10-2. Calculated center frequencies and insertion losses for three designs with varying finger 
spacing. 

 

Based on these simulation findings, it appears that the 100 MHz frequency F-SAW device with lesser 

insertion loss is more suitable for applications involving microfluidics and sensing.  Therefore, in the 

subsequent subsections, we compare the variations of geometric focal length and the degree of arc of F-IDT 

for the device operating at 100 MHz. 

 

10.6.1.2  Effect of geometric focal length (fL) 

To investigate the effect of geometric focal length on the frequency response of the F-SAW device, we 

simulated devices with same degree of arc of 120° and finger spacing of 10 microns, but different focal 

lengths of 45, 85 and 125 microns.  The simulated frequency response for the different device designs is 

F-SAW transducer design Wavelength (λ) Center Frequency (MHz) Insertion Loss (dB) 

Design-1 40 100 -9.5 

Design-2 60 70 -11.6 

Design-3 80 55 -11.9 
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shown in Fig. 10-4.  It can be seen that the center frequency of the devices is unaffected by changes in the 

focal length and depends primarily on the F-IDT finger spacing.  The calculated insertion losses 

corresponding to the various geometric lengths are summarized in Table 10-3.  As expected, the F-SAW 

devices with higher focal length show increased insertion loss.  

Table 10-3. Calculated insertion loss for F-IDTs with varying focal length. 

 
F-SAW transducer design Geometric focal 

length (fL) in µm 

Insertion Loss (dB) 

Design-1 45 -9.5 

Design-4 85 -9.2 

Design-5 125 -13.9 

 
The higher propagation losses are attributed to second order effects arising from substrate anisotropy such 

as SAW diffraction, refraction and beam steering which are stronger in F-SAW devices in comparison to 

conventional SAW ones, as has been shown in one of our investigations 304.  The calculated insertion loss 

shows little change for focal length variation from 45 to 85 microns.  However, it increases significantly 

from approximately 9.2 dB to 13.9 dB when the focal length changes from 85 to 125 microns.  It is likely 

that the insertion loss shows a non-linear dependence on geometric focal length, although more simulations 

are needed to confirm the same. This implies that beyond a certain optimal focal length, the propagation 

losses are significantly higher. F-SAW devices, beyond the optimal focal length, with higher insertion 

losses are unsuitable for sensing applications and might find applications primarily in actuation, whereas 

those within the optimal focal length might be suitable for both sensing and actuation.  The localized 

amplitude variations in the focal region for each of the three designs are required to substantiate the above 

arguments.  This and other details of the propagation characteristics for the three designs are discussed in 

the AC analysis in a subsequent subsection. 
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Figure 10-4. Simulated frequency response of F-SAW devices with transducer configurations having 
varying geometric focal length. 

 

10.6.1.3 Effect of degree of arc 

The effect of degree of arc of the F-IDTs on the frequency response of the F-SAW device is shown in Fig. 

10-5.  The simulated devices shown in Fig. 10-5 have the degree of arc varying from 120 for Design-1 to 

60°for Design-7. The increase in the degree of arc of an F-IDT does not change the pass-band width of the 

device.  However, there exist significant differences in the insertion loss of the device shown in Table 10-4.  

For smaller degree of arc such as 60°, the insertion losses are significantly reduced (3.8 dB).  However, if 

the degree of arc is excessively large, then the insertion loss becomes larger, for example, it is 9.5 dB for a 

120° arc.  An increase in the degree of arc of F-IDTs results in an increase in SAW diffraction which 

results from the high anisotropy of the piezoelectric substrate.  This typically occurs when the propagation 

direction is not along one of the pure-mode axes of the crystal, but at an angle θ with respect to it.  In such 

cases, as in an F-SAW device with the transducers based on concentric circular arcs, the acoustic group 

velocity will propagate off at angle φ with respect to the phase velocity.  The higher the degree of arc, the 

higher would be the SAW diffraction effect and hence greater would be the insertion loss as seen in Fig. 

10-5. 
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Figure 10-5. Simulated frequency response of F-SAW devices with transducer configurations having 
varying degrees of arc. 

 
It is expected that an increase in the degree of arc of the FIDTs might lead to better focusing property with 

the amplitude field possibly reaching a focal point.  This can be useful to build devices that are more 

suitable as actuators in microfluidic applications.  However, as brought out earlier, F-SAW devices with 

higher propagation losses are not best suited for sensing applications.  Hence, it is likely that F-SAW 

device with smaller degree of arc and lower insertion losses are more qualified to be applied as sensors or 

filters.  A detailed AC analysis of the propagation characteristics of F-SAW devices with varying degrees 

of arc is presented in a subsequent section. 

Table 10-4. Calculated insertion loss for F-IDTs with varying degrees of arc. 

 
F-SAW transducer design Degree of arc Insertion Loss (dB) 

Design-1 120° -9.5 

Design-6 90° -8.6 

Design-7 60° -3.8 
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10.6.1.4 Effect of number of finger pairs 

To simulate the effect of number of F-IDT finger pairs on the frequency response of the F-SAW device, we 

utilized Design-7 with three F-IDT finger pairs as the base case.  The number of F-IDT fingers was 

subsequently increased to four and five and the results are shown in Fig. 10-6.  We find that the pass-band 

width becomes narrower with an increase in the number of finger pairs while the insertion loss of the 

devices becomes smaller.  It has been reported by Wu et al. that for large enough number of finger pairs (~ 

120), the insertion loss of the F-SAW device does not decrease any further with increase of this number.  

However, the increase in finger pairs also increases the size of the device.  As a result, it is necessary to 

optimize the number of F-IDT finger pairs in an F-SAW device according to the required pass-band and 

insertion loss.   
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Figure 10-6. Simulated frequency response of F-SAW devices with transducer configurations having 
varying number of F-IDT fingers. 

 
The simulation model developed by Wu et al. 298 was based on effective permittivity approach and 

perturbation theory.  In the present case, although more robust, the finite element simulations involving 

larger number of finger pairs led to a considerable increase in the number of elements to model the F-SAW 

device and leading to a significant increase in the simulation time.  The computationally intensive nature of 

the FE model makes it difficult to simulate F-SAW having increased number of finger pairs.   
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10.6.2 AC response analysis 

AC analysis for the various F-IDT designs considered in the above section was carried out to investigate 

the focusing property as well as understand the propagation characteristics of F-SAWs.  The simulated 

displacement contours showing F-SAW propagation along the substrate surface for a typical AC analysis of 

Design-4 are shown in Fig. 10-7.  The focusing effect, which is clearly evident from Fig. 10-7, is analyzed 

for the various designs listed in Table 10-1. 

 

Figure 10-7. Simulated acoustic wave propagation in an F-SAW device.  The parameters correspond 
to those of Design-4. 

 
The propagation of acoustic waves in the F-SAW device is evaluated in terms of the displacement 

waveforms in the surface normal, longitudinal and shear horizontal directions at various locations along the 

delay path including the output transducer fingers.  The voltage waveforms analyzed at the output 

transducer are used to gain insights into the extent of wave attenuation.  The wave propagation into the 

depth of the substrate is analyzed to understand the acoustic energy confinement as well as wave 

conversion into the bulk mode.   
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10.6.2.1 Effect of degree of arc of F-IDT 

AC analysis of F-SAW devices with varying degrees of arc of F-IDTs ranging from 120° to 60° was carried 

out to investigate the focusing property and propagation characteristics of F-SAWs.  An increase in the 

degree of arc also causes an increase in the aperture width of the F-IDT fingers.  The simulated amplitude 

field obtained after the wave has stabilized (after 40 ns) is shown in Fig. 10-8.  It can be clearly seen that 

the amplitudes attain maxima at regions close to the focal point.  The displacement amplitudes at the focal 

point decrease with degree of arc of the FIDTs.  The maximum in case of Designs 6 and 1 (i.e. with 

Da=90° and 120°) appears to be shifted away from the focal point.  The deviation results from SAW 

diffraction and is attributed to the anisotropy of the piezoelectric substrate.   The SAW diffraction effect 

increases with the degree of arc.  As a result, the frequency response of devices with larger degrees of arc 

shows higher insertion loss.  
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Figure 10-8. Simulated amplitude field for F-SAWs with varying degrees of arc. 

The snapshots obtained at the end of 70 ns of simulation time for the three FIDT designs are shown in Fig. 

10-9.  The amplitude fields appear to converge to the focal point as the degree of arc increases from 60° to 

120°.  Hence, it can be observed that FIDTs with larger degree of arc produce a smaller focal point.  

Therefore, the focusing property becomes better as we increase the degree of arc, with the amplitude field 

approaching the focal point.  For devices having sufficiently larger degree of arc, i.e., greater than 90°, it 

can be seen that the variations in the azimuthal direction are negligible, especially at regions near the focal 
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point.  As we move away from the focal region, i.e., distances greater than 4λ, variations in the azimuthal 

direction become significant as seen from the displacement contours shown in Fig. 10-9.  The acoustic 

wave propagation characteristics in devices having FIDTs with smaller degree of arc approach that of a 

conventional SAW device.  At longer simulation times, wave reflections from the edge of the substrates are 

also captured by these coupled field finite element models. 

 

   (a)       (b) 

 

   (c) 

Figure 10-9. Simulated displacement contours for F-SAW devices having F-IDTs with various 
degrees of arc (a) Design-1 (b) Design-6 (c) Design-7. 
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We further analyze the displacement profiles along the depth of the piezoelectric substrate for a section cut 

through the region close to the focal point of the F-SAW device as shown in Fig. 10-10.  Insights into the 

acoustic energy confinement at regions near the focal point and substrate surface can be obtained using Fig. 

10-10.  The waves are confined within one to two wavelengths from the device surface.  The acoustic 

intensity rapidly attenuates with depth into the device surface for the three designs shown.  However, we 

find higher acoustic wave penetration into the substrate surface for F-SAW devices having larger degree of 

arc.  As brought out earlier, the displacement amplitudes are higher for devices having FIDTs with larger 

degrees of arc. 

 
 
   (a)      (b) 

 
 
   (c) 
 

Figure 10-10. Simulated displacement profiles along the depth of the piezoelectric substrate for a 
section cut through a region close to the center of delay path and normal to the propagation direction 
for (a) Design-1 (b) Design-6 (c) Design-7. 
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Based on the findings of the AC and impulse analysis, it appears difficult to design F-SAW devices having 

degree of arc that results in best possible focusing properties and lowest insertion loss at the same time.  

Amongst the various simulated designs, F-IDTs with Da=90° appears to be the optimum transducer 

configuration for use in both microfluidic and sensing applications.  On the other hand, FIDTs with 

Da=120° have better focusing property, but higher insertion loss and are most suitable for use in actuation 

or excitation.  FIDTs with Da=60° have moderate focusing property, but smaller insertion loss and hence 

are most suitable for sensing applications. 

 

Furthermore, comparison of propagation characteristics of an F-SAW device (Design-1) with a 

conventional SAW device having uniform transducer fingers can also be carried out.  In Ref. (29), we 

simulated a 100 MHz conventional SAW device having a finger periodicity of 40 microns, an aperture 

width of 200 microns and delay-line equivalent to twice the focal length in Design-1.  An AC electrical 

input of 5 V (peak-peak) was applied at its transmitting fingers. We analyzed the displacement contours as 

well as the amplitude field at various locations along the device delay-line as well as at the output 

transducer fingers after the system had stabilized (after 70ns).  Our simulation results indicated that the 

surface waves generated in a conventional SAW device with uniform fingers and aperture width has 

smaller amplitudes of particle displacement compared to F-SAWs.  The analysis of particle displacement 

profiles indicated that the depth penetration of the surface waves in a conventional SAW is smaller than 

that observed for a focused SAW device.  Additionally, the localized variations observed near the focal 

point in an F-SAW device are absent in conventional SAWs.  Our analysis of the voltage profiles obtained 

at the receiving IDT fingers indicates the propagation losses in the conventional SAW are lower than that in 

F-SAW, owing to reduced second order effects such as SAW diffraction, refraction and beam steering.  

More details on the generation and propagation characteristics of F-SAW and its comparison to a 

conventional SAW can be found in 304.  We found that the conventional SAW devices are better suited for 

sensing applications than for actuation and microfluidic application.   On the other hand, depending on the 

design specifications, F-SAW devices can be applied for both sensing as well as actuation and microfluidic 

applications. 
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10.6.2.2  Effect of geometric focal length (fL) 

AC analysis, as brought out in the above sub-section, of F-SAW devices with varying geometric focal 

length (45, 85 and 125 microns) was carried out to investigate its effect on the propagation characteristics 

of F-SAWs.  The amplitude fields obtained near the focal point for the three designs are qualitatively 

similar.  The simulated displacement contours obtained for the three designs, i.e., Designs 1, 4 and 5 shown 

in Fig. 10-9 (a), 10-7 and 10-11, respectively, were analyzed to study the dependence of the focusing 

property on the geometric focal length.  Our analysis indicated that the displacement amplitudes attain a 

maximum near the focal point, which increases with F-IDT focal length.  At first sight, this might appear 

counter-intuitive as one would expect higher propagation losses and smaller displacement amplitudes for 

devices with longer geometric focal length.  However, for the same degree of arc and number of finger 

pairs, the aperture width of the F-IDT fingers would increase with distance from the focal point (Fig. 10-1 

(b)).  Hence, the increased propagation losses are compensated by a corresponding increase in the aperture 

width and therefore, higher displacement amplitudes as well as increased focusing property result in 

devices with increased geometric focal length.  For the same reason, our analysis of displacement profiles 

along the depth of the substrate for a section cut through the focal point also indicated higher acoustic 

energy penetration for F-SAW devices having longer geometric focal length.  

 

Figure 10-11. Simulated displacement contours for Design-5, i.e., F-SAW device having F-IDTs with 
focal length of 125 microns and degree of arc of 120°.  
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Although the current simulations suggest that longer focal lengths might be needed (typically 20λ) for the 

amplitude field to approach a concise focal point, the scale of the device would also increase significantly, 

making the simulation computationally intensive.  This, and other limitations of the finite element 

simulations can be found in Ref. (305). 

 

10.6.2.3 Effect of wavelength (λ) 

AC analysis of F-SAW devices with varying F-IDT finger spacing was carried out to understand the effect 

of F-SAW wavelength on its propagation characteristics, in particular, the focusing property.  An applied 

voltage of 5 V (peak-peak) with frequency determined from the frequency response shown in Fig. 10-3 was 

input at the transmitting F-IDTs.  The amplitude fields obtained for the three designs are shown in Fig. 10-

12.  Although the F-SAW amplitude at the focal point is not very different for the three designs, the 

distribution of the F-SAW amplitude field shows significant differences.  Comparison of the peak 

amplitudes of the F-SAW crest at regions near the focal point for the three different wavelengths (Fig. 10-

12) suggests that the focusing effect is enhanced for devices with smaller wavelengths and higher 

frequency.  The localized variations are more prominent in Design-1, whereas Design-3 appears to have a 

more uniform particle displacement near the focal point. 
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Figure 10-12. Simulated amplitude fields for F-SAWs with varying wavelengths. 
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The simulated displacement contours for Designs 1, 2 & 3 obtained after the system has stabilized (70 ns) 

is shown in Fig. 10-9 (a) and 10-13 (a) and (b), respectively.  We find that the scattering of the waves after 

the focal point reduces with increase in the wavelength and the amplitude field becomes more uniform.  

The size of the focal area increases with the increase in F-SAW wavelength.  For larger wavelengths, the 

amplitude field has no concise focal point.   Instead, the F-SAW propagates as a narrow, long, strong SAW 

beam as shown in Fig. 10-13 (b).  

  
 
   (a)      (b) 
 

Figure 10-13. Simulated displacement contours for (a) Design-2 (b) Design-3;  i.e., F-SAW device 
having F-IDTs with wavelengths of 60 & 80 microns, respectively.  

 
Our simulation results indicate that the focusing properties increase with decrease in the wavelength of the 

F-SAW.   Additionally, F-SAW devices operating at higher frequencies or smaller wavelengths also incur 

smaller propagation losses.  Hence, for both sensing and microfluidic applications, devices operating at 

higher frequencies or generating F-SAWs with smaller wavelengths are preferred. 

 

10.6.3 Effect of applied input voltage 

The simulations results reported above for the various F-IDT designs were obtained for an applied AC 

electrical input of 5 V (peak-peak) at the transmitter F-IDT fingers.  To investigate the effect of voltage 

intensity on the propagation characteristics of the wave, we simulated a F-SAW device with transducer 

design parameters corresponding to Design-1 and operating at 100 MHz, but with varying applied input 
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voltages of 5, 10, 20 and 30 V (peak-peak).  Our simulation results indicated that the propagation 

characteristics and displacement contours generated for the various power inputs were qualitatively similar, 

but quantitatively different. As brought out earlier, the maximum amplitudes were obtained at the focal 

point of the F-SAW device.  The amplitudes of the wave generated at the focal point in the F-SAW device 

for the various simulated voltage inputs are shown in Fig. 10-14.  We find that the amplitude of the 

generated focused wave varies linearly with the applied input voltage.  
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Figure 10-14. Effect of applied input voltage on the wave amplitudes at the focal point in an F-SAW 
device. 

 

Similar linear variation was observed theoretically for conventional SAW devices simulated in our previous 

investigations and was also reported experimentally by Chono et al. for SAW devices operating at 50 MHz 

frequency.  The SAW amplitudes in these experiments were measured using optical methods for varying 

input voltages 306.  When in contact with the fluid medium, the increased wave amplitudes are expected to 

result in enhanced streaming forces and increased streaming velocities.   

 

10.7 Conclusions 

A three dimensional coupled field finite element (FE) model of F-SAW devices was developed in this 

work.  The F-IDTs were modeled as concentric circular arcs patterned on the surface of YZ-LiNbO3   The 

model was used to investigate the effect of geometric shape of transducers on the focusing property of F-
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IDTs.  The effect of several F-IDT design parameters such as number of finger pairs, degree of arc, 

geometric focal length as well as the wavelength of F-SAW on its propagation characteristics as well as 

focusing property was studied in detail.  An impulse and AC electrical input was applied at the transmitting 

F-IDT fingers to evaluate the device frequency response and F-SAW propagation characteristics, 

respectively.  The frequency of the simulated devices ranged from approximately 55 to 100 MHz. 

 

The displacement contours as well as the variations in amplitude field at various locations around the focal 

region obtained in an AC analysis were used to evaluate the focusing property for the various transducer 

designs.  The results indicate that the focusing property is significantly influenced by the geometric shape 

of the transducers.  F-SAW devices with larger degree of arc of F-IDTs and operating at higher frequencies, 

i.e., generating waves with smaller wavelength, are needed to obtain better focusing.  Also, there exists an 

optimal geometric focal length for the F-SAW devices which depends on a compromise between the 

focusing property and the associated insertion loss.  Longer geometric focal length gave better focusing 

characteristics and increased insertion losses.  The wavelength of F-SAWs also significantly affected the 

focusing property.  Larger wavelength F-SAWs generate long, narrow, strong SAW beams, but the 

amplitude field is unable to approach a precise focal point.  Shorter wavelength F-SAWs which are 

generated in devices operating at higher frequencies are able to achieve the same. 

Based on the FE simulation results, we have attempted to identify transducer configurations that are best 

suited for sensing and microfluidic applications.  We find that F-SAW devices operating at higher 

frequencies and with high applied input voltages, optimal geometric focal length, and larger degree of arc 

are best suited for actuation and microfluidic applications whereas F-SAW devices with shorter geometric 

focal length and smaller degree of arc of F-IDTs are better suited for sensing.  Additionally, in comparison 

with the conventional SAW devices fabricated with uniform interdigital transducers, we find that the 

focused SAW devices are more sensitive to variations in the focal area instead of the whole delay-line 

region. This makes them suitable for application requiring detection or manipulation of localized variations, 

such as those utilizing acousto-optic or acousto-electric effects.  The findings of our study have laid the 
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groundwork for further investigation into the propagation characteristics and focusing property of F-SAW 

devices fabricated on multilayered substrates and/or with more complicated transducer designs. 
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Chapter Eleven 

Conclusions and future work 

11.1  Conclusions 

In the first part of the thesis, the nanoscale material behavior of transition metal alloys in the form of 

clusters and wires was investigated using classical molecular dynamics simulations. The thermodynamic, 

structural and mechanical properties of Pd-Pt nanoclusters and nanowires having diameter of 

approximately 2.3 nm and varying compositions was studied. The melting behavior of Pd-Pt nanoclusters is 

characterized by pre-melting of surface segregated Pd atoms followed by homogeneous melting of Pt core. 

The simulated melting point of nanoclusters calculated from our simulations is much lower than the 

corresponding bulk Pd and Pt crystals. Comparisons to same sized bimetallic nanowires are also carried 

out. The simulated phase diagram of bimetallic nanowires is quite different from that of same-diameter 

nanoclusters as well as that of bulk Pd-Pt alloy. Nanowires undergo solid-solid transition from fcc to hcp 

resulting in the existence of metastable hcp phase over temperature ranges which vary with the wire 

composition. The phase boundaries (fcc-hcp and solid-liquid) in nanophase alloys are dictated by two 

competing processes i.e. surface melting and solid-solid transformation. The observed differences in the 

surface melting mechanism of wires and clusters as well as the strength of the metal-metal interactions for a 

given segregation profile dictate the onset of solid-solid transition from fcc-hcp for a particular nanowire 

composition.  A melting theory developed for nanoclusters was extended to nanowires to facilitate 

comparisons with the same. The simulated nanowire and nanocluster melting temperatures over a range of 

alloy composition are in moderate agreement with the predictions of the phenomenological models. We 

have discussed possible sources of discrepancies. A linear variation of melting point with reciprocal 

nanowire diameter was found. The size and composition dependence of nanowire melting temperatures are 

thus consistent with the available melting theories. 
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The influence of substrate interactions on the thermal characteristics of bimetallic nanoclusters was also 

studied. Our simulations indicate that the effect of the weak graphite support is to delay the onset of 

melting leading to higher transition temperatures compared with isolated nanoclusters, but still lower than 

bulk melting points. Structural transformations are found to occur at temperatures much below the phase 

transition. The graphite field causes a rapid rearrangement of atoms located close to the substrate. The 

dynamic properties associated with substrate-supported cluster melting were studied using deformation 

parameters, diffusion coefficients, velocity auto-correlation functions and analysis of density profiles. 

Components of velocity auto-correlation function characterizing diffusion of the constituent atoms in the 

bimetallic nanoclusters suggest greater out-of-plane movement in comparison to in-plane which increases 

with increasing composition of Cu in Pd-Cu and Pd in Pd-Rh and Pd-Pt.  

 

Our studies indicate wetting behavior which is influenced by the weak metal-graphite, and the metal-metal 

interactions. Influence of the graphite field is restricted to a few monolayers of atoms and has a more 

prominent effect on surface melted atoms. Shell-based diffusion coefficients indicate greater surface 

melting in shells located farther away from the graphite substrate. We find the cluster to diffuse as a single 

entity on the graphite surface. All the three nanoclusters studied exhibit high diffusivities on the graphite 

substrate, consistent with experimental observations. The forces exerted by the graphite field are relatively 

lower when compared to actual piezoelectric substrates that are present in SAW sensors. Therefore, our 

findings indicate that the effect of piezoelectric substrate would have a profound effect on the structure and 

dynamics of nanoclusters and wires employed as sensing layers. 

The mechanical properties of the transition metal alloy nanowires were estimated under varying strain rates 

and temperatures. The deformation and rupture mechanism of alloy nanowires were found to be similar to 

those observed for single component wires. The yielding and fracture mechanisms depend on the applied 

strain rate as well as atomic arrangement, and temperature. At low temperature and strain rate, where 

crystal order and stability are highly preserved, the calculated stress-strain response of pure Pt and Pd as 

well as Pd-Pt alloy nanowires showed clear periodic, stepwise dislocation-relaxation behavior. Crystalline 

to amorphous transformation takes place at high strain rates (5% ps-1), with amorphous melting detected at 
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300 K. Due to higher entropy of the nanowire at higher temperature and strain rate, periodic stress-strain 

behavior is absent, and superplasticity behavior is observed. Deformation of nanowires at higher strain 

rates and low temperature, where the superplasticity characteristic is significantly enhanced, results in the 

development of a multishell helical structure.  

Mechanical properties of the alloy nanowires are significantly different from those of bulk phase and are 

dictated by the applied strain rate, temperature, alloy composition as well as the structural rearrangement 

associated with nanowire elongation. We find that the Young's modulus of both the single component as 

well as alloy nanowires depends on the applied strain rate and is about 70-75% of the bulk value. Ductility 

of the studied nanowires showed a non-monotonic variation with Pd composition at low strain rates and 

was significantly enhanced for wires developing and rearranging into a multishell helical structure which 

occurred at higher strain rates. The Poisson ratio of Pd rich alloys is 60-70% of its bulk value whereas that 

of Pt rich alloys is not significantly changed at the nanoscale. The calculated differences in the nanowire 

mechanical properties are shown to have significant effect on their applicability in areas such as sensing 

and catalysis. The propagation characteristics of SAW with nanomaterial sensing layer would be 

significantly different from those calculated using properties of thin films. The morphological and 

structural changes in metallic nanowires induced by uniaxial stretching can also be expected to play an 

important role when used as sensing layers in high frequency SAW devices.  

The second part of the thesis utilizes 3-D and 2-D coupled field finite element models to study wave 

propagation characteristics in a typical SAW gas sensor as well as in a novel SAW biosensor. The response 

of a SAW H2 gas sensor was simulated by using material properties of Pd and Pd-H sensing layers. 

Changes in the Young’s modulus of elasticity and density of the palladium film upon gas adsorption were 

introduced into the simulations. The displacement and voltage profiles obtained at the output transducer 

were used to derive the gas sensor response. The finite element model reveals that the Rayleigh mode (z-

direction displacement) is the most suitable for gas sensing. A time shift of approximately 3 ns and an 

insertion loss of 1.8 dB were observed when the gas sensor with thin Pd film was exposed to 3% H2. The 
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finite element modeling and simulation provides a powerful means to study surface acoustic wave 

propagation characteristics. 

 

Fluid-structure interaction models are developed for biosensing applications. A coupled field finite element 

fluid-piezoelectric interaction model is developed and solved to gain insights into the acoustic streaming 

induced flow in SAW devices. The developed model is more accurate and represents a significant 

improvement over the existing numerical techniques utilized to model the SAW streaming phenomenon. 

Fluid domain was modeled using the Navier Stokes’ equation; the arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian approach 

was employed to handle the mesh distortions arising from the motion of the solid substrate. The fluid-solid 

coupling was established by maintaining stress and displacement continuity at the fluid-structure interface. 

To our knowledge, this is the first presentation of a coupled field finite element fluid-piezoelectric 

interaction model in the literature. Experimental investigations demonstrate the validity of the model. The 

results demonstrate the use of acoustic streaming in removal of non-specifically bound proteins, thereby 

improving sensor response and sensitivity. 

 

The developed 3-D finite element structural models are extended to study wave propagation in a novel 

hexagonal SAW device, which finds applications in materials characterization as well as chemical and 

biological sensing. The wave propagation characteristics along the different delay paths in a hexagonal 

SAW device are studied. Our simulation results indicate that the hexagonal SAW device based on LiNbO3 

can be utilized for rapid and simultaneous extraction of multiple film parameters (film material density, 

Lamé and shear modulii, sheet conductivity) of a thin film material and achieve a more complete 

characterization in comparison to a conventional SAW device. Furthermore, our results indicate that in 

hexagonal devices based on LiTaO3, one of the delay paths can be used for detection whereas the other 

delay paths can be used to simultaneously remove the non-specifically bound proteins using acoustic 

streaming phenomenon in biosensing application. The developed models are extended to investigate the 

acoustic wave propagation and generation in focused SAW devices with transducers shaped as concentric 

circular arc. Optimization of design parameters leading to enhanced amplitude fields & lower propagation 

losses, thereby increased device sensitivity is carried out. In comparison to conventional SAW devices with 
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uniform transducer fingers, the variations in amplitude field at regions close to the focal point are 

significantly enhanced. Our results indicate that focused SAW devices operating at higher device 

frequencies and with smaller degree of arc are most suitable for sensing applications.  

 

11.2 Major contributions 

Computational models are developed to design SAW sensors employing nanomaterial sensing layers for 

chemical and biological species detection. The material properties of nanomaterial sensing layers are 

explored in detail. The differences that exist between the nanoscale and bulk materials are brought to the 

forefront. The findings of this research in not only beneficial for sensing applications, but also provide a 

good platform for the study of other transition metal nanostructures which are useful in catalysis and fuel 

cell applications.  

 

At the macro-scale, the wave propagation characteristics in SAW devices operating in air and liquid media 

are studied using coupled field finite element models. Novel multi-frequency SAW transducer designs for 

enhanced response in chemical and biological sensing applications are modeled. Fundamental 

understanding of the acoustic wave generation and propagation in SAW sensors with complicated 

transducer configurations is achieved using the developed models. This research enables the consideration 

of more complicated configurations and allows for extending the developed models to analyze propagation 

characteristics in hexagonal SAW device fabricated on other bare and multi-layered piezoelectric 

substrates. Finally, the current research would result in improved, solid-state chemical and biological 

micro-sensors which will have a broad impact on industrial process monitoring, safety and control, 

monitoring of human health and the environment, and on national security.   

 

11.3 Future work 

Based on the findings of the current research the following possibilities exist which could lead to 

improvements in future sensor designs. The details are discussed in this section. 
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1) Molecular simulations of multi-component alloys 

The bond order simulation model developed in this work for binary transition metal alloys can be extended 

to obtain the microstructure of multi-component alloys. These could be utilized as starting configurations 

for subsequent MD simulations to investigate their material properties for possible use in sensing and 

catalytic applications.  

 

2) Ab-initio simulations of gas molecule-nanoalloy interactions 

Knowledge of the site preference and relative densities of different surface sites in the bimetallic 

nanoclusters and nanowires simulated at different temperatures using MD, can give useful insights into the 

extent of adsorption or mass loading of the gases in a given nanocluster. The same can be used to 

investigate the mechanism of sensor response occurring at nanoscale. Manipulation of the variables such as 

temperature, pressure, molecular orientation can be carried out to maximize sensor response towards a 

particular gas (selectivity). Adsorption of gases like CO, H2 and O2 on different surfaces (fcc (110), fcc 

(111), fcc (211)) of metals like Pt, Ni, and Pd can be investigated by density functional theory (DFT) 

methods. Adsorption energies and structures of the gases on these surfaces could be investigated by 

considering multiple possible adsorption sites, and comparing them with the available experimental data at 

low coverage. The differences in the site-preference and adsorption structures (for e.g. tilt angle, C-O bond 

length, metal-C distance in case of CO) among the different surfaces can also be investigated. Identification 

of stable adsorption sites and maximizing the densities of same in the nanomaterials employed as sensing 

layers would result in enhanced mass loading. It is expected that the increased mass loading would further 

result in higher frequency shifts, thereby giving increased sensitivity of the SAW sensors. 

 

3) 3-D fluid-solid interaction model of SAW biosensor 

The 2-D fluid-solid interaction model developed for Rayleigh wave interaction with liquid medium can be 

extended to develop a 3-D model of hexagonal SAW device based on LiTaO3 substrate. Based on the 

crystallographic directions, one of the delay paths would involve SH wave interactions with liquid medium 

as in typical SAW biosensor applications. The other delay path would generate Rayleigh waves which 

would be used for simultaneous removal of non-specifically bound proteins. The developed 3-D model 
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would give insights into the induced flow fields which can be used to evaluate the functioning of the SAW 

biosensor as well as optimize the design parameters to obtain improved sensor response. 

 

4) High frequency SAW biosensors based on diamond substrate 

The simulation results obtained in this research indicate that the devices operating at higher frequencies can 

more effectively remove the non-specifically bound proteins and thus lead to improved sensitivity. Recent 

experimental studies indicate that SAW devices fabricated on diamond substrates operate in the high 

frequency regime307. Diamond is especially attractive because, in addition to having good electrical and 

chemical properties, it is widely considered to be biocompatible, and can be used as a waveguide in layered 

SAW devices. The high density of diamond layer helps achieve higher acoustic wave propagation velocity 

and realize GHz frequency devices with transducer finger spacing achievable by optical lithography. The 3-

D structural and 2-D fluid solid interaction finite element models developed in this work can be extended to 

study the wave propagation characteristics in hexagonal diamond layered piezoelectric surface acoustic 

wave devices under the influence of a fluid loading. The models would help design SAW sensors with 

improved sensitivity and speed of response. 

 

5) Microfluidic applications 

The fluid-solid interaction model developed in this work can be used to determine the utility of SAW 

devices in potential microfluidic applications. SAWs can be used to actuate and process smallest amounts 

of fluid on the planar surface of a piezoelectric chip 308,309.  The small size of these pumps or devices can 

minimize the dead volume of fluid in the system.  This feature is especially useful when the reagents or 

products are precious or when the device needs to be cleaned or reused. Potential applications of the 

developed microfluidic systems include biological or chemical analysis and synthesis, micromixing, micro-

dispensing, and precision chemical dilution and mixing. 
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